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ABSTRACT 

 

 Hydrogen is an attractive fuel because it is clean, carbon neutral, energy dense, 

and sustainable, but in order for a hydrogen economy to become a reality it is necessary 

to develop inexpensive and efficient methods of hydrogen production. The [FeFe]-

hydrogenase enzymes are efficient at catalyzing the reduction of protons to dihydrogen. 

Nature-inspired functional active site mimics which feature sulfur and iron have been the 

focus of much research, yet there are still challenges to overcome. The challenges of the 

[FeFe]-H2ase active site mimic catalysts which are addressed in this dissertation are (1) 

the reversibility of the catalyst to reduction and (2) the overpotential required to achieve 

catalytic activity.  

 One of the active site-inspired catalysts is (µ-1,3-

propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. When studied by cyclic voltammetry, CV, this 

catalyst produces hydrogen but also transforms into catalytically inactive products. (µ-

2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 3, was prepared and found be fully reversible 

to reduction at all scan rates, indicating that it does not decompose on the CV timescale. 

Compound 3 is prepared as a mixture of cis and trans isomers. The trans isomer is able to 

undergo inversion of the bridgehead and the cis isomer is fixed with no evidence of 

bridgehead fluxionality. NMR studies verify proton assignments and the barrier of 

inversion for the fluxional trans compound.  DFT studies indicate that multiple pathways 

to catalysis are possible for 1 depending upon the pKa of acid present and the potential 

applied. 
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 [FeFe]-H2ase-inspired catalysts which produce hydrogen in the presence of a 

weak acid require a higher than desired overpotential. To overcome this, an ideal catalyst 

would use captured solar energy to produce hydrogen. The catalyst (µ-1,2-

benzenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 5, is well studied and understood. Thiophene has a 

π-system that is isoelectronic with benzene. Thiophenes are air-stable and may be 

polymerized into electrically conductive polymers which may be light active. The 

catalyst (µ-3,4-thiophenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 6, was prepared as a proof of 

concept model for catalysts with polythiophene features. As predicted, compound 6 was 

found to reduce protons at the same potential as 5. DFT computations indicate these 

catalysts go through the same catalytic mechanisms. X-ray crystal structures indicate 

similar bond lengths and angles.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

The Challenge 

 There is a growing need for a clean, sustainable, and carbon-neutral energy 

source. Affordable and abundant energy is important to our economy as well as to our 

national security. Earth’s supplies of fossil fuels are finite, increasingly complicated to 

extract,
2
 and are often a factor in international conflict. Additionally, the use of fossil 

fuels contributes to climate change. According to the Department of Energy, the USA 

annually spends 500 billion dollars on energy. As of 2010, 91% of the energy consumed 

in the United States was generated from fossil-fuel sources.
3
 

  World-wide energy demand is projected to increase 1.2% per year, or 36%, 

between 2008 and 2035. Many renewable sources for producing energy already exist, 

such as solar, wind, hydroelectric, geothermal, and wave turbines, and the technology 

continues to improve the energy production capabilities of these renewable energy 

sources. As part of a sustainable energy solution, hydrogen is highly attractive as an 

energy carrier. Hydrogen can be used in a hydrogen-proton exchange membrane fuel cell. 

Molecular hydrogen can be combusted with oxygen to produce energy and yield water as 

the only byproduct. 

 

   2H2 + O2                    2H2O + energy    (1.1) 

  

⇌ 
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 One kilogram of hydrogen can potentially displace 1.58 gallons of gasoline.
3
 

 To develop a hydrogen economy in steps, a first generation production of hydrogen for 

fuel from existing sources can generate 72 million tonnes (a tonne = 1000 kilograms) 

from such sources as natural gas, coal, petroleum, nuclear and hydro power. In 2007, the 

USA consumed 396 million tonnes of gasoline. The first generation of hydrogen 

production could displace up to 80% of the gasoline needs in the USA. Currently, 95% of 

all hydrogen produced in the USA comes from natural gas sources. This is neither 

renewable nor carbon-neutral for a long-term hydrogen source.
3
 

 An inexpensive and efficient method of hydrogen production from nonfossil-fuel 

sources is needed in order to fully develop a hydrogen energy economy. While platinum 

is efficient at producing hydrogen from water it is also expensive and rare. Nature’s 

[FeFe]-hydrogenase enzymes, [FeFe]-H2ase, reduce protons to molecular hydrogen at a 

catalytic rate of up to 1000 molecules of hydrogen per second per catalytic site.
4
 This is a 

promising alternative to platinum and uses cheap, readily available iron and sulfur in the 

functional mimic of the active site of [FeFe]-H2ase. An ideal catalyst would pair 

hydrogen production with a light-harvesting mechanism and use solar energy to effect the 

production of hydrogen from water. This dissertation discusses several Nature-inspired 

[FeFe]-H2ase-type catalysts, starting from the design and synthesis to characterization 

and mechanistic studies. 

Focus of this work 

 This dissertation will focus on two main areas of the [FeFe]-H2ase active-site 

inspired catalysts which have not yet been fully addressed in the literature. The first area 
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this dissertation will discuss is the reversibility of the catalysts such as the (µ-1,3-

propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 1, which produces H2 when reduced in the 

presence of an acid, but which also transforms into a non-catalytically active product. 

Modifications were made to 1 in which methyl groups were added to carbon 1 and carbon 

3 of the propanedithiolato, pdt, bridgehead for compound 2 and 3. When a methyl group 

is substituted onto both the 1 and 3 carbons of the pdt-bridgehead the catalyst, 3, is more 

reversibly reduced. The second area discussed in this dissertation is the potential needed 

to reduce protons to hydrogen in the presence of a weak acid. This potential is higher 

than desirable in order to produce hydrogen efficiently. Thus a catalyst, (µ-

thiophenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 6 was designed. Compound 6 features a 

thiophene as a bridging ligand, which is π-system isoelectronic to the well-studied and 

understood (µ-1,2-benzenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. Compound 6 was prepared as a 

model compound for catalysts which may be polyermized into an electrically conductive 

light active polymer.  
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Scheme 1.1 The compounds discussed in this dissertation. 

 

 This dissertation begins with the background of the [FeFe]-H2ase enzyme and 

[FeFe]-H2ase-inspired catalysts that are modifications of 1, and describes the background, 

the synthetic routes, purification, separation, and characterization of the methyl-modified 

1 catalyst. Cyclic voltammogram scan rate studies show improved reversibility of 3. DFT 

studies indicate that there are many possible electrocatalytic pathways to hydrogen 

production. Different mechanisms may be accessed or turned on depending upon the pKa 

of the acid present and the potential applied. These pathways are compared to the cyclic 

voltammograms of compounds 1 and 3 in acetonitrile in the presence of a weak acid. 

Several pathways are highlighted where the DFT models indicate possible mechanisms. 

The thiophene bridged catalyst, 6, is also synthesized, purified and characterized. The 

electrochemistry and DFT models of 6 are compared and contrasted to 5. The dissertation 

ends with a summary of conclusions and suggestions for further study. 
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1.1 [FeFe]-hydrogenase: occurrence, structure, and role in organisms 

 As of 2011, more than 450 hydrogenase enzymes have been discovered, isolated, 

and sequenced.
5
 There are two broad classes of hydrogenase enzymes, [FeFe]-H2ase and 

[NiFe]-H2ases. Other, similar enzymes have been discovered, including a H2-forming 

methylenetetrahydromethanopterin dehydrogenase (Hmd), which will not be discussed 

within this dissertation. The [NiFe]-H2ase will be briefly discussed as a comparison to 

[FeFe]-H2ases. However, the focus of this dissertation is the [FeFe]-H2ase active site 

mimics. Therefore, the [FeFe]-H2ase will receive greater attention in the introduction. 

Hydrogenases are redox metalloenzymes occurring in anaerobic bacteria, anaerobic 

protists, and mitochondrial-containing eukayotes. The [FeFe]-H2ases catalyze the 

reversible reaction. 

 

    H2           2H
+
 + 2e

–
     (1.2) 

 

 There is a great range of organisms in which [FeFe]-H2ases occur, from green 

algae to yeast to anaerobic bacteria. While [NiFe]-H2ases are found in Archaea and 

Bacteria, [FeFe]-hydrogenases are found in Eukarya and other Bacteria. One intriguing 

similarity, which may provide hints in designing an effective mimic, is that both the 

[NiFe]-H2ase and the [FeFe]-H2ase make use of CO and CN
–
 ligands bound to metal, 

which is highly unusual to find in living entities as these ligands are generally toxic to 

living organisms. 

 ⇌ 
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 While [FeFe]-H2ase are most commonly found as a soluble enzyme in the 

cytoplasm, they have also been found as periplasmic, and, rarely, as membrane bound 

enzymes. They are often monomeric with one, three, or five iron-sulfur clusters leading 

to the active site. They may also occur as trimers, such as in Thermotoga maritime and as 

tetramers as in Desulfovibrio fructosovorans and Thermoanaerobacter tengcongensis. 

 Hydrogenase enyzmes in several bacterial species such as Desulfovbrio 

desulfuricans as shown in Figure 1.1 and Clostridium pasterium are especially efficient at 

producing molecular hydrogen from protons and electrons. The [FeFe]-H2ase enzyme has 

the greatest hydrogen production activity of the hydrogenase enzyme types and is 

efficient at catalyzing the reversible production of protons and electrons to dihydrogen as 

shown in Equation 1.3. 

 

 2H
+
 + 2e

-
  H2 (1.3) 

 

 In 1931, Stephenson and Strickland and others found that colon bacteria produced 

molecular hydrogen.
6
 Human colons have hydrogenase-containing bacteria; however, the 

H2 evolved is taken up and recycled by other nearby bacteria.
5 

 Farkas and coworkers 

showed hydrogenase to be the enzyme responsible for the H/D exchange observed in 

Escherichia coli.
7
Hydrogenase was found to be sensitive to and inhibited or poisoned by 

oxygen, carbon monoxide and cyanide by Hoberman and Rittenberg, who showed that 

the H/D exchanged was quenched by exposure to these small molecules. In some but not 

⇌ 
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all hydrogenases the inhibition caused by carbon monoxide was reversible upon exposure 

to light.
8, 9

 

 Research on hydrogenase enzymes continued through the ensuing decades. The 

presence of iron was confirmed in the 1950’s, and sulfur in the 1960’s. The iron was 

determined to be non-heme in the 1970’s and the [NiFe]-H2ase active site discovered in 

the 1980’s.   
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Figure 1.1 A depiction of the protein crystal structure of Desulfovibrio desulfuricans and 

the active site. Figure created from X-ray coordinates in reference
1
. 
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1.2 [FeFe]-H2ase Active Site Mimics 

Many groups in the past decade have and continue to invest significant effort into 

mimicking the structure and function of these enzyme active sites, particularly [FeFe]-

H2ase mimics, because of the high H2-producing capability. The scope of this research is 

enormous with thousands of related studies. Therefore, a brief background of the systems 

most closely related to those discussed in this dissertation is given here.  

 The active site of the enzyme features two irons and two sulfurs bound in a 

butterfly-like cluster structure featuring an iron-iron distance of 2.5 – 2.6 Å. Darensbourg 

and coworkers published the X-ray crystal structure of µ-1,3-

propanedithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl, 1, superimposed on a composite X-ray crystal 

structure of the active site of the enzyme to highlight the structural similarities between 1 

and the [FeFe]-H2ase active site. This observation of similarity between the enzyme 

active site and 1 brought forth a renewal of interest in 1, as well as interest in derivatives 

of 1 and similar molecules. In studying these molecules, researchers seek an 

understanding of the function of the enzyme active site and the structure in order to 

design a catalyst which would be a cheap and efficient method of producing molecular 

hydrogen. For the purpose of this dissertation, I will define a pdt-type compound as 

meaning that the compound has a propane-length saturated bridge between the the two 

sulfur atoms as in the dithiolato linker, µ-propanedithiolato, shown in Figure 1.1. The pdt 

and decorated pdt-type catalysts have a butterfly-like metallabicyclic core with [2Fe2S] 

active site. The six-membered bicyclic rings are such that both a boat and a chair 

conformation are present simultaneously. There are many examples of six-membered, 
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fully saturated rings in organic and organometallic chemistry. These six-membered rings 

may be composed of carbon only or include heteroatoms, and metal. These metallacyclic 

rings are often fluxional and may undergo conformational changes.  

 Another [FeFe]-H2ase active site mimic, (µ-enzenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 

5, has been studied by this and other research groups. 5 differs in structure from 1 in that 

the dithiolato bridge between the irons involves an aromatic ring. Substituting a benzene 

ring for a propane chain effected changes, in that the electrochemistry has a two-electron, 

fully-reversible first reduction. 5 also reduces at lower overpotential, with a higher 

catalytic current in the presence of acetic acid than 1 and other pdt-type catalysts. The 

overpotential of 0.53 V is larger than desirable and an overpotential as close to zero as 

possible is ideal. Overpotential would not be a consideration if solar energy could be used 

to produce hydrogen as solar energy is free and abundant. Thiophene is isoelectronic with 

benzene in the π-system. Thiophene and oligothiophenes are light-harvesting molecules 

and are used in dye-sensitized solar cells. Because 5 is well understood, an analogous 

compound, (µ-3,4-thiophenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 6, was designed, prepared and 

studied. 6 is an attractive proof of concept and is a step on the way to a light-harvesting 

[FeFe]-H2ase inspired catalysts. 

1.3 Experimental Techniques. In order to evaluate the catalytic mechansims of these 

compounds, several experimental techniques were used. The techniques discussed in this 

dissertation are electrochemistry, gas-phase photoelectron spectroscopy, and 

computational modeling. 

1.3.1 Electrochemistry. An important and useful tool in evaluating the suitability of a 
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catalyst is cyclic voltammetry, CV. This is due to the fact that CV experiments give 

information on the chemical and electrochemical reversibility, pKa, and oxidation and 

reduction potentials of a compound, which gives insight into the robustness and 

efficiency of a catalyst. All the potentials in this dissertation are vs. ferrocene unless 

otherwise noted. 

 In the CV experiments described in this dissertation, an electrochemical cell is set 

up with three electrodes, a working electrode, a reference electrode and a counter 

electrode, which are controlled by a potentiostat. A supporting electrolyte is dissolved in 

a solvent and a micromolar concentration of the catalyst of interest is dissolved in the 

solution, and a potential is applied to the working electrode. As illustrated in Figure 1.2, 

the potential of the working electrode is set to originate at a voltage, E1, where no 

electrochemical event occurs and where the current is negligible. The voltage of the cell 

potential is scanned at a steady rate to a second voltage, E2. At E2, the direction is 

reversed and the voltage is swept at a steady rate to a desired voltage, E3 where it is again 

reversed and then returned to the origin. As the applied potential is changed over time, 

the current vs potential is plotted, forming a voltammogram. A reduction or oxidation 

event appears on the voltammogram as a peak illustrated in Figure 1.3 as Epc and Epa. The 

peak current is the magnitude of the peak on the y-axis and the peak potential is the 

position of the peak along the x-axis.
10

 

  The reversibility of a catalyst tells us about the robustness of a catalyst. An ideal 

catalyst is able to perform catalytic reactions for a long time. Reversibility in a CV is 

seen in the peak height and position of an electrochemical event. A compound is 
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chemically reversible if the reduction peak and corresponding oxidation peak are the 

same size by area. This is measured from the line of the current on the forward scan. A 

catalyst is electrochemically reversible if the cathodic and anodic peaks are separated by 

0.057 V.
10,11

 In order for a compound to be reversible it must be stable on the 

electrochemical timescale. Moreover, the reduced species and the oxidized species must 

be in equilibrium at the surface of the electrode. This is expressed in the Nernst equation: 

 

E = Eº’ – RT /nF ln ([Red]/([Ox])  (1.4) 

 

where Ox is the oxidized form and Red is the reduced form, R is the universal gas 

constant, T is the absolute temperature, n is the number of moles of electrons transferred, 

and F is the Faraday constant, the number of coulombs per mole of electrons. F may also 

be expressed as 96.485 kJ per volt gram equivalent or 1 eV per volt gram equivalent. 

 Overpotential and catalytic current give information about catalytic efficiency. 

For the purpose of this dissertation, in the case of weak acids, overpotential is the 

difference between the standard potential for acid reduction, Eº
HA

, and the potential 

where catalysis occurs as discussed by Evans et al.
10

 The standard potential reduction for 

a weak acid with a known pKa is defined by the half reaction (1.5) 

 

2HA + 2e
–   


  
 H2 + 2A

–
    (1.5) 
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An ideal catalyst would have overpotential as close as possible to the standard potential 

of acid reduction in order to keep the input of energy for the production of molecular 

hydrogen low.  
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Figure 1.2 Potential waveform applied to working electrode in a CV 

experiment. E2 and E3 are switching potentials 
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Figure 1.3 A CV of a reversible electrochemical process. The convention used 

in this dissertation is for the current to be positive for the reduction sweep and 

negative for the oxidation sweep. 
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1.3.2 Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) was 

used to directly investigate the ionization of all compounds discussed in this dissertation. 

UPS is based on Einstein’s photoelectric effect which states that if a photon of light of 

sufficient energy impacts a molecule, an electron will be ionized and ejected from that 

molecule. Any photon energy in excess of the energy needed to eject the electron from 

the molecule is converted to the kinetic energy of the ejected electron as described in 

equation (1.6). 

 

Molecule + photonhυ  Molecule
+
 + e

–                  
(1.6) 

 

This equation may be rewritten and rearranged such that if the energy of the photon is 

known and the kinetic energy of the ejected electron is measured, the ionization energy 

can be calculated. Ionization energy is the difference in energy between the neutral 

molecule and the cation, where Ehυ is the energy of the photon, K.E. is the kinetic energy 

of the electron, and I.E. is the ionization energy. 

 

  Ehυ – K.E. = I.E.           (1.7) 

 

Koopman’s theorem
12

 relates ionization energy to the energies of molecular orbitals, 

“The negative energy of an occupied orbital from a theoretical calculation is equal to the 

vertical ionization energy due to the removal of an electron from that orbital.”
12
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 As UPS is a gas-phase technique, it yields information about the internal 

reorganization energy of the compound that occurs during the transition from a neutral 

molecule to a cationic molecule plus an electron without the presence of intermolecular 

interactions. A monochromatic light source of He I and He II photons, 21.218 eV and 

40.814 eV, respectively was used during data collection. The resulting difference 

between the He I spectrum and He II spectrum allow for character assignment of the 

frontier molecular orbitals based on whether the relative intensity increased or decreased 

between He I and He II ionizations.  

 

1.3.3 Computational Modeling. Density Functional Theory, DFT, level calculations are 

useful tools for predicting, modeling, and helping to explain experimental results.
13

 

 DFT uses functionals to calculate the electron density of the molecule. When an 

appropriate DFT method is utilized, the results are computationally accurate with a far 

lower computational cost than ab initio or other molecular wavefunction methods.
13

 

 DFT is able to handle transition metals and is good for calculations of the gas phase 

geometry,
14

 ground state energies, and bond dissociation energies.
15

 

 It is important that a DFT method be validated by comparison to experimental 

data to ensure that the method chosen is a good model for the system of interest. To 

validate computations, the gas phase optimized geometry of the system of interest is 

compared to the X-ray crystal structure. Likewise, analytical frequencies are compared to 

infrared (IR) spectra of the metal carbonyl region. Good agreement of these values 

indicates that DFT is able to model the geometry and the vibrations of the system. UPS 
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gives a direct measurement of the removal of an electron and is compared with the 

calculated ionization energy. These computations can help with the peak assignments of 

the spectra.  

 The conductor-like screening model (COSMO) gives solution-phase data which 

allows for the calculation of activation barriers, reduction potential,
16

 and pKa values,
17

 

that are then compared to the corresponding electrochemical data and simulations. 

 

1.4 Fluxionality.  

Dynamic conformational changes in organometallic compounds are common. Each of the 

pdt-type series 1 - 4 has a fluxional six membered ring. The fluxional six-membered rings 

may include carbon and heteroatoms as well as metals. These organometallic rings may 

be thought of as having fluxionality analogous to cyclohexane. These six membered rings 

may adopt a skew (twist), boat, or chair conformation. The skew is chiral while the boat 

and chair conformers are non-chiral. The boat and chair are the most common 

conformations. Fluxionality is thought to play a role in the catalytic activity of 

hydrogenase. 

 

1.5 Previous research  

1.5.1 [FeFe]-H2ase Active site mimics. Marcetta Darensbourg in 1999 reported 1 shown 

in Scheme 1, as being structurally similar to the [FeFe] H2ase enzyme active site. She 

reported the X-ray structure of 1 having a 2.5 – 2.6 Å Fe-Fe distance, pseudo-octahedral 

coordination geometry about the irons, and as being a dimeric, diamagnetic complex.
18
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 This was followed by an updated synthesis of 1, and the chemical reaction of 1 with 

Na[N(SiMe3)2] to [(µ-pdt)Fe2(CO)5(CN)]
–
.
19

 

 The formal oxidation state of the iron is +1, and a metal-metal bond is required to reach 

18 electrons. The metal-metal bond is consistent with the enzyme active site with a 2.5 Å 

Fe–Fe distance. The enzyme and 1 both have a Fe2S2 butterfly core.  

 The IR spectrum of the enzyme indicates that there may be three different 

possible oxidation states. The µ-CO trans to the cysteine-sulfur bridging to the [4Fe4S] 

cluster is suggested as being capable of moderating charge differences in changing 

oxidation states with small structural changes. Mossbauer spectroscopy was used with the 

IR data to help interpret the given oxidation state assignments of the [FeFe]-H2ase active 

site to a Fe
II
Fe

I
 to Hox and Fe

I
Fe

I
 to Hred. The [4Fe4S] cluster maintains a +2 redox level 

in those two states. The bridging CO in the oxidized state may be semi-bridging or it may 

be terminal in the reduced state of the enzyme, and a bridging carbonyl has yet to be 

reproduced in a ground-state stable compound. This lack of stability is said to indicate the 

important role of the surrounding protein in helping the active site to perform challenging 

reactions with ease.
20

 Finding a bridging or semibridging model is desirable as the first 

coordination sphere of the metal and ligand dictate the structure of these compounds.
20

 

 

1.5.2 Fluxionaltiy of the bridgehead and of CO rotation.  

Darensbourg reported 1 is non-rigid, having a low barrier of inversion to ring-flip the pdt 

bridgehead. Noted, but not discussed in detail in this dissertation beyond the introduction 

is the CO rotation around the basal/apical CO site which also has a low rotation barrier. 
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From ground state, 1, rotation of the CO to the semi-bridging position causes the 

lengthening of the Fe-Fe bond as well as partial disruption of the bond as shown in Figure 

1.4. The Fe-Fe bond density is polarized toward the unrotated Fe. The polarized bond 

density is partially dispersed onto the µ-CO while the rotated Fe is slightly more positive 

than the non-rotated Fe, and now has an open site available for protonation, which is 

similar to the reduced active site of the enzyme.
20

 It was found that 1 readily reacts with 

cyanide to replace one CO on each iron with a single CN
-
 on each iron.

20
 The mono-

substituted CN
-
 has a lower barrier to rotation of 3.9 kcal/mol.

20
 

 The fluxionality of 1 and similar pdt-type mimics was studied, as the bridging 

thiolate is fluxional, and was described as the iron-dithiane ring, as well as the Fe–CX 

units, in which the CO or CN
-
 are able to rotate into a semi-bridging or bridging position. 

Theoretical computations indicated that upon rotation of a CO into a bridging or semi-

bridging position, the HOMO electron density of the Fe-Fe center is polarized. A CN
-
 

ligand is expected to better support the stability of the rotated structure. The fluxionality 

of these compounds and the fact that the electron density of the Fe
I
Fe

I
 center is 

polarizable suggests ease of substrate binding and release. 

 Darensbourg, Hall and coworkers used DFT to design a pdt-type mimic to 

resemble the structure of the active site of [FeFe]-H2ase].
21

 Darensbourg suggested that 

the rotated CO structure may be important in promoting the protonation of the Fe. The 

rotation of the enzyme is thought to be due to both the electronic effect of the metal 

bound ligands and the interactions between the first and second coordination spheres.
21
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DFT calculations suggested that steric bulk on the bridgehead would encourage the 

rotated structure due to steric repulsion between bridgehead and an apical ligand.
21

 

 Darensbourg and coworkers reported on a pdt-type that featured both a NHC and 

PMe3 substitution. This compound was found to have fully reversible Fe
I
Fe

I
 Fe

I
Fe

II
 

couple. The cation has a rotated structure and semi-bridging CO in a very similar 

structure to the oxidized enzyme active site. This has four υ(CO) bands, 1972, 1933, 

1897, and 1882 cm
-1

 which is consistent with C1 symmetry.
22, 23
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Figure 1.4 The all-terminal structure (top) and the rotated or bridging CO structure 

(bottom) of a [FeFe]-H2ase active site mimic. 
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1.5.3 Modification of the bridgehead and CO ligand substitution.  

Pickett, Best, and coworkers in 1999 reported a pdt-type mimic with two of the carbonyl 

ligands, one on each iron, substituted by cyanide ligands. The X-ray crystal structure of 

the enzyme’s H-cluster strongly suggest the presence of two CN
–
 ligands, and they 

reported the IR, NMR, Mossbauer, and used cyclic voltammetry, CV, to evaluate the 

catalytic activity of the dianionic compound, which was found to be irreversible at both 

the first and second reductions.
24

 

 In 2001, Rauchfuss, Gloaguen, and coworkers reported pdt-type mimics where a 

carbonyl ligand on each iron was substituted with CN
–
 or PMe3. The CN

–
 disubstituted 

catalyst was found to protonate on the CN
–
 ligand only and not to protonate on the Fe. 

The pdt-type mimic with one CN
–
 ligand and one PMe3 ligand was found to protonate on 

iron in the presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid, TsOH (pKa 8.01 in MeCN,) yielding a 

relatively air-stable compound with a µ-H between the two iron atoms.
25

 

 Rauchfuss, Gloaguen, and coworkers reported that they had prepared a number of 

pdt-type catalysts and had modified the bridging dithiolate as well as replacing one CO or 

two CO ligands with CN
–
 or PMe3. These compounds were characterized via IR, NMR, 

variable temperature NMR, as well as cyclic voltammetry, CV. The goal of their research 

was threefold, to prepare a mono CN
–
 substituted complex; to determine what, if 

anything, was the effect of the nature of the dithiolate ligand on the activity of the 

catalysts, particularly the CN
–
-substituted catalysts; as well as to examine what the effect 

of replacing CO ligands with CN
–
 ligands had on the electrocatalytic activity of the 

catalysts. It was noted that in 1 the Fe-Fe distance was 2.6 Å, about 0.1 Å longer than in 
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the active site of the catalyst, and that a CO is present in the position on 1 where water is 

thought to bind an open site in the enzyme, and this is suggested to explain why CO 

inhibits catalytic activity. NMR spectroscopic studies revealed that the compounds in this 

study had C2v, C1 and Cs symmetry. There did not appear to be a pattern of where the 

CN
–
 substitution occurred, and no isomerization was observed. For catalysts with the C1 

symmetry, both axial-equatorial and equatorial-equatorial substitution was observed. 

When an open dithiolate system, rather than a bridging dithiolate system was studied, the 

CN
–
 ligand replacement did not occur, and indicated a side reaction, possibly the 

cleavage of a C-S bond. 

 In 2001, Darensbourg and coworkers published a study looking at the 

mechanisms of substitution on 1.
26

 They found that the reactivity of 1 is that electrophiles 

add to the Fe-Fe bond while nucleophiles result in CO displacement with an associative 

path, with a site preference trans to the Fe-Fe bond. Rauchfuss and coworkers also 

reported that CN
–
 readily exchanges with CO ligands and this is done via an associative 

mechanism. The dicyano-dianion is more thermodynamically stable than the mono-cyano 

anion.  

 To compare 1 and ligand-substituted pdt-type catalysts with the active site of the 

[FeFe]-H2ase enzyme, Darensbourg noted that the enzyme oxidation states include Fe
II
-

Fe
II
, Fe

II
-Fe

I
, and Fe

I
-Fe

I
. 

27
 The pdt-type mimics, including 1 and those with CN

-
 or 

PMe3, or PPhMe2 CO substitutions all have Fe-Fe distances within 0.1 Å of the active 

site of the enzyme. It has been determined that CO is not a sufficient donor to stabilize 

the Fe
II
 to permit isolation of the [Fe

II
η-H-Fe

II
]

+
 species. PMe3 was found to be a 
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sufficient donor without having the issue of protonation which CN
-
 was found to have. 

(µ-H)(µ-pdt)[Fe(CO)2PMe3)]2)
+
 was prepared and showed H/D exchange activity in 

CH2Cl2 and acetone, but not in MeCN. An open site is required for H/D exchange which 

suggests the key step is the initial binding of H2 or D2 to an Fe
II
, and then an internal 

deprotonation. The dithiolate ligand appears to have little influence on the H/D exchange 

reaction.  

 Based on studies of the enzyme active site, Darensbourg and coworkers suggest 

that redox activity requires that one or both Fe
II
 sites need to have an open site for H2 

uptake, while the reduced Fe
I
-Fe

I
 species is required for proton uptake. Mixed iron 

oxidation states were not seen in this study.
27

 A follow-up study published in 2003 notes 

that anhydrous conditions require a built-in hydride while this was not required in the 

presence of H2O or D2O.
28

 

 Rauchfuss, Gloaguen and coworkers in 2002 prepared pdt-type catalysts with one 

CN
-
 and one PMe3 present in the compound, [Fe2(S2C3H6)(CN)(CO)4(PMe3)]

-
.
29

 The CN
-
 

and PMe3 ligands were used to stabilize the hydride, as the enzyme active site was 

proposed to reduce the proton using a terminal iron hydride. Of this CN
-
 and PMe3 

substituted pdt type catalyst, only one isomer was observed in 
1
H or 

31
P NMR. The Fe-Fe 

bond protonates in the presence of HCl (pKa 10.4 in MeCN) but does not protonate with 

[p-MeC6H4NH3]BF4 (pKa 11.3 in MeCN) indicating that the pKa is near 11.3. It was 

found that protonation of the Fe-Fe bond lengthens the bond by 0.05 Å, but the Fe-CO, 

Fe-S, and Fe-P bond distances remain unchanged. The protonation of the Fe-Fe bond is 

competitive with the protonation of the CN
-
,
 
as a second protonation event protonates the 
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CN
-
 . HOTf (pKa 2.60 in MeCN) and TsOH (pKa 8.5 in MeCN) both appear to protonate 

only the CN
-
 ligand. DFT computations indicate that protonation at the Fe-Fe is orbitally 

driven and at CN
-
 is electrostatically driven.

29
 

 Sun in 2005 reported 1 with PPh3 substitution as well as substitution with other 

tertiary phosphines.
30

 Pdt-type catalysts with good donor ligands, such as PPh3, increase 

electron richness at iron and become more protophilic. PR3 (R = alkyl) are good ligands 

because the electronic characteristics are similar to CN
-
 ligands, steric and electronic 

properties are tunable, and there are no complications of protonation such as on the CN
-
 

ligand.
30

 Sun and coworkers used IR spectroscopy to compare electron density on the 

iron-iron center. The order of the red-shift values of the υ(CO) bands for disubstituted are 

PMe3 > PMe2Ph > PPh3 > P(OEt)3.
30

 X-ray crystal structures for the teriary phosphines 

were obtained. When only one CO is substituted, the result is for the PR3 to be apical. 

CVs were run on the mono- and di- substituted compounds. The second reduction of the 

disubstituted compounds is not within the solvent window as they are moved to the more 

negative potential. This suggests that the second PR3 exerts a stronger influence on redox 

potential than the first one.
30, 31

 

  Gloaguen, Talarmin and coworkers studied N-heterocyclic carbene, NHC, 

ligands as cyanide mimics in pdt-type catalysts. Earlier studies had shown that replacing 

a CO ligand with better electron-donating groups induces protonation at the Fe-Fe 

center
32

 NHC often exhibits greater electron-donating ability than phosphines. These 

were characterized by 
1
H NMR and IR as well as through obtaining an X-ray crystal 

structure. The IR of the monosubstituted NHC shows three bands υ(CO) 2036, 1971, 
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1912 cm
 -1

 and the bi-substituted NHC has three bands at v(CO) 1979, 1940, 1898 cm
-1

. 

The overall trend of the v(CO) shows the expected greater electron donating ability of the 

NHC ligands compared to PR3.
32

 The X-ray structure shows the Fe-Fe distance was 

lengthened in the di-substituted. CV in MeCN show a one-electron semi-reversible 

reduction of the mono-substituted at -2.06 V and an irreversible one-electron reduction of 

the di-substiuted NHC at -2.47 V. The negative shift of 0.4 V for one NHC indicates the 

strong donating properties of the ligand.
32

 The di-substituted NHC with the addition of 

HBF4-Et2O in MeCN (buffered) solution lead to a new reduction peak at -1.54 V, 

assigned to the reduction of the protonated species. These compounds appear to 

decompose during CV.
32

 

 Ott and coworkers replaced a CO ligand with an amine ligand, NH2Pr on an iron 

of the pdt-type mimic.
33

 The X-ray crystal structure of this compound was obtained. This 

compound [(µ-pdt)Fe2(CO)5(H2NPr)] is stable in non-coordinating solvents, and a new 

product is reversibly formed when reduced in MeCN, [(µ-pdt)Fe2(CO)5(MeCN)].
33

 The 

amine is labile, so it was expected that a solvent molecule could replace the amine. The 

CV of [(µ-pdt)Fe2(CO)5(MeCN)] shows a reversible reduction at -1.68 V vs Fc
+
/Fc. The 

compound appears stable without degradation products over many scans, indicating 

chemical reversibility. [(µ-pdt)Fe2(CO)5(H2NPr)} shows reduction at -1.80 V. This shift 

of 120 mV is attributed to the amine as being the stronger overall electron donor and the 

acetonitrile ligand as a better π-acceptor.
33

 The reoxidation of both compounds is at the 

same potential, indicating that they form the same species after reduction. This is 
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supported by IR experiments. Both compounds undergo one-electron reduction as 

observed with controlled potential electrolysis.
33

 

  Rauchfuss and coworkers substituted Lewis and Bronsted acids for CO ligands 

and use Lewis acids in an effort to generate a rotated-carbonyl structure. The active site 

of the [FeFe]-hydrogenases has a semi-bridging CO and a vacant site trans to the Fe-Fe 

bond. The vacant site is thought to be involved in binding H2, and is only 40 kJ/mol 

higher in energy than the unrotated C2v structure. However, despite much effort, a 

synthetic model of the rotated structure has yet to be prepared.
34

 Pdt-type and analogues 

of Fe2(S2CnH2n)(CO)2(dppv) were prepared.
35

 dppv = cis-1,2-C2H2(PPh3)2. The 

IRspectrum for the edt-type and pdt-type analogues have indistinguishable v(CO) 

stretches at 1880 and 1868 cm
-1

 which indicates that they are more electron rich than 

Fe2(S2CnH2n)(CO)2(dppv)(PMe3), which has υ(CO) at 1943 and 1892 cm
-1

. Both pdt-type 

and edt-type complexes are fluxional in solution. The pdt-type shows two isomers present 

in low temperature NMR spectrum, 20% of a C1-isomer with one dppv axial/basal, and 

the other is dibasal. The appearance of the second isomer is attributed to the interaction 

between the central CH2 group of the bridgehead and one of the phenyl groups on the 

dppv ligand.
34

 The pdt-type complex was found to be significantly more Lewis basic than 

the edt-type complex.
35

 

 Darensbourg and coworkers modified the bridgehead of a pdt-type complex to 

have a carboxylic acid substituted thiol linker as shown in Scheme 1.2.
36
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Scheme 1.2 – carboxylic acid substituted 1. 

 

They also substituted carboxylic acid ligands with the goal of immobilizing the catalyst 

on an amino-functionalized carbon electrode surface. They found that immobilizing them 

on the surface has little effect on the structure or on the reactivity of the catalyst. The 

v(CO) for the thiol-substituted linker was found to be similar to 1, but with an extra IR 

stretch for the COOH functional group. The COOH substituted thiol linker compound 

was coupled with aniline in solution. The resulting compound was found to be stable in 

solution with 10 equivalents of HOAc for 48 hours, and was stable to 10 equivalents HCl 

addition for four hours in solution. Higher acid concentrations or higher temperatures led 

to decomposition over time. 

 In 2007 Sun and coworkers prepared a pdt-type ligand complex with N-

heterocyclic carbene ligands in place of one or more CO groups such as asymmetrically 

substituted (µ-pdt)[Fe(CO)3][Fe(CO)L2] and (µ-pdt)[Fe(CO)3[Fe(CO)η2-L].
37

 DFT 

calculations suggest that asymmetric substitution of strong donor ligands might greatly 

affect the structural and electronic properties of [2Fe2S] model complexes. Several 

compounds were prepared with the goals of (1) making a large difference between the 

electron density of the two iron atoms and (2) building in an internal base to possibly act 
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as a proton carrier and (3) improving catalytic activity. The compound, (µ-

pdt)[Fe(CO)3][Fe(CO)L2], was found to have a semi-reversible first reduction, indicating 

that the reduced species is relatively stable. Upon addition of HOAc to this compound, 

the average current per millimole of HOAc increased to 35 µA. At the time of 

publication, this compound, (µ-pdt)[Fe(CO)3][Fe(CO)L2], was the most active [2Fe2S] 

model complex reported for the electrocatalytic reduction of protons from the weak acid 

HOAc. This is presumed to be due to the stability of the reduced species.
37

 However, (µ-

pdt)[Fe(CO)3]Fe(CO)η2-L] was found to have an irreversible first reduction. The more 

anodic first reduction and more cathodic oxidative potential of (µ-pdt)[Fe(CO)3] 

Fe(CO)L2] as compared to (µ-pdt)[Fe(CO)3][Fe(CO)η2-L] suggest that the electron 

delocalization, which is facilitated between the two iron centers through the Fe-Fe bond, 

is rendered uneven due to the coordination of the NHC ligand on a single iron atom.
37,38

 

 
In 2008 our group published a paper comparing four structures, including 5, and 1, along 

with two others. It was found that the preferred structure of the cationic species was the 

rotated structure.
38

 Darrensbourg and coworkers in 2008 studied the use of steric bulk in 

the dithiolato bridgehead to see how the use of a sterically bulky bridgehead affects the 

protonation and electrocatalytic activity of pdt-type catalysts.
39,40

 Where 1 exhibits a 

“rotated” edge-bridged square-pyramid / inverted square-pyramid geometry around the 

iron centers upon reduction to a mixed-valent Fe
I
Fe

II
 oxidation state, the [FeFe]-H2ase 

enzyme maintains the rotated structure even in the reduced form. Darensbourg and 

coworkers observed that the rotated structure seems to be important, in that it maintains 

an open site on the catalytically active iron, which will allow H2 or H
-
 to bind in a 
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terminal position.
39

 DFT calculations was used to define the criteria for reproducing the 

rotated geometry found in the enzyme. Stabilization of the rotated structure was achieved 

by substituting the apical CO with a more-donating NHC ligand on the unrotated 

Fe(CO)2L and trans to the semi-bridging CO.
39

 DFT computations suggest steric bulk in 

the propanedithiolato bridgehead will further stabilize the rotated structure. Computations 

suggest that even small changes in the steric bulk will favor and stabilize the rotated 

geometry.
39, 40

 The IR spectrum of this stabilized, semi-rotated structure has an additional 

weak band at 1859 cm
-1

, indicating a bridging or semi-bridging CO. The oxidized form of 

this compound is EPR-active, and the hyperfine coupling to only one of the PMe3 ligands 

and not the other, provides evidence that the rotated iron is Fe
I
.
39,40

 

1.5.4 Dimerization and degradation. In 2005, Pickett and Best published a study of the 

spectroelectrochemistry of 1, which was found to be a two-electron, two-proton, rate-

limiting dihydrogen elimination.
41

 1 undergoes partially reversible one-electron reduction 

in the absence of acid. Reversibility improves under CO atmosphere, which was 

interpreted to mean CO loss occurs in the reduced form of the compound. CO causes 

catalytic current to be substantially reduced, indicating that carbonyl loss leads to the 

catalytically active species or that CO interacts with the catalytically active species to 

block catalysis. Adding acid causes the reduction potential to shift more positive (HOTs, 

pKa = 8 in MeCN) with acid concentration-dependent increase in peak reduction current. 

H2 is given off, which was confirmed by GC detection.
41

 Two separate processes reduce 

protons, Process I, which is coupled with the primary reduction of 1, and Process II, 
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which has no counterpart in the absence of acid, dominates at higher concentrations of 

acid.
41

 

  EPR, IR, and UV-vis spectra of the intermediate species indicate that this is a one-

electron first reduction, which produces a short-lived species (t1/2 ≤ 5s at room 

temperature).
41

 It was suggested that “In the absence of a reducing potential, 1
–
 

undergoes a disproportionation-type reaction resulting in the formation of a two-electron-

reduced, CO-bridged product, 1B, together with the recovery of 1.” Rate of 1B formation 

is dependent upon the concentration of free CO. As shown in Figure 1.5, (p.55) 2 1
–
 + 

CO = 1 + 1B. 1B is a µ-bridged CO anion structure with 7 COs, which does react with 

protons to form H2, but has such a low reaction rate that it is kinetically not important in 

this electrocatalytic proton-reduction reaction. 1B has not been crystallized, but EXAFS, 

NMR, and Mossbauer measurments suggest its structure to be [Fe2(µ-SCH2CH2CH2S)(µ-

CO)(CO)6]
-
 with Fe-Fe distance of 2.529 Å. “Although the proposed structure of 1B is at 

odds with the observed hydride transfer chemistry exhibited by this species, it is noted 

that the observed low rate of reaction would not be inconsistent with reactions proceeding 

through an equilibrium involving an isomer having a hydridic ligand.
41

 In the presence of 

acid p-toluenesulfonic acid, (HOTs, pKa = 8 in MeCN) the reduction corresponds to that 

of an irreversible two-electron reduction.” The change from one- to two-electron 

reduction is consistent with the observation that protonation of the diiron core of the 

cyano/phosphine substituted pdt-bridged diiron carbonyl compounds shifts the reduction 

potential by approximately +1 V. 1H
–
 protonates to form 1H2, which can eliminate H2, 

reforming 1 or 1H2 may be further reduced by one electron to more rapidly evolve H2.
41
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 While CO may inhibit catalytic reduction of protons, inhibition is low at low acid 

concentrations, implying that the catalytically active species is not generated by the 

reduction event being followed by CO dissociation. Simulations where the catalyst loss 

from the cycle is increased in the presence of CO were in good agreement with the 

experimental data. CO loss is involved with the rate of dimer formation. A second order 

process is implied with the depletion of 1
- 
and the intermediates are shown by IR spectra 

to be consistent with dimer formation.
41

 The spectroelectrochemical spectra of 1 suggest 

a bridging CO group and a neutral diiron core.
41

 The active catalyst could be either 1H or 

1H2, but due to the half-life is expected to be 1H with a longer half-life. A bridging CO 

may indicate that the hydride bonds terminally.
41

 

  The dimer mentioned by Pickett and Best
41

 was prepared chemically by Heinekey 

and coworkers in 2006 by treating 1 with one equivalent of Cp*2Co under CO 

atmosphere which led to clean formation of the new, dianionic dimer species, within 

seconds at room temperature.
42

 The dimer was isolated as the bis-Cp*2Co
+
 salt by adding 

diethyl ether. The IR spectrum of the dimer had υ(CO) stretches at 2014, 1967, 1950, 

1934, and 1919 cm
-1

, with a band at 1736 cm
-1

 which is consistent with a µ-CO. The 

dianionic dimer is readily oxidized using ferricenium ion in THF to produce 1 with a 

90% yield. This reaction was monitored by IR spectroscopy.
42

 The dimer was also 

oxidized by p-toluenesulfonic acid (pKa 8 in MeCN) regenerating 1 and forming H2. De 

Gioia and coworkers in 2007 
43

 used DFT computations to propose catalytic mechanisms 

and structures which correspond well with Pickett’s previously-published CV data.
43, 44

 

Pickett and coworkers prepared 1 and reduced it in a specially designed IR cell. The 
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resultant species IR spectra were compared with computations in order to try to model the 

different structures in different oxidation states.
44

 They report that in terms of 

overpotential required to produce H2 to date the best diiron model is that reported by 

Rauchfuss [(µ-pdt)Fe2(CO)4(CN)(PMe3)]
-
 which produces H2 at -1.13 V vs Ag/AgCl 

from MeCN solutions of strong acids such as H2SO4 (pKa of 7.2 – 7.8 in MeCN.) Best 

indicated “The tendency of 1
-
 to form the catalytically unreactive dimer accounts for 

inhibition of electrocatalytic proton reduction”.
44

 

1.5.5 Mechanistic studies. The CV of 1 was reported as having an irreversible two 

electron oxidation at 1.21 V on a glassy carbon electrode in MeCN. The oxidation 

generates a species that undergoes irreversible reduction at – 0.98 V on the reverse scan. 

This is described as an ECi mechanism where the oxidation product can be reduced. The 

resulting solution after controlled potential electrolysis at 1.21 V showed no stretching in 

the CO region, indicating that the product is unstable.  

 With the scan rate used by Rauchfuss, Gloaguen and coworkers, 200 mV s
-1

, 1 

had a reversible reduction at – 1.16 V.
45

 However, this reduction  product was said to be 

unstable to be reoxideized  with slower scan rates. The CN
-
, PMe3, and CNMe substituted 

catalysts underwent irreversible first reductions. It was reported that the reduction 

became more cathodic, and the oxidation less anodic in this order: 1 > 

Fe2(S2C3H6)(CO)5(CNMe) > Fe2(S2C3H6)(CO)4(CNMe)2 > Fe2(S2C3H6)(CO)5(CN)
–
 > 

Fe2(S2C3H6)(CO)4(PMe)2 > Fe2(S2C3H6)(CO)4(CN)2
2–

 . This study shows that adding 

PMe3 or CN
-
 ligands shifts the potential to a more negative overpotential. However, 

depending upon the strength of the acid, this may encourage the catalytic peak to occur at 
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the first reduction rather than the second reduction. Rauchfuss and coworkers were 

especially interested in the CN
–
 substituted catalysts as the active site of the enzyme was 

suggested to have an Fe
I
-Fe

I
 active site. They found that the second CN

–
 ligand 

substituted on more readily than the first, so that the disubstituted compound formed 

more rapidly than the monosubstituted.
45

 

 Darensbourg and coworkers in 2001 reported the H/D exchange of 1 and PMe3 

substituted pdt-type mimics as activity models of the [FeFe]-H2ase active site. H/D 

exchange is an assay that is often performed to monitor (or evaluate) the uptake of H2. 

Density function theory, DFT, models had indicated the highest occupied molecular 

orbital, HOMO, to include the Fe–Fe bond, making this a site of reaction with 

electrophiles. The Fe
I
Fe

I
 and Fe

II
–H–Fe

II
 complexes are consistent with the chemical 

activity of the enzymes.
46

 

  In 2003, Darensbourg and coworkers published a paper with the EPR spectrum 

and CV scans of 1 and PMe3 substituted 1 as well as with other dithiolate ligands. Fe
0
Fe

0
 

was found for the all CO complex which gives two reduction events.
47

 The reduction 

events were found to be reversible or partially reversible. The reduction of 1 was found to 

be a one-electron event by controlled potential coulometry at each cathodic peak potential 

in the absence of a weak acid, HOAc. The electrochemical activity was found to be 

diffusion controlled. A decomposition product was observed as having a small 

irreversible oxidation after cycling through reduction for several of these compounds, 

including 1. An EECC mechanism was proposed for the all CO, 1, species.
47

 This study 

contrasts strong and weak acids. A bridging hydride complex was not observed.
47, 48

 An 
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ECCE mechanism is proposed for the substituted compounds in MeCN in the presence of 

HOAc. The catalytic rate was estimated to be about 9000 s
–1

, which Darensbourg 

surmises to indicate that the structure does not undergo any major structural 

rearrangement during catalysis.
48

  

 A 2004 Darensbourg paper discusses that 1 and pdt-derivatives produce H2 gas in 

electrocatalytic studies in MeCN with HOAc present as the proton source.
49

 The typical 

electrocatalytic reduction potentials are -1.75 to -1.91 V on glassy carbon electrode vs. 

NHE. The first reduction of 1 at -1.34 V is assigned by IR spectroelectrochemistry to 

Fe
I
Fe

0
  Fe

0
Fe

0
 and is not catalytically active. The second reduction at -1.95 V of Fe

I
Fe

0
 

 Fe
0
Fe

0
 produces H2 electrocatalytically.

49
 It was reported that CO saturated solutions 

inhibit CO dissociation, giving an EECC mechanism. The pdt-type mimic with two 

phosphine ligands replacing two CO ligands gave an ECCE mechanism. When there is a 

CN
- 

ligand, the initial protonation of CN
-
 gives a CECE or CCEE mechanism. The 

coordination geometry of intermediates for these compounds are not yet known. A 

successful catalyst of H2 production must run favorably in mild conditions, balancing 

acid strength and reduction potential.
49

 Substituting with PMe3 has a similar electron-

donating ability as CN
-
, yet without the complication of protonation on the PMe3, as 

occurs on the CN
-
 ligand. This finding was used to design a catalyst where one or two CO 

substitutions with a 1,3,5-triaza-7-phosphaadamantane, PTA, or (PTA-Me+)2 ligand were 

used. The X-ray crystal structure of the mono- and di- substituted 1 were obtained. Both 

are soluble in THF and CH2Cl2, but are less soluble in MeOH and MeCN. The dithiolate 

has a fluxional bridgehead at room temperature, but the X-ray crystal structure shows 
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only the boat form of the Fe2S2C3 ring on the Fe(CO)2PTA side, and the chair form of the 

Fe2S2C3 on the Fe(CO)3 side. The mono-substituted compound had one irreversible 

reduction at -1.54 V, the disubstitution had an irreversible reduction at -1.78 V, and the 

(PTA-Me+)2 at -1.46 V. Bulk electrolysis of each indicates a one electron process.
49

 

 Running the CV experiment under CO gives a simpler CV as compared to running under 

N2. For 1, running under CO, the second reduction feature is assigned to Fe
I
Fe

0
  

Fe
0
Fe

0
. Because this reduction is catalytic in the presence of acid, it was inferred that H2 

was evolved via EECC with no CO loss and possibly formed a stabilized rotated CO 

structure.
48

 

  In 2004, Pickett, Best, and coworkers reported the structures of the products 

formed upon reduction with and without acid present, in order to better propose a 

mechanism.
50

 When 1 is reduced it forms 1A, which was characterized by IR UV-vis, 

and EPR spectroscopies. The structures are shown in Figure 1.5. 1A, quickly frozen, 

gives a strong EPR signal with g = 2.00.
50

 The EPR signal is almost gone when allowed 

to warm to room temperature and quickly refrozen. The anion 1B is EPR silent and is 

believed to have a 7
th

 CO in the bridging position and a dangling thiol. Small amounts of 

the dianion dimer, 1C, are detectable with UV-vis around 420 nm and are also observed 

in the IR spectrum.
50

 

  The proposed reaction pathways involve Fe-Fe bond protonation. Protonation 

may occur before or after electron reduction, depending upon the sigma donor properties 

of the CO-substituted ligands.
50

 The chemical reversibility depends upon the bridging 

ligands, and reversibility is significantly improved by saturating the solution with CO. 
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When a CV is performed on 1 using very dry MeCN at -40 ºC or when saturated with 

CO, the first reduction peak of 1 is nearly fully reversible.
50

 Slow scan rates increase the 

current toward a two electron reduction. When water is present during reduction there is 

an irreversible reduction and growth of an anodic wave at -0.25 V. In a CO saturated 

MeCN solution, 1 was reduced for 30 minutes and the orange solution turned to a green 

solution that had taken up 1.9 electrons per complex. This 2 electron process gives 

product 1B. Adding two equivalents of TsOH (pKa 8.01 in MeCN) to 1B yields 40% 

recovery of 1 and produces H2 in 20 – 40% yield. 1 in the presence of TsOH has 

electrocatalytic reduction with respect to proton reduction. The leading edge of the 

reduction wave shifts positively.
50

 At faster scan rates or higher concentrations of TsOH, 

two reduction waves are seen, one at -1.12V for Process I and the other at -1.34V for 

Process II. Process II is not seen in the absence of H
+
.
50

 Process I and Process II are fully 

discussed in Chapter 6. 
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Figure 1.5 IR spectra in the υ(CO) region of 1 and the products produced during 

electrochemically or chemically reduced product of 1. Figure from reference 50. 
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 Darensbourg in 2005 reported a CO, N-heterocyclic carbene substitution.
51

  DFT 

studies indicate an asymmetrically substituted complex with good donating abilities and 

sterically large ligand might be good for H2 catalysis. It was thought that these 

characteristics would promote a rotated carbonyl structure.
51

 When the compound is in 

the presence of HOAc (pKa 22.6 in MeCN,) it appears that 2 electrons are taken up at one 

potential of -1.70 V. In the absence of HOAc in MeCN, there is an irreversible reduction 

at -1.70 V (vs NHE) and two irreversible oxidations at 0.51 and 1.12 V. CO loss is not 

thought to be the cause of irreversibility at -1.70 V. Controlled potential coulometry 

shows this to be a two electron process at -1.70 V, and was confirmed with bulk 

electrolysis. This is proposed to be an EECC internal electron transfer for the CO 

substituted complex. This is proposed to have ECCE mechanism in the presence of 

HOAc for the complex with the PTA ligand, where bulk electrolysis with 1 shows a one 

electron reduction. 

 Talarmin, Gloaguen and coworkers focus on the first reduction of pdt-type 

mimics with X in the bridgehead replaced.
23

 They addressed the conflicting results which 

have been reported concerning the reduction of 1, which has been assigned to either a 

one-electron reduction Fe
I
-Fe

I
  Fe

I
-Fe

0
 by Darensbourg or a two electron process.

47,52
 

Later reports indicate that this is a one-electron process on the short CV timescale and a 

two-electron process when performed under CO during bulk electrolysis. The 

electrochemistry was performed under CO or Ar in MeCN using [NBu4][PF6]. All 

potentials quoted against the ferrocene-ferrocenium couple: ferrocene was added as an 

internal standard at the end of the experiments. The vitreous carbon disc was polished on 
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a wet felt tissue with alumina between each individual CV scan. The scan rate was 0.2 V 

s
-1

. 1 was found to be partially reversible under Ar at moderate scan rate. When the scan 

rate was increased from 0.1 V s
-1

 to 1 V s
-1

, the peak current ratio [(iap/icp)]red1] increases 

from 0.5 to 0.7. A scan rate study was performed on 1 by CV of scan rates from 0.02 V s
-

1
 to 60 V s

-1
 in order to separate the primary electron transfer steps from the ensuing 

chemistry. On the longer timescale the process is more toward a two-electron 

reduction.
23,34

  

 The first reduction for 1 was assigned to be a one-electron Fe
I
Fe

I
 → Fe

I
Fe

0
 

reduction on the basis of previous assignments for the non-functionalized complexes. 

Fe
I
Fe

0
 → Fe

0
Fe

0
 is a second, one-electron reduction. Adding a carboxylic acid group 

possibly leads to more complexities than present for the parent compounds. Adding 

HOAc (pKa 22.6 in MeCN) the current height of the first reduction remains relatively 

constant, indicating that the Fe
I
Fe

0
 species present at this potential is not active toward 

electrocatalytic proton reduction. The second reduction shows increasing current as 

HOAc concentration is increased. The pdt-type species with a CO replaced with a 

carboxylic acid under Ar shows three distinct irreversible reduction features. It is 

postulated that the third feature at -2.67 V vs NHE results from the lability of CO and 

displacement by MeCN of the Fe
0
Fe

0
 state. This carboxylic acid-substituted for a CO 

structure also shows a small increase of first reduction height as HOAc concentration is 

increased, while the second reduction increases more dramatically. This indicates that the 

Fe
I
Fe

0
 redox state is modestly active toward proton reduction, but the Fe

0
Fe

0
 step is 

significantly more catalytically competent. Adding HCl renders this compound 
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catalytically active at milder potentials, the result of a stronger acid protonating the 

Fe
I
Fe

0
 state more readily.

53
 Initial attempts by Darensbourg and coworkers to immobilize 

these on amino-functionalized highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) electrode 

surface yielded an electrochemical response similar to the CV. However, this signal faded 

over repeated scans and the electrocatalytic production of H2 was not observed.
53

  

 Darensbourg and coworkers, among others, are particularly interested in 

synthesizing and characterizing a mixed-valent, paramagnetic, rotated structure in hopes 

of mimicking the enzyme active site, both structurally and functionally.
54

 As of 2008, the 

accepted mechanism for H2 production is that the oxidized Fe
II
Fe

I
 adds an electron and a 

proton to become Fe
II
Fe

II
 which picks up another proton to form the dihydrogen which 

releases H2. Its reduced Fe
I
Fe

I
 or Fe

0
Fe

II
 form leads to oxidative addition of a proton and 

formation of H2.
54

 The key to proton reduction or hydrogen oxidation catalysis by the 

enzyme active site is the open site on the iron. Darensbourg and others have isolated 

stable mixed-valent small-molecule mimics of the rotated enzyme active site shown in 

Figure 1.1. These mimics have an open site and contain a rotated Fe center with a 

bridging or semi-bridging CO. Computational studies as well as work by Rauchfuss and 

coworkers, 
54

 who characterized the Fe
II
Fe

II
 complex with a terminal hydride. The 

terminal hydride complex mimics an expected key intermediate of the enzymatic 

catalysis and shows that a terminal hydride is likely in the catalytic cycle.
54

 In situ 
1
H 

NMR at low temperature also showed a terminal hydride species.
55

 Pickett had reported 

an Fe
II
Fe

I 
species which models the CO-inhibited state of the enzyme active site.

56
 A 

mixed valent Fe
II
Fe

I
 dithiolate was designed based on the following assumptions:

40
 (1) 
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asymmetric coordination to Fe would give the two metals different redox activity, (2) 

suitable donor ligands would stabilize the Fe
II
 state, and (3) bulky ligands could protect

 

an open coordination site. A combination of PMe3 and NHC-IMes were chosen as a 

suitable combination. IMes is a strong sigma donor ligand with a low rotation barrier 

about the M-C bond which will promote or at least not inhibit fluxionality. IR data were 

collected in THF solution.
40

 The monosubstituted NHC show the familiar five υ(CO) 

pattern at similar frequencies. Increased electron density at Fe with sequential CO 

substitution resulted in shifts of υ(CO) to lower values by 40 to 60 cm
-1

.
40

 The CVs of the 

complexes were performed in both CH3CN and CH2Cl2 in order to compare redox 

behavior solvent effects with a coordinating and a non-coordinating solvent. As was 

expected, a cathodic shift of redox activity is seen with increasing sigma-donor ability of 

ligands. All six compounds have an irreversible reduction at negative potentials in 

CH3CN (< –2 vs Fc
+
/Fc) with the disubstituted complex reduction is negative and 

appears at the edge of the solvent window.
40

 

 In 2008 Pickett, Best, and coworkers ran spectroelectrochemistry and NMR on 1, 

5 and others, in order to better understand the reaction pathway.
56

 The IR 

spectroelectochemical, IR-SEC, studies of the [Fe2(µ-SR)2(CO)6] compounds indicate 

that the first reduction leads to a chemical reaction which in turn leads to two-electron 

reduced products.
56

 The Fe-Fe bond is protonated and Pickett and coworkers proposed 

that this step is along the reaction path.
56

 This paper is the first experimental evidence 

published supporting that proposition.
56

 Electrochemical and spectroelectrochemical 

studies indicate two one-electron, one-proton steps to give overall a two-electron, two-
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proton product that undergoes dihydrogen elimination with a turnover rate of 5 s
-1

. The 

turnover rate is increased by further reduction. The reaction path involves a hydride 

bound to iron opposite to the S bridging ligand. HOTs (pKa = 8 in MeCN) is sufficiently 

strong to protonate 1
-
 in MeCN and in THF, but a weaker acid, HOAc (pKa = 22.6 in 

MeCN) requires two reduction events which are followed by two protonation events.
56

 

Compound 5, (µ-benzenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, is different than 1 and other pdt-

types, as it undergoes a reversible two-electron reduction.
56

 For the purpose of discussing 

electrocatalytic proton reduction of [FeFe]-H2ase mimics, a strong acid is “operationally” 

defined in terms of the ability of the acid to protonate the one-electron reduced form of 

the compound.
41, 56

 Primary reduction wave Process I in CO saturated solutions is nearly 

reversible for 1 suggesting a reaction pathway which involves CO dissociation.
41,56

 The 

18 electron configuration may be used to help understand the reactivity and 

rearrangements of these reduction products. CO loss, as part of the reaction path, is 

surmised, however, the CO-depleted reduced species has not been identified.
41,56

 The 

infrared spectroelectrochemistry, IR-SEC of 1 suggests the reaction of 1
-
 is fast relative to 

reduction at the electrode, and “that the lifetime of the one-electron reduced product is 

inversely proportional to the concentration of 1, suggesting a bimolecular reaction 

path.”
56

 The one-electron product of Fe2(µ-pdt)(CO)5L where L is labile and yields a 

tetrairon species with two bridging carbonyls. This formation/rearrangement may be fast 

on the electrochemistry timescale, and the specific differences in bridging ligands may 

account for the differences in daughter compounds.
56

 With HOTs (pKa = 8 in MeCN) 

acid present process I is caused to shift more positive. This is accounted for by an ECEC 
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reaction and further reduction adds another process which results in faster H2 

production.
56

 It was found that CO has different effects. While CO improves the 

reversibility of Process I by preventing CO loss, it adds rapidly enough to compete with 

electrocatalysis (HOTs). The thermodynamic potential for the reduction of protons from 

HOTs in MeCN is 0.71 V more positive than that of HOAc, therefore the overpotential is 

lower for the reduction of protons from HOAc.
56

 Figure 1.6 shows the proposed 

structures discussed in this process. There is no indication of the formation of 1
-
 during 

the early stage of the reaction. Re-oxidizing yields > 90% recovery of PDT cat together 

with near-quantitative recovery of HOAc. Process II, when reoxidized, recovers only 

40% of PDT and much less HOAc. This is attributed to H2 production.
56

 The IR is 

consistent with the protonation of highly reduced metal carbonyl species to give formyl 

adducts. While there is no clear identification of the structures, it is evident, however, that 

reduction beyond 3SB shown in Figure 1.6 is required in order to achieve proton 

reduction.
56

 EECC is not a likely pathway for weak acids. Pickett and Best conclude that 

although the electrochemistry and chemistry of these mimics are interesting, it is highly 

unlikely that the chemistry is at all related to that of the H-cluster of the [FeFe]-H2ase.
56
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Figure 1.6 Proposed stuctures. X-ray structures were collected for 3S, 3SC, and 3S. 

Figure taken from reference 56. 
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 Talarmin and coworkers reviewed the electrochemistry of 1.
57

 CVs have been run 

on 1 in THF and MeCN and show two separate one-electron reductions on the CV 

timescale. No potential inversion is seen with 1 therefore disproportionation of the anion 

is of negligible importance for 1. The anion of 1 leads to a number of products. One such 

product is formed when 1 loses a CO ligand and forms a dithiolate-bridged tetrairon 

dianion.
57,58

 

  The dithiolate linker has a subtle effect on the reduction behavior of these types of 

compounds and thus replacing a CO with a X or L ligand (anionic or neutral) was thought 

to be a promising target to have a coordinately unsaturated anion upon reduction.
57,58

 This 

was accomplished by Ott (2006) but further studies find that this is not a good strategy 

for an open site, as dianionic dimers were found to form readily in acid-free medium. 

Studies of [FeFe]-H2ase active site mimics in the absence of acid are important, 

particularly in the case where the compound does not protonate prior to reduction, which 

makes the electron transfer the first step.
57,58

 If the Fe-S bond is broken upon first 

reduction then an open site is available for protonation. Substituting donor ligands for CO 

increases basicity, so that in the presence of acid a bridging hydride is formed. The added 

basicity shifts the reduction potential more negative; however, the protonated species is 

more easily reduced. It was suggested that the LUMO of 1 has significant sigma Fe-Fe 

character, implying that the basicity of the metal will relate directly to the redox state of 

the complex.
57, 58

 

 DeGioia and coworkers used DFT computations to analyze the ground-state, 

cation and anionic species, and select excited states with potential energy surface 
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topologies. Their goal was to probe the ground-state, the cationic and anionic species and 

selected excited-state potential energy surface topologies to provide general criteria for 

new and better models of the enzyme active site. Their DFT computations were found to 

model Pickett’s experimental data well.
43

 

 Pickett and coworkers studied 1 using femtosecond to microsecond 

photochemistry and found that 1 will undergo formation of rapid adducts of solvent from 

the first solvation shell with MeCN, hexanes, and 1-cyanoheptane.
59

 Irradiating 1 with 

wavelengths “shorter than 400 nm leads to excitation of a metal-to-ligand charge-transfer 

(MLCT) transition, resulting in the removal of a carbonyl ligand.”
59

 The empty site 

formed with the loss of CO becomes a solvent adduct species within ~ 30 ps.
59

 DFT 

calculations and, Raman and 2D-IR spectroscopies have been used to try to assign the 

new species. DFT calculations predict the overall IR “peak pattern and frequency-

ordering of the bands, but predict less accurately the exact splitting of the CO transitions. 

The replacement of a CO group by a solvent molecule results in the appearance of lower-

frequency peaks in the calculated spectra, consistent with the experimental results.”
59

 

Pickett and coworkers also found that the cyano-substituted solvents show more of a 

down-shift to lower frequency vibrations than the alkane solvents. The solvent adduct is 

metastable, and is observed longer than 1 ns. It was indicated that UV irradiation of the 

compound can lead to two reactions, either the breaking of the Fe-Fe bond or CO 

dissociation. Whether the Fe-Fe bond breaks or CO dissociates depends on the UV-

excitation wavelength. The shorter wavelengths are likely to lead to CO dissociation 

induced by MLCT transitions. Longer wavelengths lead to Fe-Fe bond cleavage. 
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However the Fe-Fe bond rapidly reforms as the Fe are held in near proximity to each 

other by the molecular geometry.
59

 If the CO which is photolyzed does not escape the 

solvent cage it will recombine with the parent molecule within 150 ps. This 

recombination is independent of the bulk solvent.
59

 No other product than the solvent 

adduct was observed to be formed. This indicates that the solvent photoproduct formation 

occurs only from within the first solvent sphere.
59

 

 Pickett and coworkers ultrafast multidimensional infrared spectroscopy of 1 

showed that Fe-Fe bond activation occurs at 450 nm and that metal to ligand charge-

transfer and CO loss occur at higher energy between 285 and 450 nm.
60

 

 DeGioia and coworkers report on a DFT study of CO affinity and binding 

properties in 1 and pdt-type mimics. CO affinity is dependent on the redox state and what 

ligands are present on the Fe-Fe center. Fe
I
Fe

II
 systems more favorably form CO adducts. 

The CO affinity follows the ligand sequence L = SCH3
–
 > CN– > PPh3 > CO (for Fe

I
Fe

I
) 

systems and L = CO > CN
–
 > PPh3 > SCH3

–
 for (Fe

I
Fe

II
) systems.

61
 “Upon CO addition, 

the new Fe-C bond is formed to the detriment of the Fe-Fe bonds, and to a lesser extent, 

the Fe-S bonds. Regarding the Fe
I
Fe

II
 systems investigated, the spin density is initially 

localized on the rotated Fe atom, and the formation of the CO adducts results in a 

delocalization of the spin density. Consequently, the Fe
I
Fe

II
 CO-inhibited forms are better 

described as Fe
+1.5

.
61

 The reaction free energy (ΔGr) and enthalpy (ΔH) have been 

computed for the CO addition in a number of model compounds. This paper also 

investigated the electronic structure, bond properties, charge/spin distribution, and 

analysis of electron density.  
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Summary of previous research and outline of research in this dissertation 

 As discussed above, research in pursuit of developing a catalyst that produces H2 

using a carbon-neutral, efficient and inexpensive route is the focus of extensive research. 

The study of compound 1 has indicated that this catalyst has a complex and rich catalytic 

activity. Compound 1 was selected as a model for [FeFe]-H2ase due to the structural 

similarities such as similar Fe-Fe bond distance. It is surmised that the enzyme changes 

conformation during the catalytic production of hydrogen. In the reduced form it has all 

terminal CO and CN
–
 ligands while in the oxidized state a bridging or semibridging CO 

is present.  

 Many modifications of these pdt-type catalysts have been designed and 

synthesized. When di-substituted with CN
–
 ligand it was found that the catalyst 

protonated only on the CN
–
 and not on the irons. Other common substitutions include 

PMe3 or NHC which push more electron richness onto the metal center without the issue 

of ligand protonation. Studies indicate that an open site is needed for iron protonation. 

These electron-rich donors result in a lengthening of the Fe-Fe bond by about 0.1 Å, as 

measured by X-ray crystallography. The greater electron richness moves the first 

reduction to a more negative potential, but the catalysis may occur at the first reduction as 

well. 

 In 1 and other pdt-type ligands, the bridging CO is indicated during certain 

reduction events by DFT modeling, as well as upon relaxing after a one-electron 

ionization. The rotation of a carbonyl from all-terminal to a bridging position is thought 

to play a possible role in some of the proposed catalytic mechanisms. Both the CO 
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rotation and bridgehead fluxionality have been observed, and by variable temperature 

NMR spectroscopy. DFT studies indicate a bridging CO structure would correspond both 

with an uneven distribution of electron richness between the irons and in creating an open 

site for protonation. 

 Compound 1 does not have a reversible first reduction in acetonitrile under argon 

on typical CV timescales. It is surmised that this degradation may involve dimerization. 

A dianion dimer is implied by IR-SEC under CO. A chemically-reduced dianion dimer 

was prepared under CO, isolated and the X-ray crystal structure obtained. Evidence of 

dianion dimers have only been indicated under CO, or in the case of the IR-SEC, under a 

pressurized CO atmosphere. Regardless of whether dimerization is the most likely 

degradation pathway, some transformation occurs which renders the catalyst, 1, inactive. 

 Many catalytic mechanisms have been proposed for 1 and decorated pdt-type 

catalysts. These proposed mechanisms include EECC for 1 in the presence of HOAc and 

ECCE for a substituted pdt-type in the presence of HOAc. DFT calculations have been 

used to model the proposed catalytic cycles for 1 and some others. This modeling has 

been helpful but has gaps and holes, and leaves some steps unexplained. 

 While much research has been done there is still much left to be learned about 1 

and related compounds. This dissertation specifically focuses on preventing degradation 

of a pdt-type catalyst upon reduction, finding possible mechanistic pathways for catalysis 

in the presence of weak or strong acids, and working toward developing a catalyst which 

harnesses the energy of the sun in order to render the issue of overpotential irrelevant.  
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 The prevention of degradation of a pdt-type catalyst was accomplished through 

adding a methyl group on the 1- and 3- carbons of the pdt bridgehead. This is observed 

through the reversibility of the first reduction of the CV. The hypothesis was that the 

steric bulk would prevent dimerization. However, in the course of characterizing this 

compound, 3, it was noted that 3 is a mixture of isomers. This mixture of isomers is cis, 

which does not show evidence of fluxional behavior of the bridgehead on the NMR 

timescale, and trans, which has a fluxional behavior bridgehead on the NMR timescale.  

 

1.6 Summary of the chapters 

 Chapter 2 discusses the experimental methods utilized in this work in enough 

detail to allow reproduction of the results. The synthetic routes undertaken for each of the 

compounds are detailed. The characterization methods of experimental conditions of the 

infrared spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance, UPS, and electrochemistry are 

explained. Density functional theory methods are discussed. 

 Chapter 3 details the design of the pdt-type catalysts which feature a methyl on 

the 1- and the 1- and 3- carbon position of the µ-bridgehead. Multiple synthetic routes are 

performed in the preparation of these compounds, and each reaction route is detailed, 

along with a discussion of the results of each route. The purification and characterization 

of 1, 2, and 3, are given. Compounds 2 and 3 are novel compounds and full details of the 

development of the synthetic routes are discussed.  Chapters 3 – 6 feature the 

diastereomers of (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 3.  
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 Chapter 4 discusses the isolation of those diastereomers of 3 into 3cis and 3trans. 

Nuclear magnetic resonance, NMR, studies were performed both to confirm assignments 

of the peaks and to probe the fluxionality of the bridgehead. The cis isomer does not 

show evidence of fluxionality on the NMR timescale while the trans isomer was found to 

be fluxional on the NMR timescale. 

 Chapter 5 discusses electrochemical scan rate studies of the first reduction of 

these compounds. Scan rate studies can give insight into whether the first reduction is a 

one- or a two-electron reduction and whether the first reduction is reversible. 

Reversibility is a characteristic of a robust catalyst. It was found that 3 is fully reversible 

at all scan rates. 

 Chapter 6 focuses on density functional theory computations which model 

possible catalytic mechanisms of 1 and 3. The results of these computations are organized 

into flow charts which allow for visual comparison. Different pathways are possible, 

depending on the strength of the acid present and the reduction potential selected. This 

indicates that different mechanisms may be turned on or off, depending upon the 

experimental conditions chosen. 

 Chapter 7 describes a catalyst with an aromatic bridgehead as opposed to the pdt-

type catalysts described in chapters 3 – 6. This catalyst, (µ-

thiophenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 6, is the first step to light-harvesting catalysts. 

This compound was designed to incorporate the isoelectronic π-system and aromatic 

bridgehead features of the well-studied (µ-benzenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 5. The 

synthesis, characterization, electrochemistry and DFT computations are discussed within 
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this chapter. As predicted, 6 was found to behave much like 5 and is a promising proof of 

concept to developing a light-harvesting H2 producing catalyst. 

 Chapter 8 summarizes all the work discussed in this dissertation and gives 

conclusions. Additional experiments and future directions are suggested. 
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CHAPTER 2 

EXPERIMENTAL 

 

2.1 Introduction. 

 This chapter describes the synthetic routes and methods of characterization 

including infrared (IR) spectroscopy, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, 

and elemental analysis (EA). Further analysis via gas-phase ultraviolet photoelectron 

spectroscopy (UPS) and electrochemical methods are described. Density functional 

theory (DFT) computational methods are discussed. Sufficient detail is provided to allow 

reproduction of the chemistry discussed in this dissertation. 

 

2.2 Preparation of compounds 

General comments All reactions were performed under inert gas, argon or nitrogen 

straight from the tank as the O2 scrubbers had not been regenerated in at least five years.  

Schlenk line techniques were used in all synthesis performed, with the exception of the 

preparation of meso/racemic mixture 3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane, which was run open to 

atmosphere. All reagents and chemicals were used as received except as noted. Sulfur 

powder was from EMD Chemicals. Iron pentacarbonyl, diiron nonacarbonyl, 3,4 

dibromothiophene, n-butyllithium (2.5M in hexane) and 2,4-pentanediol, as a mixture of 

diastereomers, were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Sodium sulfide hydrate and sulfur 

were purchased from Alfa Aesar. OMNI-solve tetrahydrofuran (THF) was purchased 

from EMD Chemicals and was either distilled or was dispensed using a MBraun Solvent 
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Purification System (EMD OMNI-Solv unstabilized). All other solvents were used as 

received for column elution, IR and NMR spectroscopy without additional purification. 

Melting points were determined with a MEL-TEMP Laboratory Devices Inc. USA 

melting point apparatus.  

All IR spectra were collected on a Thermo Nicolet Avatar ESP 380 FT-IR 

spectrometer using OMNIC version 7.3 software. The samples were dispersed in mineral 

oil or were dissolved in pentane and placed between NaCl plates. The figures were 

prepared using WinFp v. 22.09 written by Prof. Dennis L. Lichtenberger. 

The NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker AVIII-400 spectrometer using 

CDCl3 as solvent. 
1
H- NMR and 

13
C NMR chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm 

relative to TMS (CHCl3: δ = 7.26 ppm for 
1
H and δ = 77 ppm for 

13
C.) 

The UV-vis spectra were collected on an Ocean Optic spectrophotometer. 

Elemental analysis was performed by Columbia Analytical Services, Tucson, AZ. 

C, H, N analyzed with WO3 catalyst, and all elemental analysis is to within 0.4% of 

predicted values. 
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Table 2.1 Summary of transition metal complexes. 

     

  

Compound Ref. Source 

(µ-1,3-propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 42 Benjamin Petro 

(µ-butane-1,3-dithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl  this work 

(µ-pentane-2,4-dithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl  this work 

(µ-3,4-thiophenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl  this work 
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Preparation of the (µ-1,3-propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (1). Compound 1 

was prepared by Benjamin Petro as previously described
46

 and confirmed to be pure by 

spectroscopic methods. IR {ν(CO)} 2074, 2033, 2004, 1989, and 1981 cm
-1

. 

Preparation of (µ-butane-1,3-dithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (2). Fe3(CO)12 was 

prepared using methods previously reported in the literature.
62

 Fe3(CO)12 (0.970g, 1.93 

mmol) and 1,3-butanedithiol (0.25 mL, 2.09 mmol) were added to 20 mL of dry, 

degassed THF and refluxed with stirring for 1.5 hours. The solvent was removed under 

vacuum to give a deep red oil. The oil was purified by silica gel column chromatography 

with hexanes as the elutant. The product was a red band immediately following a pale 

yellow oily band. A purple band remained high on the column. The column was a 1 ½ 

inch diameter column of about 10 inches in height. See Appendix B. The solvent was 

removed from the collected red fraction under vacuum to give brick red powder (0.285g, 

0.713 mmol, 37% yield.) IR {ν(CO), mineral oil} 2075, 2035, 2006, 1991, and 1981 cm
-

1
. m.p. 68 ºC. Calculated for C10H7S2O6Fe2: C, 30.00; H, 1.76; Found: C 30.10; H, 2.24. 

Preparation of 3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane. p-Toluenesulfonyl chloride was purified 

according to previously published methods
63

 prior to use. p-Toluenesulfonyl chloride 

(~38 g,) was added to 100 mL of dry, degassed pyridine followed by addition of a 

mixture of meso and racemic 2,4-pentanediol (10.0 mL, 92.1 mmol) added. The solution 

was stirred for 30 min at 0 ºC,
64

 and then placed in a freezer at -20 º C for 48 h. The 

reaction was quenched by pouring over a mixture of 250 g ice, 50 mL water and 100 mL 

of 38 % HCl solution. The quenched reaction mixture was extracted with 

dichloromethane (3X150 mL) and the combined extracts washed successively with 100 
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mL 10% aqueous HCl solution and water (3X100 mL). The organic layer was separated 

and dried over anhydrous MgSO4. The solvent was then removed under vacuum resulting 

in 31.9 g of the corresponding ditosylate as white crystals. The ditosylate (31.9 g, 77.2 

mmol), DMF (200 mL), sodium sulfide hydrate (6.23 g, 79.8 mmol) and sulfur (20.6 g, 

80.1 mmol) were placed in a round bottom and stirred for 72 h at 90 ºC.
47

 The resulting 

burnt-yellow colored reaction mixture was quenched with 100 g ice and 300 mL water 

then extracted with petroleum ether and solvent removed under vacuum resulting in 3,5-

dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane (7.57 g, 56.4mmol, 73% yield) as an amber oil. The mixture of 

cis and trans isomers of 3,5-dimethyl-1,2,-dithiolane had 
1
 H NMR δ 5.23 (m), 3.81 (m), 

3.70 (m),
 
3.21 (m) 2.92 (d) 2.68 (d) 2.12 (d t), 2.09 (t), 1.45 (d), 1.41. (d), 1.25 (d)  

Preparation of (µ-pentane-2,4-dithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl (3). Fe3(CO)12 was 

prepared as previously described.
62

 A solution of the mixed meso and racemic isomers of 

3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane prepared in the previous section (1.102 g, 8.21 mmol) and 

Fe3(CO)12 (4.08 g, 8.1 mmol) dissolved in degassed THF (50 mL) was heated at reflux 

with stirring for two hours. The product, obtained as a mixture of two isomers, was 

purified on a silica gel column eluting with hexanes. The following a yellow fraction and 

a purple fraction, the third fraction was 3 obtained as a brick red solid, (0.871 g, 2.10 

mmol, 26% yield assuming all Fe3(CO)12 was consumed). mp 119.0- 122.5 ºC, IR ν(CO) 

2073, 2033, 2004, 1988, and 1978 cm
-1

; 
1
H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 2.56 (1H, 1H, m), 

2.08 – 1.99 (1H, 1H, m), 1.67 (2H, t, J = 5.6 Hz), 1.28 (6H, d, J = 6.8 Hz), 1.25 (6H, d J 

= 7.2 Hz), 0.91 – 0.75 (2H, m). 
13

C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 208.10, 207.95, 207.63, 
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47.72, 44.98, 35.98, 28.45, 25.92, 23.42. Elemental Analysis for C11H10S2O6Fe2: C, 

31.91; H, 2.43; Found: C, 31.62; H 2.70.  

Separation and purification of cis and trans isomers of (µ-pentane-2,4-

dithiolato)diiron hexacarbonyl (3cis and 3trans).  

2,4-pentaneditosylate was prepared as described above. The ditosylate crystals were 

dissolved in a minimal amount of 50 ˚C solvent mixture of 1:1 hexanes to diethyl ether. 

The solution was allowed to cool slowly overnight in a water bath. Crystals were found to 

be enriched with the meso isomer while the mother liquor was found to be enriched with 

the racemic isomer. Taking the meso enriched crystals through repeated recrystallization 

yields > 95% pure meso 2,4-pentaneditosylate crystals after four consecutive 

recrystallizations. The solvent from the mother liquor was removed under reduced 

pressure and the resulting solids recrystallized. This was repeated six times, taking the 

increasing racemic enriched mother liquor forward through consecutive recrystallizations 

to obtain > 90% pure racemic isomer as determined through comparing the 
1
H NMR 

integration of the methyl doublets.   

Preparation of [(µ-3,4-thiophenedithiolato)]diironhexacarbonyl (6). In a Schlenk 

tube, 3,4 dibromothiophene (0.45 mL, 4.07 mmol) was added to 7.00 mL of degassed 

anhydrous diethylether and degassed for an additional 20 minutes. The reaction vessel 

was cooled to -78ºC using a dry-ice acetone bath and 2.5 M in hexanes solution of n-

butyllithium (1.65 mL, 4.13 mmol) was added and stirred for 20 minutes. Sulfur (0.125g, 

3.90 mmol) was added under a positive N2(g) pressure and stirred for 80 minutes. NaCl 

was then added to saturation point. The 3,4-thiophenedithiol product was extracted 5X 
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with 30 mL anhydrous diethyl ether, and dried over MgSO4. The ether was distilled off 

the organic reaction mixture. Fe3(CO)12 (1.01 g, 2.00 mmol) was placed in a two neck 

round bottom and pumped and purged three times. 40 mL of THF dry/degassed was 

added via canula. The 3,4-thiophenedithiol was transferred by syringe to the reaction 

vessel and the reaction was heated to 80º C for 160 minutes and let cool. Solvent was 

removed under vacuum and purified on silica column eluted with pentane. The product 

was the second band eluted. 0.154 g (0.383 mmol, 18% yield.) 
1
H NMR  6.8 ppm, 

13
C 

NMR (CO) at 207 ppm 145.8 ppm 121.1 ppm. IR {ν(CO), pentane} 2079.8, 2046.2, 

2007.6 Calculated C10H2Fe2O6S3: C, 28.19; H, 0.47; Found: C, 28.19; H, 1.08. Melting 

Point: 125-126 ºC. 

 

2.3 Single-crystal X-ray diffraction 

All single-crystal X-ray diffraction data were measured on a Bruker Kappa APEXII DUO 

diffractometer with graphite-monochromated MоKα radiation (λ = 0.71073Å) and a 

crystal temperature of 100K in the X-ray Diffraction Facility in the Department of 

Chemistry and Biochemistry. 3trans was collected by Dr. Gary S. Nichol.  6 and 3cis were 

collected by Gabriel B. Hall under the guidance of Dr. Sue A. Roberts. Numerical 

absorption corrections were applied with SADABS;
 
the structures were solved by direct 

methods and refined by full-matrix least-squares refinement of F
2
 using SHELXTL.

65
 

Molecular graphics were produced with ORTEP-3 for Windows.
66

 Crystal packing 

graphics and hydrogen placement molecular graphics were produced with Mercury CSD 

2.0.
67
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 Single crystals X-raystrucures are discussed in the respective chapters. 

2.4 Gas phase UV photoelectron spectroscopy 

All photoelectron spectra were collected in the Photoelectron Spectroscopy Facility in the 

Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry on an instrument that features a 360 mm 

radius, 80 mm gap hemispherical analyzer
68

 (McPherson) with custom-designed photon 

source, detector, control software and custom-built sample cell as previously described.
69

 

 The photon excitation source was a custom quartz capillary discharge lamp 

capable of producing HeIα (21.218 eV) or HeIIα (40.814 eV) photons depending upon 

instrument running conditions. All the photoelectron spectrometer techniques used for 

this research were developed by others: John Hubbard, Glen Kellogg, Mark Jatcko, and 

Nadine Gruhn. Data collection and analysis is accomplished using WinFp V.22.09 

written by Dr. Dennis L. Lichtenberger. 

Instrument Calibration. The instrument was calibrated by referencing the 
2
P3/2 

ionization of argon (15.759 eV) and the 
2
E1/2 ionization of methyl iodide (9.538 eV). 

Spectrometer drift was controlled through the referencing of the argon 
2
P3/2

 
peak as an 

internal calibrant lock of absolute ionization energy between each data collection scan. If 

the spectrometer drift was <±0.01 eV then up to three data collection scans were added 

together and saved between each argon calibration scan. If the argon drift increased to 

>±0.01 eV then one data collection scan was taken for each argon calibration scan. Peak 

position is reproducible to ±0.002-0.5 eV. Instrument resolution is defined as the full-

width-at-half-maximum of argon 
2
P3/2

 
ionization peak. The resolution of data presented in 

this dissertation ranged 0.018 - 0.029 eV.  
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Sample Handling. All samples were in solid form at room temperature and sublimed at 

temperatures less than 220 ºC. Therefore, an aluminum block sample cell was used for all 

samples. Prior to each data collection, the aluminum cell was cleaned with isopropyl 

alcohol, coated with a graphite based coating (DAG 154®, Acheson), and baked in the 

instrument to 200ºC for no less than two hours and left under vacuum to cool to room 

temperature overnight. The samples were loaded into the clean, cool cell under ambient 

room conditions. The samples became volatile when placed in the aluminum cell and 

heated to temperatures in the range of 40-90
º
C at 10

-6
 Torr. The sample cell was heated to 

desired sublimation temperature using an external variac connected to the heater. A K-

type thermocouple attached to the aluminum sample cell was used to measure 

temperatures during the experiment.  

As the diiron centers of these systems are electron rich, CO ligand loss is a 

possibility. To avoid decomposition, samples were heated slowly (15-20ºC per hour) until 

ionization band structure belonging to the samples was seen. Then the temperature was 

adjusted to heat 5-10ºC per hour until the number of counts desired were collected or 

until sample was completely sublimed. The samples had no visible changes in the 

spectrum during data collection. All samples discussed in this dissertation and their 

collection conditions are listed in Table 2.2.  

Spectral analysis The helium emission discharge for the He Iα at 21.218 eV is not 

completely monochromatic as HeIβ is present at 1.867 eV higher energy at 3% intensity. 

Collected spectra are corrected to account for the He Iβ emission. The vertical dashes of 

the He I data represent the intensity of electron counts at that ionization energy. The 
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length of the vertical dash represents the variance in electron counts at the ionization 

energy. The corrected He I data are fit with the minimum number of Gaussian peaks for 

the best fit to follow the contour of the ionization intensity. The He II spectra have been 

scaled to match the low ionization intensity which allows for the change in relative 

intensity at higher ionization energies to be compared visually.  
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Table 2.2. Photoelectron Spectroscopic Data Summary 

 

 

µ-(C4H9S2)Fe2(CO)6 µ-(C4H10S2)Fe2(CO)6 µ-(C4H2S3)Fe2(CO)6 

 

Tsub ºC 

 

42 – 73 

 

45 - 60 

 

46 - 71 

 

Photon Source 

 

He I/He II 

 

He I/He II 

 

He I/He II 

 

File Name 

 

lw06 

 

lw07 

 

lw09 

 

Energy Range 

(eV) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cell 

 

Al 

 

Al 

 

Al 

 

Date Collected 

 

05/29/08 

 

12/08/08 

01/28/10 

 

10/21/10 

 

Notebook Pages 

 

12 – 13 

 

14 – 15, 25 

 

26 - 27 
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2.5 Computational methodology 

Computational methodology as previously described has been developed to model this 

class of disulfur-bridged diiron systems.
70

 This methodology has been validated by the 

ability of the computations to account for the structures, carbonyl stretching frequencies, 

ionization energies, pKa values, oxidation and reduction potentials and other 

electrochemical parameters, and metal-metal and metal-ligand bond energies. All 

computations were performed using ADF2009.01.
13,71,72

 Geometry optimizations and 

frequency calculations were performed using LDA VWN STOLL.
73

 Optimized geometry 

figures were constructed by using the geometry optimized coordinates in Visual 

Molecular Dynamics software VMD
74

 software. The OPBE
75

 density functional was used 

to calculate electronic energies. Previous studies have shown OPBE to be a good model 

for iron systems. All calculations were performed using the TZP basis set. Relativistic 

effects were accounted for in all calculations through use of ZORA.
76

 

 All electronic structures with unpaired electrons were calculated using an un 

unrestricted framework. In order to compare gas-phase calculations to solid phase metal-

carbonyl stretching frequencies, the calculated stretches were scaled by a factor of 1.002. 

Solvation effects on the molecules were calculated using a conductor like screening 

model (COSMO) of solvation. The free energy (G) values were calculated from the self-

consistent field (SCF) energies with contributions from qtranslational, qrotational and qvibrational 

considered. Entropy and enthalpy terms were calculated under STP. 
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2.6 Electrochemistry 

The electrochemical studies discussed in this dissertation were performed by Dr. Greg A. 

N. Felton and Gabriel B. Hall and were collected at the University of Arizona under the 

guidance of Dr. Dennis Evans. Instrumentation and the source and treatment of solvent 

and supporting electrolyte have been reported earlier.
77,78

 

 All potentials are reported vs. the potential of the ferrocenium/ferrocene couple 

measured in acetonitrile. The voltammetric experiments were conducted at RT, using 

~1.0 mM of each compound in acetonitrile containing 0.10 M Bu4NPF6 on a Glassy 

Carbon working Electrode (GCE), under an Ar, N2 or CO atmosphere. The area of the 

GCE was determined to be 0.0878 cm
2
. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERIZATION OF A SERIES OF METHYL-

SUBSTITUTED (µ-1,3-PROPANEDITHIOLATO)DIIRONHEXACARBONYL-

BASED [FeFe]-HYDROGENASE ACTIVE SITE MIMICS 

 

3.1 Introduction 

 Much research has focused on the (µ-1,3-propanedithiolato) 

diironhexacarbonyl, 1, as a mimic of the [FeFe]-H2ase active site.
10, 58, 79-83

 It was found 

that 1 catalytically produces molecular hydrogen in the presence of acid.
84

 Multiple 

mechanisms have been proposed for this catalytic cycle which will be discussed in detail 

in Chapter 5 of this dissertation.
49,50,80

 However, reduction of 1, in addition to leading to 

the catalytic reduction of protons, also is susceptible, in the reduced state, to other 

reaction pathways that render it unsuitable for catalysis. 

 

          

 

 

 

Scheme 3.1 (µ-1,3-propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl with methyl substitutions 

 

 1 2 3 
 (µ-1,3-propanedithiolato) (µ-1,3-butanedithiolato)  (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato) 

diironhexacarbonyl diironhexacarbonyl diironhexacarbonyl 
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A dimerization pathway of the anion of 1 was first proposed by Pickett and Best in 

2004.
50

 In this pathway, shown in Figure 3.1, 1 is reduced to an anionic intermediate 

species, 1A, which has been characterized by fast scale spectroelectrochemical, SEC, 

techniques, UV-vis, and electron paramagnetic resonance, EPR. 1A converts to a 

dianionic species 1B, which forms under 0.2 MPa CO atmosphere (1 MPa is about 10 

atm) and features a seventh CO in an iron-iron bridging position. A thin-layer SEC 

experiment was performed in which a 1A enriched solution was generated and then 

observed. As 1A concentrations depleted, the concentrations of both 1 and 1B increased, 

which Pickett and Best attributed to 1A undergoing a bimolecular process. It was 

suggested that the limited recovery of 1 upon reoxidation is consistent with 1B having 

undergone a major structural rearrangement upon reduction. While dianionic species, 1B, 

is the major product formed from the intermediate anion 1A, Pickett and Best proposed 

that two of the intermediate anions, 1A may come together to form a dianion dimer 1C. 

Small amounts of the dianion dimer 1C, are detectable with UV-vis and further evidence 

of the dimer is suggested by IR. The dimer product detected was formed under 0.2 MPa 

elevated CO pressure. A dianion dimer believed to have the same structure as 1C, was 

prepared by Heinekey and coworkers in 2006 by reducing 1 with 1 equivalent of Cp*2Co 

in an H-tube under vacuum.
42

 The dimer can be oxidized back to 1 using ferricenium to 

regenerate 1 or by using p-toluenesulfonic acid which not only regenerates 1 but also 

releases H2.
85

  

 The dimer, described as 1C above, is formed when a sulfur from one monomer 

attacks the iron of another monomer to form the dimer. The chiral compound (µ -1,3-
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butanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 2, has a slightly more reversible first reduction than 

1 which led to the hypothesis that adding steric bulk to the 1 and 3 carbon positions of the 

propanedithiolato bridgehead would inhibit dimerization pathways and increase 

reversibility of the propanedithiolato-type catalyst. Therefore, (µ-2,4-

pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 3, was designed to enhance this observed increase 

in reversibility. While it was noted that the starting material, 2,4-pentanedithiol is a meso-

racemic mixture, it was initially dismissed as not important for this class of catalyst. The 

importance of the stereoisomers will be discussed further in Chapters 4, and 5. The goal 

of this chapter is to design, synthesize, and characterize of two methyl-substituted pdt-

type catalysts which have improved first reduction reversibility relative to 1. 
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Figure 3.1 Picket and Best’s proposed pathway for dimerization of 1. A neutral 

molecule 1 is reduced to form 1A. Two anions, 1A + 1A come together to form a 

dianion dimer, 1C. From reference 50.  

1C 

2- 
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3.2 Results and Discussion 

 3.2.1 (µ-1,3-butanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. 

Method 1: Reaction of 1,3-butanedithiol with ironpentacarbonyl. Using Fe(CO)5 as 

the iron source and 1,3-butanedithiol as the ligand yielded only a trace of desired product.  

 

 

 

Scheme 3.2 Reaction of 1,3-butanedithiol with Fe(CO)5 

 

 1,3-butanedithiol and two equivalents of Fe(CO)5 were heated to 70 ˚C in distilled 

tetrahydrofuran, THF, under air-free conditions for 1.3 hours as suggested by a more 

experienced labmate, Benjamin Petro, then let cool while stirring for 3.5 hours. The 

reaction vessel was placed in -18 ˚C freezer over the weekend. Solvent was removed 

from the dark red liquid under reduced pressure. Then the product was extracted with 

hexanes. Product was purified on a 16 inch silica gel column eluting with hexanes. Many 

fractions were present. The second fraction had the expected characteristic infrared peaks 

at 2075, 2035, 2006, 1991, and 1981 cm
-1

. Just enough product was prepared to check 

that the IR peaks were as predicted. 

Method 2: Reaction of 1,3-butanedithiol with diironnonacarbonyl. Using 

diironnonacarbonyl as the iron source with 1,3-butanedithiol as the ligand gave an 

2 
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improved yield compared to the method which used Fe(CO)5 rather than Fe3(CO)12. 

 

Scheme 3.3- Reaction of 1,3-butanedithiol with Fe2(CO)9 

 

 1,3-butanedithiol was refluxed in dry, air-free THF with Fe2(CO)9 for 1.5 hours. 

Solvent was removed under reduced pressure to afford a red oil. The product was column 

purified on silica gel column eluting with hexanes. The product is the red fraction on the 

column, which is a brick red color powder after the solvent was removed. The yield was 

not recorded, but was sufficient to run several electrochemistry experiments. 

Method 3: Reaction of 1,3-butanedithiol with triirondodecacarbonyl. When triiron 

dodecacarbonyl was used as the iron source with 1,3-butanedithiol as the ligand the yield 

further increased. 

 

Scheme 3.4 Reaction of 1,3-butanedithiol with Fe3(CO)12 

 

2 
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In a route modified from that developed by Winter, Zsolnai, and Huttner,
86

 and followed 

likewise by Darensbourg and coworkers,
84

 1,3-butanedithiol and triirondodecacarbonyl 

were refluxed, air-free, in distilled THF for 1.5 hours. The solution changed from green 

to red over time. Solvent was removed under reduced pressure and product extracted with 

pentane leaving behind a green-black solid. The product was purified on a silica gel 

column eluting with hexanes. The product is the first red - orange fraction, although 

sometimes there is a pale yellow band preceding the product band. An additional purple 

fraction stayed high on the column. 34% yield, 0.285 g, was obtained.  

Characterization. The starting material, 1,3-butanediol, and the product, 2, are both a 

mixture of enantiomers. The racemic product, 2, was used for IR, NMR, UPS 

spectroscopy and electrochemistry.  The  IR and UPS spectroscopy and electrochemistry 

will be discussed in later chapters. 

NMR of (µ-1,3-butanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. The 
1
H NMR spectrum of 2 was 

assigned by the splitting pattern in the 
1
H NMR spectrum and confirmed by correlation 

spectroscopy, COSY, a proton-proton 2-D experiment as shown in Figure 3.2. 2 has eight 

protons, three of which are on the methyl group and equivalent on the NMR time scale, 

so that six distinct peaks are observed in its The 
1
H NMR spectrum: Ha is a double-

double-double-doublet, dddd, at 1.15 ppm; the methyl group Hb is a doublet, d, at 1.26 

ppm; Hc is a double-double-doublet, ddd, at 1.85 ppm; Hd is a double-double-quartet at 

2.03 ppm; He is a double-double-triplet, ddt, at 2.12 ppm; and Hf is a ddd at 2.58 ppm.  
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  The geminal pair, Ha and He have Jae = 14.7 Hz coupling. The other geminal pair, 

Hc and Hf also have a large coupling of Jcf = 13.6 Hz as would be expected in a geminal 

pair on a six-membered ring. The other large J values observed in the spectrum of 2 are 

Jad = 11.1 Hz, and Jac = 12.4 Hz. These correlate to the large torsion angle and anti-

relationship observed between Ha and Hd, and Ha and Hc, respectively, as a large torsion 

angle corresponds with greater orbital overlap. The J-coupling between Hb and Hd at Jbd 

= 6.8 Hz is a typical coupling observed when a freely rotating methyl group is involved. 

The remaining J-coupling values observed range from J = 3.3 to J = 4.2 Hz, with Jce = 

3.3 Hz, Jaf = 3.9 Hz, Jdc = 3.3 Hz and Jfe = 3.3 Hz. These small values are consistent with 

the torsion angles nearer to 50 or 60º as are present in axial-equatorial or equatorial-

equatorial interactions on a six-membered ring.   This system has an equatorial-equatorial 

interaction.    
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Figure 3.2 COSY NMR (400 MHz) of 2 with proton assignments and J-coupling 

values. * are impurities. 
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3.2.2 (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)- 

diironhexacarbonyl was synthesized using several different routes. 2,4-Pentanedithiol is 

not commercially available, nor is 2,4-dibromopentane. A route modified from that 

reported by Seyferth was attempted by reacting 2,4-dibromopentane with reduced (µ-

S2)Fe2(CO)6.
87,88

 Yield was poor at less than 4%. Purification of the product from some 

remaining (µ-S2)Fe2(CO)6 proved to be an issue. Two alternative routes utilizing 2,4-

pentaneditosylate one with diironnonacarbonyl and another with triirondodecabarbonyl 

were found to be simpler and gave product free of the backbone impurity with reasonable 

yield. 

2,4-dibromopentanediol. 2,4-Pentanediol was converted into an alkyl bromide, 2,4-

dibromopentane, by treating it with phosphorus tribromide in THF at -78 ˚C, allowed to 

warm to 15 ˚C and held there for several hours and then placed in a -18 ˚C freezer for a 

week. The reaction was quenched over deionized water then dried over MgSO4. NMR of 

the oil was as previously reported.
89

 0.7 mL (9.9% yield) was obtained. 

 

 

 

Scheme 3.5 Conversion of diol to dibromide 

 

Reducing disulfurdiironhexacarbonyl. S2Fe2(CO)6 is reduced by lithium 

triethylborohydride, LiEt3BH, to dilithium dithiolate as shown in the mechanism 
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proposed by Seyferth and coworkers in 1988.
88

 

 

 

 

Scheme 3.6 Reducing S2Fe2(CO)6 with LiEt3BH 

 

In this proposed mechanism, the addition of the first equivalent of LiEt3BH to the (µ-

S2)Fe2(CO)6 cleaves the S-S bond, by adding a hydride to one sulfur and forming an 

anion at the other sulfur. The second molar equivalent of LiEt3BH deprotonates the thiol 

and forms a dianion in quantitative yield.  

 Following a route similar to that described by Darensbourg in preparing 1, (µ-

S2)Fe2(CO)6 is reduced and reacted with 2,4-dibromopentane to form 3 in low yield.
84

 

  

 

 

Scheme 3.7 preparation of (µ-2,4-pentandithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 

 

+ 2 LiBr 

3 
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 Under air-free conditions, S2Fe2(CO)6 was placed in distilled THF and cooled to -78 

˚C with dry ice and acetone bath. LiEt3BH was added and stirred for 15 minutes. 2,4-

dibromopentane in distilled THF was added dropwise and then allowed to warm to room 

temperature while stirring. The reaction mixture had a tar-like color and consistency. 

Solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the product was extracted with 

hexanes. Four red fractions were present on the silica gel column when it was eluted with 

hexanes.  Thin layer chromatography, TLC, and IR indicate all four fractions have a 

mixture of (µ-S2)Fe2(CO)6 , also called backbone, and product. Further studies, discussed 

in chapter 4, indicate that backbone is an impurity with this method that persists after 

multiple columns.  

Tosylation of 2,4-pentanediol. Another synthetic route was sought in order to avoid the 

persistent (µ-S2)Fe2(CO)6 impurity as well as to improve the yield. The success of 

preparing 2 utilizing a dithiol ligand suggested that converting the diol into a dithiol 

might yield similar results. Based on Eliel and Hutchins’ 1969 route, 2,4-pentanediol was 

converted to 2,4-pentaneditosylate, changing the poor alcohol leaving group into a good 

leaving group.
63

 

 

 

Scheme 3.8 Tosylation of 2,4-pentanediol 
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 Two equivalents of p-toluenesulfonyl chloride, pTsCl, were dissolved in dry 

pyridine and the reaction vessel was cooled to 0 ºC using an ice-water bath. 2,4-

pentanediol was dissolved in dry pyridine and added drop-wise to the p-TsCl reaction 

vessel. The mixture was stirred for 8 hours and was placed in a -18 ºC freezer for 48 

hours. The reaction was quenched with an ice-water-HCl (10%) solution and the product 

extracted with dichloromethane, DCM, washed, and then dried over MgSO4. The 2,4-

pentaneditosylate was formed as a white solid in a 79% yield, 6.273 g. 

2,4-pentanedithiol from 3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane. The 2,4-pentanediol tosylate was 

reacted with sodium sulfide nonahydrate and sulfur in dimethylformamide to form the 

dithiolane product. The dithiolane is reduced to form 2,4-pentanedithiol. 

 

 

 

Scheme 3.9 Route to 2,4-pentanedithiol 

 

 Using the route described by Ricci and coworkers, in which they prepared 3,5-

dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane as an intermediate, 2,4-pentaneditosylate, sodium sulfide 

nonahydrate, and sulfur were heated in dimethylformamide, DMF, for 72 hours to form 

the dithiolane.
64

 Then the reaction was quenched with water and ice, extracted with 

petroleum ether and dried over MgSO4. Petroleum ether was removed under reduced 

pressure to give a yellow oil. Note: This may also be accomplished by refluxing for 3 
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hours giving dithiolane in 41% yield, 0.632 g. The dithiolane was reduced with lithium 

aluminum hydride to form 2,4-pentanedithiol.  

Method 1. (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl using diironnonacarbonyl. 

The 2,4-pentanedithiol and diiron hexacarbonyl were refluxed in air-free THF under 

argon for three hours. The product was purified on a silica gel column eluting with 

hexanes. 

 

Scheme 3.10 Method 1 of (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 

 

Method 2. (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl using triirondodeca-

carbonyl. The 2,4-pentanedithiol ditosylate was converted to the 2,4-pentanedithiolane 

product as described above, then reacted directly with triirondodecacarbonyl to form the 

2,4-pentanedithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl product in 26% yield, 0.092 g. 

 

 

 

Scheme 3.11 Method 2 of (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 

 

3 

3 
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Isomers of 3. The product 3 is a mixture of meso and racemic stereoisomers as shown in 

Figure 3.3. The meso isomer, 3cis, is designated as cis due to the two methyl groups being 

on the same side of the propanedithiolato bridgehead. The 3trans is designated trans as the 

two methyls are on opposite sides of the propanedithiolato bridgehead. In 3cis both methyl 

groups are in equatorial positions of the chair conformation of the six-membered ring 

formed by one of the Fe atoms, the two S atoms and the three-carbon chain of the 

bridgehead linking the S atoms. The 3trans has one equatorial methyl and one axial methyl 

group. The 3trans isomer is found to be fluxional in solution as will be discussed in 

Chapter 4. In contrast, the 3cis isomer is rigid and no evidence of fluxionality has been 

observed spectroscopically. 
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Figure 3.3 The stereoisomers of 3, 3cis, and 3trans are shown here with the cis isomer 

on top showing that it is meso due to a superimposable mirror image. The trans isomer 

is shown on the bottom and both the RR and SS isomers are present. 

3cis 3cis 

3trans 3trans 
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Single crystal X-ray diffraction. Crystals suitable for X-ray crystal diffraction were 

obtained for both 3cis and 3trans as shown in Figure 3.4. The 3trans crystals were obtained 

by vapor diffusion method with 3 dissolved in hexanes in a small vial and placing the 

small vial in a larger vial containing methanol. The crystals were grown in a -18 ºC 

freezer. The structures maintain a similar iron-iron distance of 2.51 Å and 2.50 Å, 

respectively. The S-S distances are 3.04 Å and 3.02 Å. The apical C-Fe –Fe-C torsion 

angle for 3cis is 7.37º and for 3trans is 2.30º while Darensbourg and coworkers report the 

angle to be 0.0 º for 1.
90

  

 Selected bond lengths and angles of 1, 3cis, and 3trans are listed in Table 3.1. The Fe-

Fe bond distance is within 0.006 Å and the S•••S distance is within 0.030Å between all 

three compounds. The “butterfly” angles of Fe-S-Fe and S-Fe-S are within 0.38º and 

1.14º, respectively. The X-ray structures show little significant structural difference 

around the metal and sulfur core between 1 and 3cis, and 3trans. 
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 Figure 3.4 X-ray crystal diffraction of 3cis , top, 3trans, bottom.  

3cis 

3trans 
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Table 3.1  Selected bond lengths and angles of 1, 3 

 1 
Bond lengths, [Å], and 

angles [º] 

experimental 

3cis 

Bond lengths,[Å] 

and angles [º] 

experimental 

3trans 
Bond lengths, [Å] and 

angles [º] 

experimental 

 

Fe-Fe 

 

2.510 2.508 2.504 

S•••S 

 

3.050 3.040 3.020 

Fe-S 

 

2.249  2.249 

2.254  2.254 

2.247  2.247 

2.258  2.265 

2.250    2.251  

2.249    2.258  

 

S-Cbridge 

 

 

1.818  1.824 1.845  1.844 1.844   1.840  

Fe-Capical 

 

 

1.802  1.802 1.807  1.809 1.804  1.808  

Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

1.800  1.797 

1.800  1.797 

1.799  1.796 

1.800  1.800 

1.795   1.799  

1.808   1.799   

C-O 

 

 

 

1.129  1.136 

1.141  1.141 

1.129  1.136 

1.139  1.139 

1.143  1.144 

1.140  1.143 

1.140  1.135    

1.134   1.134 

1.139   1.136  

Fe-S-Fe 

 

 

67.85  67.68 67.65  67.54 67.47   67.62  

Capical-Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

100.00  97.98 

97.97  100.00 

98.26  101.69 

98.66  98.99 

98.65   97.27  

99.96   99.09  

CbasalFe-Cbasal 

 

 

91.03  91.03 91.74  91.08 92.40   91.05  

Capical-Fe-Fe 

 

 

148.32  148.32 147.80  150.58 153.01  151.46  

Cbasal-Fe-Fe 

 

 

101.28  104.81 

101.28  104.81 

99.77 105.07 

102.29  100.50 

99.86   101.38  

100.39   100.33  

S-Fe-S 

 

85.27  85.27 84.46  85.15 84.13   84.29  
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3.3 Summary and Conclusions 

 The µ-SRS ligand µ-2,4-pentanedithiol is not commercially available thus several 

routes were used to prepare 3, first through a dibromo ligand intermediate reacting with 

reduced (µ-S)2Fe2(CO)6, and then through a 2,4-dithiolane intermediate to prepare a µ-

2,4-pentanedithiol ligand. In trying to find other examples of this ligand in the literature, 

our search indicates that this ligand as a bidentate metal bound ligand is unique. The most 

closely related 2,4-pentanedisulfur ligand in the literature had organic R groups bound to 

the sulfur,
91-93

 thus making it a dithioether ligand rather than a dithiolato ligand. The 

ligand on the right of Scheme 3.12 is neutral and each sulfur in this ligand uses one of its 

two lone pairs to donate to the metal. The ligand on the left is formally a dianion with 

each sulfur in this ligand having a sigma bond to the metal and two remaining lone pairs. 

Therefore the closest ligand noted in the literature is very different from the µ-2,4-

pentanedithiol ligand developed for this project. 

 

 

Scheme 3.12 Ligands 

 

 The new compounds, 2 and 3, which add one or two methyl groups to the 

propanedithiolato bridgehead of 1, have been successfully prepared, purified, and 

characterized with common characterization methods. In both cases different synthetic 
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routes were tried while developing the synthetic route in an effort to increase yield and 

purity of the product. In preparing 2, it was found that the more reactive 

triirondodecacarbonyl gave a better yield than diironnonacarbonyl and a much greater 

yield than ironpentacarbonyl. Similarly, 3 had the greatest yield and purity using triiron 

dodecacarbonyl as the iron and 2,4-pentanedithiolane as the ligand source. When using 

(µ-S2)Fe2(CO)6 as the iron source there was always some (µ-S2)Fe2(CO)6 remaining with 

desired product, even after multiple columns. Attempts to recrystallize the product 3 were 

not often successful. Recrystallization was found to be finicky. Often recrystallization 

resulted in precipitation or decomposition rather than recrystallization even when the 

same solvent and conditions that had previously succeeded were used. Sometimes 

crystals form and sometimes precipitation and decomposition occur. 

 The synthetic route for two new compounds was developed to give reproducible, 

moderate yields of 34 – 36%. The reaction of triiron dodecacarbonyl with either a dithiol 

or dithiolane was shown to give the highest yield with the fewest byproducts. The SRS 

bidentate ligands of these hydrogenase-inspired catalysts are unique and may be of use in 

other catalytic applications, particularly the trans 2,4-pentanedithiolato may be useful in 

producing chiral products. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ISOLATION, NMR, AND FLUXIONALITY OF STEREOISOMERS OF (µ-2,4-

PENTANEDITHIOLATO)DIIRONHEXACARBONYL 

 

4.1 Introduction 

 In the preparation of (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 3, both 3cis and 

3trans isomers are co-synthesized in an approximately 50:50 ratio. The structures of these 

isomers are depicted in Scheme 4.1. The infrared spectrum of 3, which is a mixture of 

conformational isomers 3cis and 3trans shows that the metal carbonyl stretches of 3 are of 

the same frequency and relative intensity, within instrumental error, as those of the 

similar class of compounds 1, 2, and 4, as seen in Figure 4.1. The spectrum also does not 

give evidence of the existence of more than one isomer through any broadening of the 

peaks. This consistency of pattern, shift, and intensity of the metal carbonyl stretches 

indicates that the methyl substitution on the (µ-SRS) bridgehead has not caused any 

significant change in the electron density and carbonyl geometry at the metal center. 

Initial electrochemical scan rate studies, which will be fully discussed in Chapter 6, 

indicate the behavior expected of a single compound rather than that of a mixture. A 

variable temperature NMR spectrum of 3, discussed later in this chapter, was recorded 

and indicated that one isomer, 3trans, is fluxional and the other, 3cis, is rigid in structure. 

This difference in fluxionality could lead to differences in the geometrical changes that 

accompany catalysis, and therefore it is desirable to separate the isomers and characterize 

their behavior individually. 
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1 2 3cis 3trans 4 

Scheme 4.1 Compounds 1 – 4 
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Figure 4.1. Infrared spectroscopy of the metal carbonyl region of compounds1 – 4 in 

hexanes. 

1 

2 

3 
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 4.2.1 Fluxionality.  

Fluxionality of these compounds is of great interest to researchers.
26, 35, 85, 90, 94

 The active 

site of the enzyme is known to change geometry as a function of oxidation state, moving 

between a rotated-structure that includes a bridging or semi-bridging carbonyl, and a non-

rotated all-terminal carbonyl structure similar to the fluxionality show in Figure 4.2 (c).
35, 

40
 As shown in Figure 4.2, these pdt-type catalysts may be fluxional in the bridgehead 

similar to the chair/boat conformational flip of cyclohexane as shown in (a). The (µ-

SRS)Fe2 portion of these organometallic bicyclic compounds includes two joined six-

membered rings. Both a chair and a boat conformer are present in these compounds 

which can be seen in (b) or (c) by starting at one of the iron atoms and tracing out a six 

membered ring through the µ-dithiolato group and back to the original iron. The 

orientation of the µ-SRS relative to of one of the iron atoms is a chair conformation and 

the orientation relative to the other iron atom is a boat conformation. The spatial 

arrangement of the 2S2Fe butterfly motif limits the fluxionality of the iron and the sulfur 

members of the organometallic bicyclic rings, however, the R portion of the (µ-SRS) has 

the possibility of flipping, or inverting, in a manner analogous to a cyclohexane ring-flip 

between the chair and boat conformation as is shown in (b). While this inversion changes 

the conformer relative to a specific iron atom both chair and boat conformations are 

always present in the compound.  
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a) 

b) 

Figure 4.2. a) Chair / boat flip of cyclohexane. (b) The butterfly moiety as is shown 

in 1 which has a barrier of inversion of the bridgehead of 43.5 kJ/mol. (c) Terminal to 

“rotated”, or bridging, CO fluxionality is also possible in 1 and other H2-ase mimics. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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 Darensbourg and coworkers studied a series of pdt-type catalysts with bulk from 

methyl, ethyl or larger hydrocarbon groups on the center of the (µ-SRS) bridgehead.
90

 

Darensbourg hypothesized that stabilizing the rotated structure is “key to the design of a 

synthetic electrocatalyst that operates at mild potentials.”
90

 Computations reported by 

Darensbourg predicted that steric bulk on the bridgehead along with replacing a carbonyl 

ligand with a ligand having greater electron donating properties would encourage a 

rotated CO structure with a bridging or semi-bridging carbonyl. This hypothesis has not 

yet been born out experimentally, although Darensbourg and coworkers recently have 

made significant headway to that end.
95

 One of the compounds prepared by Darensbourg 

and coworkers, (µ-2,2-dimethylpropanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 4, is a structural 

isomer of 3 with the two methyl groups on the 2-carbon position of the bridgehead and 

this compound will be used in comparison to 3 in Chapter 5. 

 The structural difference between 3cis and 3trans is that of one stereocenter. The 3cis 

isomer is meso as the RS and SR isomers are equivalent, and 3cis is superimposable on its 

mirror image. The racemic 3trans mixture has RR and SS isomers which are mirror images 

that are non-superimposable. The question of how the fluxionality of the bridgehead 

affects the electrocatalytic activity is interesting and relevant to designing a catalyst with 

robustness and low overpotential. This unique diastereomer compound, 3, allows for the 

effects of the fluxionality of the bridgehead to be probed while maintaining all other 

variables. In order to examine the effects of fluxionality on catalytic activity in an 

electrochemical cell, the 3cis and 3trans isomers must be isolated.  
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4.2 Results and Discussion 

 4.2.1 Separation of cis and trans isomers.  The separation of 3cis and 3trans 

proved to be non-trivial. Multiple methods were utilized in order to try to separate these 

stereoisomers as discussed below. Separation of the isomers at each step of the synthesis 

was attempted, from the starting 2,4-pentanediol to the final product. Separation 

techniques attempted included column chromatography, recrystallization, and distillation. 

For future reference and to provide an additional understanding of the chemistry, this 

section briefly summarizes the different approaches that were investigated for obtaining 

separation of 3cis and 3trans and concludes with the approaches that was determined to be 

most successful and practical. 

Separation of cis and trans isomers of (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato) diironhexacarbonyl, 

3, via column purification.  

A number of attempts were made to separate and purify 3 into 3cis and 3trans isomers on 

tall, 10 – 14 inch, 1 inch diameter silica gel columns by eluting with hexanes. The 3cis 

isomer elutes more rapidly than the 3trans isomer, but the 3cis isomer tails significantly into 

the 3trans isomer. Some decomposition of the products occurred on each column 

performed. While it is possible to obtain very small quantities using this method which 

yielded just enough to run a 
1
H NMR spectrum, this method was not practical on a 

preparative scale because insufficient quantities were obtained of either isomer. 

Separation of meso and racemic isomers of 2,4-pentanediol using cyclic sulfites. It 

was previously reported by Kazlauskas and coworkers that the meso (Rf 0.38) and 

racemic (Rf 0.24) 2,4-pentanediol separate on the TLC plate, eluting with ethyl acetate.
96
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While the meso moves faster on the column it also tails to the extent that the racemic 

conformer cannot be collected as a pure fraction on a preparative scale. Kazlauskas and 

coworkers published a method of separating the meso from the racemic 2,4-

pentanediol.
96

 In their method, the 2,4-pentanediol mixture was dissolved in 

dichloromethane and cooled to 8 ºC. Thionyl chloride was added dropwise over ten 

minutes. The ratio of thionyl chloride to 2,4-pentanediol was 0.77 : 1.00. The mixture 

was stirred for thirty minutes under a calcium chloride trap. In the absence of base or a 

catalyst the meso isomer reacted selectively with the thionyl chloride to form the cyclic 

3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane. The reaction mixture was filtered through silica gel to 

separate the cyclic sulfite from the 2,4-pentanediol.  

 

 

Scheme 4.2 Separation of isomers of 2,4-pentandiol via selective SOCl2 reaction 

 

 The Kazlauskas method was attempted as follows: all glassware was oven dried, 

dichloromethane was obtained from the Solvent Purification System, SPS, and 5.26 mL 

(48 mmol) 2,4-pentanediol was added and mixture was cooled in an ice bath. The 

temperatures of the reaction mixture, as well as the ice-water bath, were monitored and 

held at 8 ºC. Over the course of four minutes, 2.60 mL (35.6 mmol) thionyl chloride was 

added to the reaction mixture. The reaction was run under a N2 flow rather than calcium 
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chloride trap. No meso sulfite was present on TLC. However, no racemic 2,4-pentanediol 

was observed on TLC either, which was unexpected as there was insufficient thionyl 

chloride present to fully react with all 2,4-pentanediol. The reaction mixture solvent was 

removed under vacuum and the residue was purified on silica gel column. The column 

was loaded with 1:1 mixture of hexanes and ethyl ether. Fractions 1 – 22 were collected 

with 1:1 mixture. At fraction 23, ethyl acetate was used to elute the column. No meso and 

no racemic products were present in any of the TLC plates. One drop of an unknown 

product with Rf of 0.72 was collected after removing solvent under vacuum. The above 

procedure was repeated with a fresh bottle of thionyl chloride and the same results were 

obtained. 

 Vollmer and coworkers had earlier separated and isolated meso and racemic 2,4-

pentanediol by utilizing fractional distillization of the cyclic sulfite esters.
97

 In this 

method, they added one equivalent of thionyl chloride to 1 equivalent of 2,4-pentanediol 

which was dissolved in ether then heated to 100 ºC for one hour. Fractional distillation 

was performed on the reaction mixture employing a 4 foot vacuum jacketed column 

loosely packed with glass helices. Distillation was performed under 12 mm Hg vacuum. 

Four fractions were collected, a forerun at 64-72 ºC (12 mm Hg), meso at 72 ºC (12 mm), 

mixed product at 72 – 82 ºC (12 mm Hg) and racemic at 82 ºC. The cyclic sulfite esters 

were then converted back to diols through hydrolysis. 
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Scheme 4.3 Separation of 2,4-pentanediol via SOCl2 reduction 

 

 Inspired by the above procedure, but lacking a four foot column and vacuum 

distillation apparatus, a Kugelrohr distillation was attempted. 1.243 g (11.9 mmol) of 2,4 

pentanediol was dissolved in 2 mL of ether and 0.87 mL (11.9 mmol) of thionyl chloride 

was added. The reaction was heated at 100 ºC for one hour. Three fractions were 

collected using the Kugelrohr at 72, 80, and 100ºC. Proton NMR spectra of each of the 

fractions indicated that there was no separation of isomers using this method. 

Separation of meso and racemic 2,4-pentanediol using ditosylates. In his work on 1,3-

dithianes, Eliel published a purification method for bringing the already separately 

prepared meso and racemic 2,4-pentanediol ditosylates to analytical purity using 

sequential recrystallizations.
63

 The meso 2,4-pentanediol ditosylate was recrystallized 

five times in hexane-ethyl acetate to analytical purity. The racemic 2,4-pentanediol 

ditosylate was recrystallized five times in methanol to obtain analytical purity. In 

desperation and because nothing else had worked, purification by crystallization of the 

ditosylate was attempted. Inspired on Eliel’s purification method, two portions of the 

mixed 2,4-pentanediol ditosylate were dissolved, one in methanol and one in 1:1 

hexanes-ethyl acetate mixture.  
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 Methanol. 0.513 g of the mixture of 2,4-pentanediol ditosylate was dissolved by 

stirring in a minimal amount of methanol heated to 50 ºC in a 1000 mL beaker water 

bath. The stir bar was removed and the solution was left to cool slowly in the water bath 

overnight. 0.228 g of crystals was collected and the solvent removed under reduced 

pressure from the mother liquor fraction to yield dried white powder. Both the crystals 

and the powder recovered by removing the solvent from the mother liquor fraction were 

characterized by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy. The integration of the methyl doublet of one 

isomer was compared to the integration methyl doublet of the other isomer. The crystal 

fraction was found to be 84% of one isomer, assigned as meso (cis) and 16% of the other 

isomer, assigned as racemic (trans), based on 
1
H NMR spectroscopic assignments of 

synthesis of the final 3cis and 3trans products. The white powder from the mother liquor 

fraction was found to be 47% meso and 53% racemic. 

 Hexanes: Ethyl Acetate mixture. A one to one mixture of hexanes and ethyl 

acetate was prepared and 0.509 g of the mixture of 2,4-pentanediol ditosylate was added. 

This was heated to 50 ºC in a 1000 mL beaker water bath while stirring until the 2,4-

pentanediol ditosylate was dissolved. The stir bar was removed and the solution was left 

in the water bath to slowly cool overnight. Crystals were present the next day and were 

filtered. The mother liquor solvent was removed with reduced pressure to yield a white 

powder. Both the crystals and the powder from the mother liquor fraction were 

characterized by 
1
H NMR spectroscopy and comparing the integration of one methyl 

doublet to the other methyl doublet, the crystal fraction was found to be 91% of one 

isomer, assigned as meso and 9% of the other isomer, assigned as racemic, based on later 
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synthesis of the final 3cis and 3trans products. The white powder from the mother liquor 

fraction was found to be 58% meso and 42% racemic. The 
1
H NMR spectra are shown in 

Appendix B. Additional recrystallizations of the crystal fraction lead to purity of 99% 

meso and 1% racemic over four sequential crystallizations. Repeated batches have been 

similarly separated and it is found that the purity of the meso 2,4-pentanedithiol 

ditosylate are reproducibly pure to >95% pure meso over multiple batches. The mother 

liquor fraction which with the solvent removed is dried to a white powder may similarly 

be subjected to sequential recrystallizations with the mother liquor fraction becoming 

sequentially more racemic enriched until after six sequential recrystallizations the mother 

liquor is found be > 85% racemic.  

 A flow chart of the path to purification of meso 2,4-pentanediol ditosylate from 

racemic 2,4-pentanediol ditosylate is in Figure 4.3. On the left side of the chart, four 

consecutive recrystallizations are needed for the path to >95% pure meso. On the right 

side of the flow chart, six recrystallizations are needed to obtain >85% racemic isomers. 

In each step, the crystal portion is isolated from the mother liquor and dried. A 
1
H NMR 

spectrum is taken of the crystals and of the powder from the solvent-removed mother 

liquor portion and the integrations of each of the methyl doublets are used to determine 

the percent purity of the isomer. The clearest path from a mixture to a relatively pure 

isomer is shown as the outside paths of this chart. However, the fractions obtained in the 

interior of the chart are also useful in preparing either meso-enriched or racemic-enriched 

fractions which may be used in additional recrystallizations. The 
1
H NMR spectrum of 
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each crystal and powder from the mother liquor fraction were taken and like fractions 

were combined and recrystallized.  
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Figure 4.3 A flowchart of sequential recrystalizations. C represents the crystal portion and M the mother liquor.  
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3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane from 2,4-pentanediol ditosylate. Once sufficient quantity 

of the meso isomer of the 2,4-pentanediol ditosylate was collected it was converted to 

3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane as and intermediate on the way to preparing chiral oxazoline-

1,2-dithianes as described by Ricci and coworkers.
64

 2,4-pentaneditosylate, sodium 

sulfide nonahydrate, and sulfur were heated at 153 ºC in dimethylformamide, DMF, for 

72 hours to form the dithiolane. The reaction was poured over water and ice to quench 

then the product was extracted with petroleum ether and dried over MgSO4. Solvent was 

removed under reduced pressure. The product was prepared in 44% yield and 18.0 mg 

product. 

 

 

Scheme 4.4 1,2-Dithiolane 

 

 A 
1 

H NMR spectrum was taken of the 3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane that indicated it 

to be a 50:50 mixture of cis and trans. It appears that due to reaction conditions that the 

reaction  occurred by an SN1 mechanism leading to a mixture of diastereomers. 

Synthesis of (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl using reduced 

disulfurdiironhexacarbonyl. To avoid the issues encountered with the precedeing 

method above, an attempt was made at reacting S2Fe2(CO)6
2-

 directly with the 2,4-

pentanediol ditosylate. Using air-free techniques, distilled tetrahydrofuran, THF, and µ-
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disulfidediironhexacarbonyl are cooled to -78 ºC with a dry ice and actone bath. Five 

equivalents of lithium triethylborohydride, LiEt3BH, are added to the reaction vessel and 

the reaction is stirred for 15 minutes. The ditosylate product is added and the reaction 

 

 

3 

Scheme 4.5 Synthesis of 3 using reduced S2Fe2(CO)6
2- 

 

is removed from the -78 ºC bath and heated to 40 ºC for four hours. After checking with 

TLC, the reaction is heated at 50 ºC for one hour then returned to 40 ºC for three more 

hours until no µ-disulfidediironhexacarbonyl is observed on TLC. This (µ-2,4-

pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl product maintained the steroisomer ratios of the 

starting ditoslyate. This method gives a 12% yield and 15.0 mg product; however, there is 

always some trace µ-disulfidediironhexacarbonyl present with the sample when using 

this method which cannot be removed through column purification. Sublimation was not 

tried due to the small amount of product obtained. Recystallization attempts often result 

in decomposition precipitation rather than crystallization. Because µ-

disulfidediironhexacarbonyl is also an electrocatalyst, a method of isomer separation 

which does not involve µ-disulfidediironhexacarbonyl in the preparation pathway is 

desirable.  
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3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane from 2,4-pentanedithiol ditosylate. The procedure 

described by Ricci maintained stereo-specificity, so an email inquiry was made to clarify 

an inconsistency within the published procedure.
64

 Upon clarification this reaction was 

attempted again.  

 

 

Scheme 4.6 Dithiolane product from ditosylate 

 

 Instead of refluxing at 153 ºC for 72 hours, the reaction was run at 85 ºC for 72 

hours. This resulted in a 44% yield. However, some isomerization occurred even at this 

lower temperature as the ratio of the products went from 94:4 cis:trans to 77:23 of 

3cis:3trans. Another attempt at the reaction was made running the reaction at 65 degrees for 

10 days. This maintained stereochemistry but gave a much lower yield of 4%, or 3.69 

mg. The 3cis isomer has successfully been prepared this way. The 3trans product obtained 

is still a mixture enriched with trans due to the ditosylate product having lower purity and 

due to the tailing of the cis product into the trans on the column. 

 4.2.2 NMR Spectroscopy.  

Correlation spectroscopy, COSY, experiment was performed on a purified 3cis sample 

specifically to investigate the multiplet at 0.78 ppm, which was further upfield than 

would be predicted. COSY is a 2-dimensional 
1
H NMR experiment that is used to 
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determine the spin coupling pattern of the compound of interest.. The crosspeaks of the 

COSY spectrum appear because of a phenomenon called magnetization transfer. The 

crosspeaks indicate that two peaks are coupled. The COSY was performed on a Bruker 

AVIII-400 MHz instrument equipped with a SampleJet auto sampler, and the data were 

transformed using in MestreNova software. 

 The COSY of 3cis is shown in Figure 4.3. The protons are labled Ha – Hf. The 

methyl protons, Hb and Hf are equivalent on the time scale of this experiment due to 

rotation of the methyl groups and appear as a doublet at 1.26 ppm. The protons on the 

elbow carbons which are each attached to the dithiolato sulfurs, Ha and He are equivalent 

at 2.01 ppm. The geminal protons located on the bridgehead carbon are non-equivalent 

with proton Hc having a signal at 2.03 ppm that is widely separated from the proton Hd 

appearing at 0.78 ppm. 

 The proton Hd as shown in Figure 4.3 has a chemical shift that at 0.78 ppm is at 

higher shielding than would be expected of a CH2 proton which typically appears about 

1.2 ppm. But the “CH2” is two protons that are diastereotopic and Hd is near the methyl 

chemical shift. The COSY confirmed that this signal is indeed part of the 3cis molecule 

and that it is not an impurity. The proton geminal to Hd is Hc, with a peak at 2.03 ppm. 

The shift of Hd upfield is possibly caused by a through-space anisotropic effect of a 

nearby induced magnetic field opposing the applied magnetic field as described by 

Lenz’s law.
98

 Based on looking at the X-ray crystal structure and the projected positions 

of the hydrogen atoms for the tetrahedral carbon atom, the axial proton, Ha is out over the 

area of a Fe-CO bond of a carbonyl apically bound to one of the iron centers. The Fe-CO 
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bond has some multiple-bond character as does the C-O bond. The π-character of the Fe-

C-O bond causes an induced magnetic field which opposes the applied magnetic field. 

This induced magnetic field is strong enough that the effects can be felt by nearby 

protons. By the shift to higher shielding, it is possible that the Hd proton is shielded by 

the coning on the Fe-CO induced field, however this is a simplified explanation of a 

complicated magnetic interactions involving a metal and multiple bonds. The 

diastereotopic proton, Hc is 1.25 ppm downfield from Hd. This anisotropic effect is 

common with groups near benzene rings, or double bonds as seen here, where one proton 

of a geminal pair is shielded while the other is deshielded.  

 Sufficient quantities of 3cis and 3trans were obtained to obtain a 
1
H NMR spectrum 

of each, as shown in Figure 4.4. The 3cis conformer assignments were confirmed by the 

COSY as shown in Figure 4.3. The geminal protons Hc and Hd are coupled with 
2
Jcd = 

15.7 Hz, a large J-coupling that is expected for a saturated sp
3
 hybridized carbon.

98
 Ha 

and Hc are coupled as are the equivalent Hc and He, Jac = 3.1Hz, Jce = 3.1 Hz. The X-ray 

crystal structure of 3cis includes the hydrogen atoms placed according to mathematically 

calculated positions. The mathmatical placement of these protons indicate a smaller 

orbital overlap would be present than an anti or 180º dihedral would give. This 3.1 Hz J-

coupling is expected and matches the Karplus curve, which shows an empirical 

relationship between vicinal dihedral angles and J-coupling values.
98

 Protons Ha and Hd 

as well as protons Hd and He are coupled with Jad = 12.5 Hz and Jde = 12.5 Hz. The 

proposed dihedral angle, based on X-ray crystal structure hydrogen placement would be 

178º. This large dihedral angle puts the protons in an anti relationship which maximizes 
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orbital overlap between these protons and is likewise consistent with the Karplus curve. 

Protons Ha and Hb as well as protons He and Hf are coupled with Jad = 6.7 Hz and Jef = 6.7 

Hz. This vicinal relationship of a proton to a methyl group gives a J-coupling value of 6.7 

Hz. 

 Because of the bridgehead fluxionality of the 3trans molecule on the NMR timescale 

the geminal protons on the bridgehead, Hc, are equivalent and appear as a triplet at 1.65 

ppm. These are split by each of the two protons on the elbow carbons, Hb, which are 

equivalent to give Jbc =5.6 Hz. Hb, which appears as a double-triplet at 2.54 ppm are also 

coupled to the methyl protons, Ha, a doublet at 1.26 ppm, which are equivalent due to the 

fluxionality of the 3trans molecule giving a Jab = 6.9 Hz.  
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  a,e = 2.01 ppm 

c = 2.03 ppm 

d = 0.78 ppm 

b, f = 1.26 ppm 

J
cd

 = 15.7 

J
ac

 =3.1  J
ce

 = 3.1 

J
ad

 = 12.5  J
de

 = 12.5 

J
ab

 = 6.7  J
ef

 = 6.7   

Figure 4.3. Correlation Spectroscopy, COSY NMR of 3cis performed on a Bruker AVIII 

400 MHz instrument in CDCl3. The 3cis drawing is simplified to show the relative 

positions of the protons. 
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Figure 4.4. 
1
H NMR of 3trans and 3cis performed on a Bruker AVIII 400 MHz 

spectrometer in CDCl3. 
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Variable temperature NMR spectroscopic investigations. Variable temperature 
1
H 

NMR spectra of 3 as a mixture of 3cis and 3trans were obtained on a Varian 300 MHz 

NMR spectrometer in acetone-d6, as is shown in Figure 4.5. The temperature range was 

from 25 ºC to -80ºC. Data were collected every 20 ºC from 0 ºC to -80 ºC. The room 

temperature spectrum at 25 ºC has six peaks corresponding to 3 as a mixture of 3cis and 

3trans. Coalescence for the fluxional 3trans isomer occurs at -60 ºC as is seen for both the 

peak at 2.68 ppm as well as the peak at 1.72 ppm. The separated peaks are partially 

resolved at the minimum temperature, -80 ºC, for this experiment. Using the following 

equations, the barrier of inversion for 3trans was calculated. 

 

ΔG
‡
 = RT[23.76 – ln(kcoalT/T)            (1) 

 kcoalT =(π/√2)Δυ (2) 

 

 

Where R is the gas constant, T is the coalescence temperature, and Δυ is the difference of 

the separated peaks in Hertz. The barrier of inversion was calculated to be roughly 40.4  

kJ/mol. The bridgehead of the 3cis isomer is not fluxional on the NMR timescale.   
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Figure 4.5. Variable temperature 

1
H NMR of 3 spectra obtained on a Varian 300 

MHz instrument in acetone-d6.  
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4.3 Summary and Conclusions 

 Separation and purification of 3cis and 3trans proved to be challenging. The isomers 

of the starting materials, many of the intermediates, and of the final products behave so 

similarly under a number of conditions that physical separation is difficult. Separation of 

isomers is possible through serial recrystallization of a tosylated intermediate. The meso 

isomer is more readily separated than the racemic isomer. Once this intermediate is 

isolated, much care must be taken in preparing the final product which is prone to 

isomerize and often gives low yields. 

 Fluxionality is suggested as important in the catalytic ability of the [FeFe]H2-ase 

enzyme as well as in the active site mimics. The active-site mimics, such as 1, are known 

to be fluxional both in the bridgehead through a flip or inversion as well as having the 

ability to rotate a carbonyl from an all-terminal to rotated semi- or fully-bridging 

position. Variable temperature NMR studies show that 1, 3trans, and 4 are fluxional and 

undergo bridgehead inversion on the NMR timescale. The barrier of inversion for 3trans is 

40.4 kJ/mol at coalescence temperature of -60 ºC, which is similar to the 43.5 kJ/mol 

reported for 1 at the coalescence temperature of -60 ºC.
90,26

 The barrier of inversion for 4 

was not published by Darensbourg. However, the barrier of inversion for the (µ-2,2-

diethylpropanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl was reported at 35 kJ/mol at the coalescence 

temperature of -87 ºC along with the comment that the more sterically bulky the groups 

on the bridgehead are, the lower the barrier to inversion and the more rapid the 

fluxionality.
90
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 The bridgehead of the 3cis molecule, however, is rigid on the NMR timescale. This is 

evident in the variable temperature NMR. This rigidity may be a steric effect due to the 

diequatorial cis conformation of the methyl groups, which can be thought of as analogous 

to the 1,3-dimethly-diaxial interaction of cyclohexane. This rigidity of one isomer and 

fluxionality of another isomer with only one stereocenter difference in the molecule 

affords a unique opportunity to probe electrochemically how fluxionality affects the 

electrocatalytic activity of these compounds without changing any other variables. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF A SERIES OF (µ-1,3-

PROPANEDITHIOLATO)DIIRONHEXACARBONYL-BASED [FeFe]-

HYDROGENASE ACTIVE SITE MIMICS 

 

5.1 Introduction. 

 The hydrogenase enzyme 2Fe2S active site cluster has a butterfly structure that 

mediates the reversible reduction of protons to molecular hydrogen.
84,99-101

 Due to the 

attractiveness of hydrogen as a renewable, sustainable, carbon-neutral fuel, [FeFe]-H2ase 

active site mimics such as 1 and many variations of 1 have attracted much interest in the 

past decade.
10,45,102,103

 Electrochemistry, particularly cyclic voltammetry, CV, is a 

powerful and convenient way to evaluate the suitability of a H2-producing catalyst. When 

the cyclic voltammogram, CV, of 1 was studied by Darchen and coworkers in 1988, 1 

was surmised to undergo two-electron transfer catalysis with a reversible CO ligand 

loss.
52

 Darensbourg and coworkers suggested that 1 undergoes a one-electron reduction 

of Fe
I
 – Fe

I
 → Fe

I
 – Fe

0
, as did Pickett and Best.

47
 Talarmin et al noted this controversy 

and used variable scan rate CV to investigate the reduction of 1.
41

 They interpreted the 

one-electron reduction of 1 to be partially reversible under Ar at moderate scan rates, 

more reversible under faster scan rates, and a two-electron reduction was noted at slow 

scan rates.
41

 The reversibility of 1 improved under CO atmosphere, which was interpreted 

to mean that CO loss occurs in the reduced compound.
41

 Further, the catalytic current of 

1 in the presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid, HOTs, pKa 8 in acetonitrile is significantly 
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reduced under CO atmosphere,
41

 indicating that CO suppresses catalytic activity either by 

reacting with a reduced species to form a species which is catalytically inactive or that 

carbonyl loss leads to the active catalyst.
41

 Reversibility is a sign of a robust catalyst and 

is a desirable characteristic.  

 

         

1   2  3  4 

 

Scheme 5.1 Compounds 1 - 4 

 

 A scan rate study gives information as on the rates of processes taking place with 

reduction. At a slow scan rate the movement across the potential is slow, possibly giving 

the compound time to rearrange or decompose. At a faster scan rate the compound does 

not have as much time to rearrange or decompose. A general example of an ECE 

mechanism is described by Bard and Faulkner.
104
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 The neutral compound of interest, A is reduced by one electron to A
-
 (5.1.1). At 

some rate A
-
 transforms to B

-
, (5.1.2) which is more readily reduced than A, so that any 

B
-
 that is present in the vicinity of the electrode is immediately reduced to form B

2-
 

(5.1.3). The reduction of A is a one electron reduction and that one electron reduction 

will appear as a wave of a certain current. Any B
-
 present at the electrode uptakes another 

electron which, depending upon the amount of B
-
 present will appear as additional 

current at the same potential as A. This is observed as increased current of somewhere 

between a one and two electron reduction, with the limit being two for full conversion of 

A reduced to A
-
 converting to B

-
 near enough the electrode to immediately reduce to B

2-
. 

Thus, the extent that A
-
 converts to B

-
 results in the uptake of more than one electron. As 

the scan rate increases the time elapsed in reaching the peak is smaller, thus the A to B
-
 

conversion to B
-
 has less time to occur and the contribution of the reduction of B

-
 to B

2-
 is 

smaller. Reaction (5.1.4) shows that A
-
 and A

-
 are in the same oxidation state and can be 

described as a disproportionation reaction. The process described is (5.1.1) to (5.1.3) 

termed potential inversion.
104

 

 2.2 Results and Discussion   

 A scan rate study was performed on compounds 1, 2, 3, and 4 to determine 

whether or not they had a scan rate dependence. A catalyst with no scan rate dependence 

is desired, as it is fully reversible at all scan rates. A reversible catalyst indicates a longer 

lifetime with a greater number of turnovers than non- or partially-reversible compound 

which will quickly degrade or decompose. Figure 5.1 is the scan rate study of 1 in 

acetonitrile under Ar. Five different scan rates are shown, each with normalized current, 
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which is the current divided by the square root of the scan rate. The 0.05 V/s scan has the 

highest normalized current and does not have a substantial return peak. The 0.1 V/s CV 

has a similar current to that of 0.05 V/s but shows a small improvement in reversibility as 

there is a small increase in the return peak. For the 0.5 V/s and 1.0 V/s scans the 

normalized current is lower relative to the slower scan rate scans and as the scan rate 

increases the reverse scan increases. The 5.0 V/s scan shows an increase in normalized 

current for the reduction wave and increased return wave. The slower scan rates show a 

somewhat increased normalized current relative to faster scan rates indicating a greater 

than one electron process. This is possibly due to what was described in equation 5.1.2 

and 5.1.3 where after the first electron reduction occurs the anion undergoes some 

transformation. The transformed anion is then able to reduce at a lower potential than the 

first one-electron reduction. Any of that transformed anion near the electrode contributes 

to the greater than one electron current wave height observed in the scan. The faster scan 

rates may be able to reoxidize the anion prior to it rearranging and being further reduced 

as is indicated by the increased reversibility at faster scan rates. 

 The scan rate study of 2 in acetonitrile under Ar is shown in Figure 5.2. The 0.05 

V/s scan has the highest normalized current and has the least return current. The 0.1 V/s 

scan has lower normalized current than the 0.05 V/s scan and shows an increase wave on 

the reverse scan. The scans for 0.5 V/s and 1.0 V/s similarly each show a slight decrease 

in reduction wave normalized current as well as improved reversibility on the anodic 

wave. This is quite a reversible return wave and indicates that the one-electron first 

reduction product does not have time to decompose. The 5.0 V/s scan shows an 
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additional increase in normalized current and increased reversibility on the reverse wave, 

indicating the reduction product does not have time to decompose. Compound 2 also 

likely undergoes a transformation upon the first one-electron reduction. This 

transformation takes some amount of time and the faster scan rates are able to beat out 

that transformation and oxidize the anion back to the starting compound before it is able 

to transform. This is seen in the increased reversibility. 

 Figure 5.3 is the scan rate study of 3, which is a mixture of cis and trans isomers, 

in acetonitrile under Ar. The scans from 0.05 V/s to 5.0 V/s each show a fully reversible 

one-electron process. Compound 3 does not show any indication of rearrangement upon a 

one-electron reduction indicating it is stable and robust. 

 The scan rate study of 4 is shown in Figure 5.4. The 0.05 V/s scan has the highest 

normalized current and has a small return peak. The 0.1 V/s CV has a slightly less 

normalized current to that of 0.05 V/s but shows a small increase in current as well as a 

anodic shift in the return peak. For the 0.5 V/s and 1.0 V/s scans the normalized current 

are lower relative to the slower scan rate scans and as the scan rate increases the reverse 

scan increases and continues to shift to the anodic while the reduction peak shifts in the 

cathodic direction. The 5.0 V/s scan shows a decrease in normalized current and a shift to 

the cathodic direction for the reduction wave and increased and more anodic return wave. 

The height of the normalized current waves at faster scan rates relative to slower scan 

rates indicate that a more than one electron process occurs at slower scan rates. 

 Compound 4 has the highest absolute current of the four molecules at the 0.05 V/s 

scan rate, with a normalized current of 117 µA. Compounds 1 and 2 have a normalized 
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current of 101 µA and 106 µA while compound 3 has the lowest normalized current at 83 

µA at the 0.05 V/s scan rate. Applying Bard and Faulkner’s general ECE mechanism to 4 

at the 0.05 V/s scan rate it appears there may be some possible conversion of the initially 

reduced species noted as A
-
 to B

-
 where some possible structural change or 

decomposition of the reduced species occurs which allows a second electron reduction to 

occur at a less negative potential than the first for any B
-
 at the electrode. This is 

indicated by the increased normalized current at the slowest scan rate. There is a change 

in the return scan oxidation peak at different scan rates. Compounds 1 and 2 show a 

possible conversion or structural change of the reduced species that allows a second one-

electron reduction to occur at a potential less negative than the first reduction. This is 

indicated by the increased normalized current at the slowest scan rate and is to a lesser 

extent than observed in 4. However, compounds 1 and 2 show increased reversibility at 

faster scan rates in contrast to 4. Compound 3 has consistent normalized current across all 

scan rates indicating that no A
-
 to B

-
 conversion occurs and no additional reduction.  
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Figure 5.1. Scan rate study of 1 under Argon on Glassy Carbon Electrode. 
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Figure 5.1. Scan rate study of 2 under Argon on Glassy Carbon Electrode. 
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Figure 5.1. Scan rate study of 3 under Argon on Glassy Carbon Electrode. 
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Figure 5.1. Scan rate study of 4 under Argon on Glassy Carbon Electrode. 
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Summary and Conclusions  

 Scan rate studies of the CVs were performed on compounds 1 – 4. As the scan 

rate increases, the time elapsed in reaching the peak of normalized current is smaller. 

This shorter time frame limits the extent of rearrangement, decomposition, or 

transformation which may occur upon reduction of the compound of interest. Compound 

1 was found to undergo a greater-than-one-electron process, with increased normalized 

current height observed at slower scan rates. At the faster scan rates the reverse scan 

shows increased current indicating that pathways which lead to irreversible products are 

being out-competed. Compound 2 shows a slight trend in the slower scan rates having 

increased normalized current; however, the extent of this increase is small enough that it 

might not be reproducible. Compound 2 shows improved reduction wave current at faster 

scan rates, indicating that at slower rates a non-reversible transformation occurs. 

Compound 3, which is a mix of 3cis and 3trans, show a one electron fully reversible wave 

at all scan rates, indicating that the product is stable on the CV timescale. Compound 4 is 

a greater than one electron process at slower scan rates with the reduction wave having 

the greatest normalized current at the slowest scan rates. As the scan rate increases the 

reduction peak shifts anodically. The reverse scan becomes significant at faster scan rates 

and shifts cathodically. 

 Compounds 1, 2, and 4 are found to have increased return wave reversibility at 

faster scan rates. Both 1 and 4 exhibit a greater-than-one-electron process at slower scan 

rates; however, 1 and 4 have very different peak shapes and do not represent the same 

reactions. Compound 3 shows increased stability as indicated by the fully reversible one-
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electron process. Reversibility is a sign of a robust catalyst and this compound is the first 

saturated non-aromatic ene-type bridged [FeFe]-Hase mimic to show full reversibility at 

all scan rates. The reversibility of 3 as a mixture of 3cis and 3trans suggests that additional 

studies should be run on isolated samples of each to determine if there is any difference 

in the catalytic activity of the 3cis with the more rigid bridgehead or the 3trans with the 

more fluxional bridgehead. Studies of reduction in the presence of acetic acid have been 

performed and will be discussed briefly for compounds 1 and 3 in Chapter 6 of this 

dissertation. Full discussion and analysis will be completed by Gabriel B. Hall in his 

dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 6 

COMPUTATIONS AND MECHANISMS OF A SERIES OF (µ-1,3-

PROPANEDITHIOLATO)DIIRONHEXACARBONYL-BASED [FeFe]-

HYDROGENASE ACTIVE SITE MIMICS 

 

6.1 Introduction. 

 Finding an inexpensive, robust catalyst for producing hydrogen is essential to 

develop a hydrogen energy economy. Since the late 1990’s, when it was observed that 

(µ-1,3-propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 1, has a structural resemblance to the active 

site of the [FeFe]-H2ase, 1 and derivatives have been the subject of much study. It was 

found that 1 and similar compounds electrocatalytically reduce protons to hydrogen 

gas.
10, 19, 58, 79, 82, 83, 105,106

 Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain this catalytic 

cycle as the mechanism appears to vary based upon the strength of the acid present.
84,

 
49, 

50, 80
 Darensbourg and coworkers first suggested a mechanism where, in the presence of 

acetic acid, 1 is reduced electrochemically, E, then reduced again, E, then protonated, C, 

and then protonated again, C, to produce molecular hydrogen.
20

 This is described as an 

EECC mechanism. 

 Pickett, Best and coworkers proposed different mechanisms for the catalytic 

production of H2 depending on whether 1 was reduced in the presence of water or a 

strong acid.
50

 An EECC mechanism was reported when 1 is reduced in the presence of 

water, while two possible paths, an ECEC and an ECECE mechanism were reported in 
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the presence of strong acids such as p-toluenesulfonic acid, HOTs, which was supported 

by a subsequent paper by Di Gioia based on DFT calculations.
56,43

 

  The Di Gioia paper has been cited 43 times as of this writing, and is well 

respected by the major contributors to this area of research. As the Di Gioia paper is 

widely accepted, the computations of 1 in this chapter are compared to those in this paper 

in order to see whether they follow the same trends or not. Once it was established that 

the trends for the previously reported computations and the computations in this 

dissertation are the same, additional computations on 1 were used to give an expanded 

picture of the various possible catalytic pathways for 1 depending upon the strength of 

the acid present and the potential applied. The compiled possible pathways are shown in 

a flowchart in Figure 6.7. The proposed mechanisms of 1 are compared to those for 3cis 

and 3trans. In order for DFT computations to be useful in modeling a system, they must 

first be shown to be a good model of that system through validation by comparing 

directly with experimental data. This chapter discusses the validation of computations by 

comparing calculations with experimental data; X-ray crystal structure is compared to 

optimized geometry; IR spectra is compared to analytical stretching frequencies; and 

UPS onset ionization energy is compared to calculated adiabatic energy. This chapter 

also models the possible catalytic pathways of 1, 3cis, and 3trans.  
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  1  3cis  3trans 

 

Scheme 6.1- structures of (µ-1,3-propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 1 and cis and 

trans (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 3cis and 3trans. 

 

 

6.2 Results and Discussion 

Many DFT studies on 1 have been published using a different methodology than was 

used for this dissertation, thus the computations for 1 were compared to Di Gioia and 

coworkers previously proposed mechanisms to verify that similar results were obtained.
43

 

 The computations for 1 were then compiled into a flow chart which allows for easy 

visual analysis of the results. The same procedure was followed for 3cis and 3trans. All the 

experimental and computational parameters are discussed in Chapter 2. 

X-ray crystal structure. Single crystal X-ray crystallographic structures of 1, 3cis, and 

3trans were compared to the corresponding gas-phase LDA VWN Stoll geometry-

optimized neutral structures to ensure that the computations are able to closely match the 

bond lengths and angles of the molecule. The X-ray crystal structure and the 

corresponding calculated geometry structure show good agreement in the structural 
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parameters, as shown in Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3. The calculated versus experimental 

bond distances differ by 0.01Å to 0.04Å of each other and the bond angles are within 1º 

to 3.5º of each other. 

 The X-ray crystal structures of 1 and 3cis and 3trans were also compared to each 

other. The Fe-Fe bond distance for 1, 3cis and 3trans are within 0.01Å of each other. The 

sulfur-sulfur distances are within 0.03Å of each other and key bond angles of the 2Fe2S 

core are within 1º of each other. The methyl substituents on the 1 and 3 carbon position 

of the bridge head do not have much effect on the geometry of the neutral molecules.  
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Table 6.1 Comparison of Computed and Experimental Structures of (µ-1,3-

propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl) 

 1 
Bond lengths [Å] and angles [º] 

experimental 

1 

Bond lengths [Å] and angles [º] 

DFT calculations 

 

Fe-Fe 

 

 

2.51 

 

2.52 

S•••S 

 

3.05 3.09 

Fe-S 

 

2.25    2.25    

2.25    2.25  

 

2.27  2.27 

2.27  2.27 

S-Cbridge 

 

2.30  2.30 1.84  1.84 

Fe-Capical 

 

1.80  1.80 1.78  1.77 

Fe-Cbasal 

 

1.80  1.80   

1.80  1.80 

1.78  1.78   

1.79  1.79  

 

C-O 

 

1.13  1.13  1.14   

1.14  1.14  1.14 

1.16  1.16  1.16   

1.16  1.16  1.16  

 

Fe-S-Fe 

 

67.67  67.85 67.33  67.34 

Capical-Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

100.00  100.00   

97.98    97.98 

99.02  100.44   

98.98  100.47 

CbasalFe-Cbasal 

 

91.03  91.03 91.33  91.50 

Capical-Fe-Fe 

 

 

148.32  148.32  146.16  151.41 

Cbasal-Fe-Fe 

 

 

101.28  101.28   

104.81  104.81 

103.04  100.94  

102.98  100.74 

S-Fe-S 

 

85.27  85.27 85.79  85.35 
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Table 6.2 Comparison of Computed and Experimental Structures of cis (µ-2,4-

propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 

 3cis 

Bond lengths [Å] and angles [º] 

experimental 

3cis 

Bond lengths [Å] and angles [º] 

DFT calculations 

 

Fe-Fe 

 

 

2.51 

 

2.52 

 

S•••S 

 

3.04 3.08 

Fe-S 

 

2.25  2.27   

2.25  2.26 

2.27  2.27   

2.26  2.26 

 

S-Cbridge 

 

1.81 1.81 1.77  1.78 

Fe-Capical 

 

1.81  1.81 1.77  1.78 

Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

1.80  1.80   

1.80  1.80 

1.78  1.78   

1.79  1.79 

C-O 

 

 

1.14  1.14  1.14   

1.14  1.14  1.14 

1.16  1.16  1.16   

1.16  1.16  1.16 

Fe-S-Fe 

 

67.54  67.65 67.58  67.58 

Capical-Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

101.69  98.66   

98.26    98.99 

99.08    99.08    

100.65  100.65 

CbasalFe-Cbasal 

 

91.08  91.74 91.31  91.42 

Capical-Fe-Fe 

 

150.78  147.80 151.45   145.61   

Cbasal-Fe-Fe 

 

 

100.50  102.29   

99.77    105.07 

103.16  100.77   

103.16  100.77 

S-Fe-S 

 

85.15  84.46 85.20  85.73 
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Table 6.3 Comparison of Computed and Experimental Structures of trans (µ-2,4-

propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 

 3trans 

Bond lengths [Å] and angles [º] 

experimental 

3trans 

Bond lengths [Å] and angles [º] 

DFT calculations 

 

Fe-Fe 

 

 

2.50 

 

2.52 

 

S•••S 

 

3.02 3.07 

Fe-S 

 

2.26  2.25   

2.25  2.25 

2.26  2.27   

2.27  2.28 

 

S-Cbridge 

 

1.84  1.84  1.85  1.85 

Fe-Capical 

 

1.81  1.81 1.77  1.78 

Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

1.80 1.79   

1.80  1.79 

1.78  1.78   

1.78  1.79 

C-O 

 

 

1.14  1.14  1.14   

1.13  1.14  1.14 

1.16  1.16  1.16   

1.16  1.16  1.16 

Fe-S-Fe 

 

67.47  67.62 67.47  67.40 

Capical-Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

98.66  99.09   

97.28  99.96 

99.69  99.61   

99.69  99.12 

CbasalFe-Cbasal 

 

91.04  92.39 91.43  91.54 

Capical-Fe-Fe 

 

 

151.48  153.01 149.06  151.05 

Cbasal-Fe-Fe 

 

 

100.31  101.37   

100.39  99.86 

99.20  102.65   

104.69  99.12 

S-Fe-S 

 

84.29  84.13 85.36  85.05 
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Infrared Spectroscopy. The infrared, IR, spectra of 1 and 3 are shown in Figure 6.1. The 

pattern and the intensities of the peaks of the experimental data are well modeled by the 

DFT computations. Carbonyls can π-backbond to metals and are known as reporter 

ligands due to their sensitivity to the electron richness of the metal center.
107

 Comparing 

the IR spectra of the metal-carbonyl region of similar compounds gives qualitative 

information on the electron richness and symmetry of the metal-carbonyl portion of the 

compounds. IR spectra for 1 and 3 were collected in mineral oil. The spectra of 1 and 3 

were compared to the gas-phase analytical frequency computations of 1, 3cis, and 3trans. 

The analytical frequency calculations were scaled by a factor of 1.002 and are within 3 

wavenumbers as compared to the experimental IR spectra as shown in Figure 6.1 The 

intensities of the analytical frequencies are likewise a good match with the experimental 

data. Experimentally, 1 and 3 have nearly indistinguishable metal-carbonyl stretching 

spectra and any variances are well within the instrument detection limits. The similarity 

between the 1 and 3 IR spectra indicate that there is very little difference in electron 

density and geometry at the [FeFe] core of these compounds. The methyl substituents on 

the 1 and 3 carbon of the SRS bridgehead of 3 are not donating additional electron 

richness to the metal center. 
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Figure 6.1 Experimental (black) 1 and 3 in mineral oil, and calculated (blue and red) 

infrared spectra in the metal carbonyl stretching region for 1 and 3. The calculated 

analytical frequencies were scaled by a factor of 1.002. 3cis is shown in blue and 3trans 

is shown in red. The calculated frequencies were broadened for visual comparison to 

experimental data. 

  

* 
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Gas-Phase UV Photoelectron Spectroscopy. Gas-phase UV photoelectron 

spectroscopy, UPS, is a direct probe of the experimental ionization energy of a neutral 

molecule and because of this it is a good method to use in validating the calculated 

adiabatic ionization energy. The adiabatic ionization energy is the difference in the single 

point energy calculations between the neutral geometry-optimized structure to the 

cationic geometry-optimized structure. Comparing the adiabatic ionization obtained using 

different computed cationic structures to the experimental onset ionization energy and 

selecting the adiabatic energy which most closely matches the experimental onset 

ionization energy, shown in Figure 6.2, determines the most probable cation structure. 

The arrows in Figure 6.3 are used to indicate the calculated vertical and adiabatic 

ionization energy values on the experimental spectra for visual comparison. As shown in 

Table 6.4, the calculated vertical ionization for 1 is 8.08 eV, indicated in blue. The 

relaxed cation structure for 1 with a rotated carbonyl, is 7.48 eV and the all-terminal 

carbonyl structure adiabatic energy is 7.77 eV. The rotated-carbonyl calculated adiabatic 

energy is nearest the onset ionization energy for 1 and is the most likely structure. The 

calculated vertical ionization energy for 3cis is 7.96 eV and for 3trans is 7.98 eV. The 

rotated bridging carbonyl cation structure for 3cis is 7.38 eV and the terminal-carbonyl 

cation structure has a calculated adiabatic ionization of 7.96 eV, making the rotated 

carbonyl structure the most likely cation structure. The calculated adiabatic energy for the 

rotated 3trans structure is 7.41 eV, which is a nice match with the experimental onset 

ionization energy. With a likely optimized-geometry cation structure identified, the 

reorganization energy can be calculated as shown in Figure 6.3 and described below.    
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Table 6.4 comparison of experimental ionization energy with calculated values. The 

calculated adiabatic energy is shown for both the rotated “bridging” CO structure and the 

all terminal CO structure. The calculated adiabatic energy which most closely matches 

experimental is shown in bold. 

 

 Onset (eV) Calculated adiabatic 

(eV) 

Calculated vertical 

(eV) 

 

1 

 

7.4 

 

7.48 bridging CO 

 

7.77all terminal CO 

 

 

8.08 

 

3cis 

 

7.4 

 

7.38 bridging CO 

 

7.96 all terminal CO 

 

 

7.96 

 

3trans 

 

7.4 

 

7.41 bridging CO 

 

7.66 all terminal CO 

 

 

7.98 
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Figure 6.2 Optimized geometries of cations.  
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 Figure 6.3 shows the He I and He II gas-phase photoelectron spectra of 1 and 3. 

The UPS spectra of 1 was previously published by Glass et al.
31

 The onset ionization 

band is from about 7.4 eV to 9.0 eV for 1 and 7.4 eV to 8.8 eV for 3. The first band of 1 

consists of seven orbital ionizations which computations indicate to consist of mainly of 

iron 3d in character with some sulfur and carbonyl character mixing. Similarly, 

computations which correspond to the first band of 3cis and 3trans also have seven orbitals 

which are mainly 3d iron with some sulfur and carbonyl character. The second band is 

slightly destabilized in 3 as compared to 1, with 3 from 8.8 eV to 9.5 eV and 1 from 9.0 

eV to 9.6 eV. There is a significant amount of non-metal character in the second band for 

both 1 and 3, as indicated by the He II data as compared to the He I data in the second 

band. Computations show the second band of 1 as well as 3cis and 3trans to be sulfur-

based, but with some mixing of iron, carbon, hydrogen and a small amount of oxygen. 

The overall spectra onset ionization energy, shape, and pattern of 1 and 3 are similar as 

would be expected by the similarities in their structure. 

 Figure 6.4 shows a potential energy diagram of the neutral and cation state. Point 

A on the lower potential-energy well is the lowest-energy state of the neutral molecule. 

Point B on the upper potential-energy well is when an electron is ejected from the lowest-

energy ground state neutral molecule, A, and before any geometric relaxation or 

rearrangement has time to occur. Point C, on the upper potential-energy well, is the 

cation once it has relaxed to a lowest-energy state. The difference between A and B is the 

vertical ionization energy. This vertical ionization is the most intense portion of the 

broadened band because it is the most likely to occur from the lowest energy ground 
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state. The difference between A and C is the adiabatic energy, which corresponds to the 

experimental onset ionization energy. The difference between B and C is the relaxation 

or reorganization energy.  

 The reorganization energy is 0.60 eV for 1, 0.58 eV for 3cis and 0.57 for 3trans. The 

lowest energy cation for 1, 3cis and 3trans were calculated to be a rotated structure with 

one carbonyl in a semi-bridging position between the two irons. DFT calculations for 1, 

3cis, and 3trans were compared to experimental data in order to validate that the 

calculations are properly modeling these systems and make chemical sense. X-ray 

crystallography was used to validate the neutral molecule geometry, IR was compared to 

analytical frequencies, and UPS onset ionization energies were used to validate calculated 

adiabatic energies. The computations were found to be a good model of these systems.  
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Figure 6.3 He I (black) and He II (red) gas-phase ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of 

1 and 3. The calculated ionization energies are marked with an arrow, vertical 

ionization in blue, adiabatic with rotated carbonyl structure in black, and all terminal 

carbonyl structure adiabatic energy in gray.  
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Figure 6.4 A potential energy diagram showing vertical ionization energy is shown as 

the difference in energy from A to B.  Adiabatic ionization energy is the difference 

between the energy at point A and point C, and reorganization energy is the difference 

in energy from point B to C. 
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Computations. Computations were carried out on a number of possible structures for the 

catalytic cycle of 1, 3cis and 3trans. To determine if the computational results obtained 

were reasonable and consistent with those of previously published work, select 

computations of 1 were compared to the results reported by De Gioia and coworkers.
43

 De Gioia’s computations were carried out using BP86.
108

 To ensure that the 

computations are comparable, the optimized geometry of De Gioia’s published structures 

were compared to a geometry optimized structure carried out with ADF. The resulting 

structures are shown in Figure 6.5. 

 The structure shown is an anion with a charge of negative one. This structure has 

been protonated twice and spontaneously eliminates H2 according to De Gioia’s work as 

well as our computations. The geometry optimized structures are similar to De Gioia’s 

work using either LDA VWN STOLL or BP86 and were carried out on ADF. The iron-

carbonyl bond lengths are within 0.03Å of each other. The iron-sulfur bond lengths are 

within 0.11Å. Overall, the optimized geometries obtained in this work are similar to those 

published by De Gioia. 
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2.03 

 3.65 

2.46 

2.45 

2.42 

2.40 
1.79 

1.76 1.76 
1.79 

1.79 

1.79 

LDA VWN STOLL optimized 

2.00 

3.70  

2.56 
2.56 

2.44 

2.44 
1.82 

1.79 1.79 
1.82 

1.78 

1.79 

BP86 optimized 

Figure 6.5 Comparison of calculated structures of a diprotonated anion. Top geometry 

optimized LDA VWN STOLL, middle, BP86, and bottom structure reported by 

DiGioia from reference 43.  
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 The mechanism proposed by Di Gioia was based on Pickett and coworkers 

spectroelectrochemical experiments, and were described as having two possible paths, 

Process I and Process II, as is shown in Figure 6.6. Both Pickett and De Gioia’s work 

suggest that the neutral species, 1, is reduced to 1
-
 and then protonated to 1-H. A second 

reduction occurs to form 1-H
-
 which is then prontated to 1-H2. At this point there are two 

proposed pathways. In Process I, molcular H2 is released, reforming the neutral 1. 

Process II further reduces 1-H2 to 1-H2
-
 which then releases H2 and forms the anion 1

-
. 

Pickett and coworkers report that Process I and Process II are distinguishable because 

Process I occurs at a more positive potential relative to Process II, -1.12 V vs – 1.34V, 

but that Process II is a faster process, k = 10
4
, than Process I, k=4.

50
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Figure 6.6 Process I and Process II as first reported by Pickett and coworkers and 

then the computations supporting this reported by Di Gioia and coworkers. 

References 43 and 50. 

Process II 
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 The computations performed using the DFT computational method described in 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation match the results obtained and reported by De Gioia; this 

supports an ECEC and an ECECE mechanism for the catalytic production of hydrogen in 

the presence of a strong acid. However, De Gioia’s reported structures and proposed 

mechasims have some gaps. The computations performed in this work are useful in 

explaining possible catalytic pathways for a variety of acid strengths and not just strong 

acid. The flow charts of Figure 6.7 eliminate some of the holes of De Gioia’s work on 1. 

Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show a number of possible catalytic pathways for molecular 

hydrogen production of 3cis and 3trans. 

Proposed catalytic pathways of 1.  

Computations performed on 1 indicate that depending on the pKa of the acid present, a 

variety of different pathways are possible. The potentials of the calcuations are vs. Fc
+
/Fc 

and the pKa are calculated using acetonitrile as the solvent. The right side of the flowchart 

in Figure 6.5 illustrates the pathways possible when an all terminal carbonyl structure is 

maintained. The left side of the flowchart shows the pathways possible when a carbonyl 

rotates into a bridging or semi-bridging position with a long sulfur-iron distance. 

 

Scheme 6.2 – Rotated carbonyl structure and all terminal carbonyl structure. 
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Figure 6.7 Proposed catalytic pathways of 1 from DFT calculations. Multiple pathways are possible 

depending on the acid strength and the reduction potential applied. 
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Figure 6.8 Proposed catalytic pathways of 3cis from DFT calculations. Multiple pathways are possible 

depending on the acid strength and the reduction potential applied. 
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Figure 6.9 Proposed catalytic pathways of 3trans from DFT calculations. Multiple pathways are possible 

depending on the acid strength and the reduction potential applied. 
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Figure 6.10 Cyclic voltammogram of 1 in MeCN shown in black and with 50 mM added HOAc shown in red. DFT 

calculated reduction potentials are indicated with blue lines. 
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Figure 6.11 Cyclic voltammogram of 3 in MeCN shown in black and with 50 mM added HOAc shown in red. DFT 

calculated reduction potentials are indicated with blue lines. 
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Possible catalytic pathways comparing experimental to calculated data. The 

following tables, Tables 6.1 – 6.9, summarize the possible catalytic pathways for the 

catalyst with a weak acid at a given overpotential. These pathways are consistent with 

what is observed in the experimental data shown in Figures 6.10 and 6.11. 
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Table 6.1 

Possible 1 catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a 

potential near –1.7 V. 

1. 1  + e
-
 → 1

-
 -1.73 V 

2. 1
-
 + e

-
 → μ1

2-
 -1.55 V 

3. μ1
2-

 + H
+
 → µ1(Hμ)

-
 pKa = 26.4 

4. µ1(Hμ)
-
 + H

+
 → µ1(HμHS) pKa = 21.0 

5. µ1(HμHS)   → 1 + H2 ΔG = -21 kcal/mol 

       

Table 6.2 

Possible 1 catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a potential 

near –2.0 V. 

1. 1  + e
-
 → 1

-
 -1.73 V 

2. 1
-
 + e

-
 → μ1

2-
 -1.55 V 

3. μ1
2-

 + H
+
 → µ1(HS)

-
 pKa = 25.6 

4. µ1(HS)
-
 + e

- 
→ µ1(Hμ)

2- -1.95 

5. µ1(Hμ)
2-

 + HA
+ 

→ 1
-
  +  H2 ΔG = -0.6 kcal/mol 

calculated with acetic acid 

       

Table 6.3 

Possible 1 catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a 

potential near –2.0 V. 

1. 1  + e
-
 → 1

-
 -1.73 V 

2. 1
-
 + e

-
 → μ1

2-
 -1.55 V 

3. μ1
2-

 + H
+
 → µ1(HS)

-
 pKa = 25.6 

4. µ1(HS)
-
 + e

- 
→ µ1(Hμ)

2- -1.95 

5. µ1(Hμ)
2-

 + H
+ 

→ µ1(HμHS)
-
 pKa = 31 

6. µ1(HμHS)
-
   → 1

-
 + H2 ΔG = -29 kcal/mol 

       

Table 6.4 

Possible 1 catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a 

potential near –2.6 V. 

1. 1  + e
-
 → 1

-
 -1.73 V 

2. 1
-
 + e

-
 → 1

2-
 -2.20 V 

3. 1
2-

 + H
+
 → 1(Hµ)

-
 pKa = 29.3 

4. 1(Hμ)
-
 + e

- 
→ 1(Hμ)

2- -2.59 

5. 1(Hμ)
2-

 + H
+ 

→ µ1(HμHμ)
-
 pKa = 26.5 

6. 1(HμHμ)
-
   → 1

-
 + H2 ΔG = -44 kcal/mol 
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Table 6.5 

Possible 3cis catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a 

potential near –1.7 V. 

1. 3cis  + e
-
 → 3cis

-
 -1.73 V 

2. 3cis
-
 + e

-
 → μ3cis

2-
 -1.67 V 

3. μ3cis
2-

 + H
+
 → µ3cis(Hμ)

-
 pKa = 25.9 

4. µ3cis(Hμ)
-
 + H

+
 → µ3cis(HμHS) pKa = 23.4 

-or-  

3. μ3cis
2-

 + H
+
 → µ3cis(HS)

-
 pKa = 28.9 

4. µ3cis(HS)
-
 + H

+
 → µ3cis(HμHS) pKa = 23.4 

5. µ3cis(HμHS)   → 3cis  +  H2 ΔG = -21 kcal/mol 

 

 

      

Table 6.6 

Possible 3cis catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a 

potential near –2.2 V. 

1. 3cis  + e
-
 → 3cis

-
 -1.73 V 

2. 3cis
-
 + e

-
 → 3cis

2-
 -2.24 V 

3. 3cis
2-

 + H
+
 → 3cis(Hs)

-
 pKa = 22.7 

4. 3cis(Hs)
-
 + HA

+
 → 3cis + H2 ΔG =  -15.6 kcal/mol 

       

Table 6.7 

Possible 3cis catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a 

potential near –2.3V. 

1. 3cis  + e
-
 → 3cis

-
 -1.73 V 

2. 3cis
-
 + e

-
 → 3cis

2-
 -2.24 V 

3. 3cis
2-

 + H
+
 → 3cis(Hs)

-
 pKa = 22.7 

4. 3cis(Hs)
-
 + e

-
 → 3cis(Hs)

2-
 -2.32 V 

5. 3cis(Hs)
2-

 + H
+
 → 3cis + H2 pKa = 26.6 

ΔG = -21 kcal/mol 
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Table 6.8 

Possible 3cis catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a 

potential near –2.4 V. 

1. 3cis  + e
-
 → 3cis

-
 -1.73 V 

2. 3cis
-
 + e

-
 → 3cis

2-
 -2.24 V 

3. 3cis
2-

   → µ3cis
2-

 K= E
+9

 

4. µ3cis
2-

 + H
+-

 → µ3cis(Hµ)
-
 pKa = 25.9 

5. µ3cis(Hµ)
-
 + e

-
 → µ3cis(Hµ)

2-
 -2.40 V 

6. µ3cis(Hµ)
2-

 + H
+
 → µ3cis(HµHµ)

-
 pKa = 23.1 

7. µ3cis(HµHµ)
-
   →  3

-
 + H2 ΔG = -30 kcal/mol 

       

 

Table 6.9 

Possible 3trans catalytic pathways with a weak acid in acetonitrile and a 

potential near –2.3 V. 

1. 3trans  + e
-
 → 3trans

-
 -1.74 V 

2. 3trans
-
 + e

-
 → 3trans

2-
 -2.13V 

3. 3trans
2-

   → µ3trans
2-

 K = E 
+10 

4. µ3trans
2-

 + H
+
 → µ3trans(Hμ)

- pKa = 26.3 

5. μ3trans(Hµ)
-
 + e

- 
→ µ3trans(Hµ)

2-
 -2.32 V 

6. µ3trans(Hµ)
2-

 + H
+
 → µ3trans(HμHS) pKa = 21.8 

7. µ3trans(HμHS)   → 3trans  +  H2 ΔG = -28 kcal/mol 

-or-  

4. µ3trans
2-

 + H
+
 → µ3trans(Hμ)

- pKa = 26.3 

5. μ3trans(Hµ)
-
 + H

+ 
→ µ3trans(HμHS) pKa = 21.2 

6. µ3trans(HμHS)   → 3
-
 + H2 ΔG = -28 kcal/mol 
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Comparing calculated results of 1, 3cis and 3trans.  

The calculated reduction potentials of 1, 3cis, and 3trans shown in Figures 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 

are compared within the ECEC and ECECE mechansims proposed by Pickett
50

 and Di 

Gioia.
43

 For the ECEC mechanism considering only the all-terminal carbonyl structures 

on the right side of the Figures 6.7, 6.8 and 6.9, the first reduction of 1 is -1.73 V, 3cis is -

1.73 V and 3trans is -1.74 V. The conjugate acid of anion formed has a pKa of 18.8, 18.7 

and 18.4, respectively. The reduction of 1-H is at -1.83 V, 3cis is at -1.51 V and 3trans is at 

-1.53 V. As these reduction potentials are lower than the potential at which the first 

reduction occurred; these reductions will occur as quickly as the protonation step occurs. 

A second protonation occurs affording an acid with pKa of 13.8, 12.0 and 12.3 at which 

point molecular hydrogen is released following the ECEC mechanism of Process I shown 

in Figure 6.5. Process II involves another reduction of 1 at -1.52 V, 3cis at -1.85 V and 

3trans at -2.4 V.  

 When considering the rotated, bridging carbonyl structures which De Gioia 

proposed involving protonation on the sulfur, the initial reduction values are -2.02 V, -

2.02 V and -1.85V to form the rotated anion. The conjugate acid of the anion formed has 

pKa 16.0, 11.4, and 14.3 for 1, 3cis, and 3trans, respectively. The second reduction of 1 is at 

-0.69 V, 3cis is at -0.34 V and 3trans is at -0.81 V. The second reduction is followed by a 

protonation step where each protonates at giving an acid with pKa of 7.6, 11.3, and 26.8, 

respectively. Molecular hydrogen is released in process one and a third reduction occurs 

for 1 at -0.68 V, 3cis at -1.01 V and 3trans at -0.52 V. For the rotated structure path with 

the protonation on the metal, the first reduction is -2.02 V, -2.02, and -1.85 V to form the 
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rotated structure. The conjugate acid of the anion formed has a  pKa 15.4, 14.8, and 13.7 

for 1, 3cis, and 3trans, respectively. The second reduction of 1 is at -0.61 V, 3cis is at -0.72 

V and 3trans is at -0.59 V. The second reduction is followed by a protonation that gives an 

acid with pKa of 21.0, 23.4, and 21.2 respectively. Molecular hydrogen is released in 

process one and a third reduction occurs for 1 at -2.38 V, 3cis at -2.40 V and 3trans at -2.29 

V.  

 Figures 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 illustrate the possible catalytic mechanism for a weak 

acid, pKa 18.0. The first reduction of 1 is -1.73 V 3cis is -1.73 V and 3trans is -1.74 V. The 

conjugate acid of the anion has pKa 18.8, 18.7, and 18.4 repectively. When considering 

the possible pathway for the all terminal structure the next step is a reduction. 1 reduces 

at -1.58 V, 3cis at -1.51 V and 3trans at -1.53 V. This is followed by another reduction at -

2.59 V, -2.71 V and -2.54 V, respectively. These protonate readily and release molecular 

hydrogen with the all terminal carbonyl configuration; 1 ΔG = -24.0 kcal/mol and 3cis 

ΔG= -44.1 kcal/mol.and 3trans ΔG = -24 kcal/mol. The pathways of molecular hydrogen 

generation of 1, 3cis and 3trans in the presence of a weak acid are all comparable. 

Comparing calculated results with experimental data of catalysis in the presence of 

a weak acid, pKa 22.6. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show the reduction of 1mM of catalyst in 

acetonitrile and the reduction of the catalyst in the presence of 50mM of acetic acid, pKa 

22.6 in acetonitrile. The first reduction of 1 appears at -1.6 V as compared with the 

 -1.73 V calculated by DFT. If potential reduction to a bridging carbonyl structure does 

occur, that is calculated to reduce at -1.53 V. The scan rate study of 1 in Chapter 5 does 

indicate that a reduction involving more than one electron does occur at 1 V/s with 1. A 
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reduction involving a number of the molecules undergoing potential inversion will appear 

as an average of the two reduction potentials. The average of the calculated numbers is -

1.64 V, a nice match with what is seen experimentally. This rotated-dianion structure is 

readily protonted at a pKa of 26.3 for a metal-protonation or 25.6 for a protonation on a 

sulfur. The metal-protonated structure and sulfur-protonated structure are in equilibrium. 

The sulfur protonated stucture reduces at -1.95 V, protonates again to give a species with  

pKa 31.2 and releases H2 as shown in Figure 6.7. As seen in Figure 6.10, there is a feature 

in the CV at -1.95 V.  

 If the all-terminal pathway for a weak acid is followed, as shown on the right side 

of Figure 6.7, the first reduction is calculated to be -1.73 V. There is some current 

occuring at -1.73 V. No protonation will occur in the presence of acetic acid at this 

potential. The second reduction is calculated to be at -2.20 V. A feature on the CV is 

present at -2.20 V. A protonation will occur in the presence of acetic acid because the 

conjugate acid has a pKa of 20.3 and a third reduction is calculated at -2.59 V. The 

conjugate acid of this species has a  calculated pKa of 26.5 and release H2. As shown in 

Figure 6.10, there is a feature and a large catalytic peak on the CV of 1 in the presence of 

acetic acid at -2.59V. The calculations of 1 are a good match and indicate that even in the 

presence of a weak acid such as acetic acid, pKa 22.6 in acetonitrile, there are multiple 

catalytic pathways possible. 

 Figure 6.11 is the reduction of 1 mM of 3, a mixtures of cis and trans, in 

acetonitrile and the reduction of 1 mM 3 in the presence of 50 mM acetic acid. The first 

one-electron reduction is calculated for 3cis to be at -1.73 V. There is some current at -
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1.73 V in the CV. The second reduction for the all-terminal CO structure of 3cis is -2.24 V. 

The conjugate acid of this all-terminal dianion species has a pKa of 30.9 by calculations, 

but further protonation would not occur with acetic acid in acetonitrile without additional 

reduction, which is calcualted to be at -2.71V for 3cis-H
-
. Thus, this pathway of catalytic 

reduction of hydrogen with the all terminal CO structure of 3cis does not fit the 

experimental data.  

 However, the terminal dianion, 3cis
2-

 readily converts to a bridging structure which 

protonates on the metal to give an acid with pKa 25.9 or protonates on the sulfur to give 

an acid with pKa 28.9. The protonated sturcutre, 3cis-H
-
 can protonate again to give an 

acid with a pKa 23.4 and release hydrogen. This is consistent with the CV, in that there is 

a shoulder in the catalytic peak at -2.20 V. Likewise, the metal-protonated bridging 

structure may either reduce at -2.40 V, and protonate again to give an acid with a pKa 

23.1 to release H2. The highest current in the CV is observed at -2.40 V so the 

calculations indicating an EECC or EECEC going through the bridging strucutre of 3cis 

are consistent with experimental data. 

 The calculations for the first reduction of 3trans is -1.74 V and the second 

reduction to a bridging structure is -1.45 V. Compound 3 shows no evidence of having a 

greater-than-one-electron first reduction in the scan rate studies performed and discussed 

in Chapter 5, so this potential inversion to a bridging structure does not fit experimental 

data. The second reduction of 3trans is at -2.13 V. The current is rising on the CV at -2.14 

V. As with the 3cis, the dianion all terminal structure readily protonates to 3trans-H
-
 with a 

pKa of 28.6, but no further protonation will occur until a further reduction event occurs. 
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3trans-H
- 

can reduce at -2.54 V, which will readily protonate and release hydrogen. 

However, in a pathway similar to the 3cis calculated pathway, the 3trans all terminal 

dianion, 3trans
2-

 can rearrange to the bridging-carbonyl structure. This readily protonates 

to give an acid with pKa 26.3. An additional protonation will occur at pKa 21.2 and H2 

will be released. The 3trans-H
-
 strcture could also reduce at -2.o give an acid with32 V and 

protonate at pKa 21.8 and release H2. 

 Schemes 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 summarize different catalytic pathways. The free 

energies, reduction potentials, protonations, and structural transformations are indicated. 

The schemes are color coded such that a pathway may be traced out for four different 

reaction conditions. An ECEC mechanism is indicated for conditions involving a low 

potential and a strong acid, E(ECEC) is indicated for a higher potential with a weak acid, 

EECC is implied for a low potention with slow reduction of a weak acid through a 

bridging structure and an E(ECEC) in indicated at a higher potential with a weak acid and 

a bridging structure. 
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Scheme 6.3. Free energies
1
 associated with reduction of acids by catalyst M = (µ-1,3-propanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. Protonations and 

structural transformations
2
 proceed horizontally from the starting catalyst in the center, and reductions proceed vertically. 
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 ECEC - Low potential limited to reduction of stronger acids when carbonyls remain terminal and Fe-S bonds remain intact. 

 E(ECEC) -  Higher potential allows reduction of weaker acids through several paths after formation of 12–. 

 EECC – Low potential allows slow reduction of weak acids if structure can rearrange to a bridging carbonyl and one long Fe–S distance. 

 E(ECEC) – Higher potential allows faster reduction of weak acids if structure can rearrange to a bridging carbonyl and one long Fe–S distance. 
 1DFT computations of free energies in kcal/mol, reduction potentials in V vs. Fc+/Fc, and pKa’s all in acetonitrile. 
 2µ1 represents optimized structures with a bridging carbonyl and one long Fe–S distance. 
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Scheme 6.4. Free energies
1
 associated with reduction of acids by catalyst M = cis (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. Protonations and 

structural transformations
2
 proceed horizontally from the starting catalyst in the center, and reductions proceed vertically. 
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 ECEC - Low potential limited to reduction of stronger acids when carbonyls remain terminal and Fe-S bonds remain intact. 

 E(ECEC) -  Higher potential allows reduction of weaker acids through several paths after formation of 12–. 

 EECC – Low potential allows slow reduction of weak acids if structure can rearrange to a bridging carbonyl and one long Fe–S distance. 

 E(ECEC) – Higher potential allows faster reduction of weak acids if structure can rearrange to a bridging carbonyl and one long Fe–S distance. 
 1DFT computations of free energies in kcal/mol, reduction potentials in V vs. Fc+/Fc, and pKa’s all in acetonitrile. 
 2µ1 represents optimized structures with a bridging carbonyl and one long Fe–S distance. 
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Scheme 6.5. Free energies
1
 associated with reduction of acids by catalyst M = trans (µ-2,4-pentanedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. Protonations and 

structural transformations
2
 proceed horizontally from the starting catalyst in the center, and reductions proceed vertically. 
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 ECEC - Low potential limited to reduction of stronger acids when carbonyls remain terminal and Fe-S bonds remain intact. 
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 E(ECEC) – Higher potential allows faster reduction of weak acids if structure can rearrange to a bridging carbonyl and one long Fe–S distance. 
 1DFT computations of free energies in kcal/mol, reduction potentials in V vs. Fc+/Fc, and pKa’s all in acetonitrile. 
 2µ1 represents optimized structures with a bridging carbonyl and one long Fe–S distance. 
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6.3 Summary and Conclusions. 

 

 Computations are an important tool in modeling and explaining experimental 

results and in proposing mechanisms for catalytic cycles. The DFT computations 

performed in this chapter were validated by comparison to X-ray crystal structures, IR, 

and UPS spectroscopy. Geometry optimized structures were within 0.04Å of 

experimental bond distance and within 3.5º of bond angles. The IR data and gas-phase 

computations, which were scaled by 0.2%, are within three wavenumbers of experimental 

data. The pattern and intensities of the calculated analytical frequencies match those of 

the experimental IR spectrum. The UPS onset energy is at 7.4 eV for 1 and 3 and the 

calculated adiabatic energies are 7.48 eV for 1, 7.38 eV for 3cis and 7.41 eV for 3trans. The 

DFT computations discussed in this chapter match experimental data well.  

 The calculated geometry-optimized structures discussed in this dissertation have 

similar bond lengths to previously reported structures and are able to reproduce the 

ECEC and ECECE mechanisms previously reported by others.
50,43

 

 The computations do not account for the kinetics or the transition states, which will have 

great impact on the rate and whether or not the mechanism will occur. 

 The UPS of 3 has a nearly identical onset ionization-energy and shape as the UPS 

of 1. This implies that changing the SRS bridge from a µ-1,3-propanedithiolato to a µ-

2,4-pentanedithiolato does not significantly affect the electron richness at the metal center 

of these catalysts, as the metal-metal bond and the mostly metal-based orbitals are the 

molecular orbitals most involved in the onset ionization band. The second band of 3 is 

destabilized as compared to that of 1, at 8.8 to 9.5 eV versus 9.0 to 9.6 eV, respectively. 
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The destabilization occurs possibly due to the methyl groups on the 1 and 3 carbon 

positions of the propanedithiolato bridgehead, donating electron richness to the sulfurs. It 

is known that the ionization energy increases with branching. 

 The reorganization energy was calculated for 1, 3cis, and 3trans and found to be 

0.60 eV, 0.58 eV and 0.67 eV. The lowest-energy-relaxed cation structure is the rotated, 

bridging carbonyl structure for 1 and 3cis, and 3trans. The proposed catalytic pathways 

shown in Figures 6.7, 6.8, and 6.9 illustrate that different pathways are possible, 

depending on the pKa of the acid present and the reduction potential applied. These 

pathways are summarized in Schemes 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5, which give information on both 

the all-terminal structures, as well as the rotated, bridging-carbonyl structures. 

Protonation of the iron-iron bond, as well as protonation of the sulfur, were considered, 

and both are indicated as possible pathways, dependent upon the experimental conditions. 

The computations were compared with experimental data in Figures 61.10 and 6.11 and 

shown to be reasonable. These pathways agree with the findings of Di Gioia, and add 

significantly to the understanding of the possible mechanisms beyond previously-

published work. 
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CHAPTER 7 

(µ-3,4-THIOPHENEDITHIOLATO)DIIRONHEXACARBONYL SYNTHESIS, 

CHARACTERIZATION, ELECTROCHEMISTRY, COMPUTATIONS AND 

MECHANISM 

 

 

7.1 Introduction 

 The (µ-1,2-benzenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl [FeFe]-H2ase enzyme active 

site mimic has been studied extensively. It was previously reported by Talarmin and   

       

 

 

           1 5  6  

 

Scheme 7.1 H2ase inspired catalysts 

 

coworkers that 5 has a reversible two-electron first reduction and an irreversible second 

reduction.
1,109

 Cyclic voltammetry run under CO atmosphere, depresses the reduction 

current of 5, indicating that 5 has different reduction products and interacts differently 
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with CO than does 1, which shows improved first-reduction reversibility under CO 

atmosphere.
1
 In the presence of p-toluenesulfonic acid, which has a pKa of 8.7 in 

acetonitrile, 5 showed a second, slightly more positive, reduction event, B, attributed to 

the protonation of 5
-
 or 5

2-
, which appears to be a catalytic peak presumed to produce H2, 

as shown in Figure 7.1.
1
 The formation of this slightly-earlier catalytic peak in the 

presence of a strong acid coincides with the decrease of the reversible oxidation of the 

original two- electron reduction peak. Simultaneously with the addition of a strong acid, 

an oxidation event appears at -0.53 V, C, which is attributed to the oxidation of 5H. 

While 5 had been studied and found to catalytically reduce protons to H2 with a proposed 

EECC mechanism in the presence of a strong acid, such as HBF4•Et2O, or p-

toluenesulfonic acid,
1
 Talarmin and coworkers did not see evidence of catalytic activity 

in the presence of acetic acid, a weaker acid, with a pKa of 22.3 in acetonitrile. Our group 

found that 5 reduced protons to molecular hydrogen at -2.08 V in the presence of acetic 

acid, which is a more negative potential than that which had been previously reported.
78

 

 An ECEC mechanism, preceded by a procatalyst E, is proposed for 5 in the presence of 

weak acids.
10
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Figure 7.1 Voltammograms published by Talarmin and coworkers which have the 

oxidation and reduction directions that are opposite from the convention used in the 

other figures in this dissertation. These voltammograms show (a) 5 in acetonitrile, (b) 

5 in acetonitrile with 0.55 molar equivalents of p-toluenesulfonic acid, HOTs, (c) 5 in 

acetonitrile with 1.00 molar equivalents of HOTs, and (d) 5 in acetonitrile with 1.90 

molar equivalents of HOTs. Notice that reduction peak B and oxidation event C both 

appear with the addition of HOTs. As additional HOTs equivalents are added, A 

disappears. Capon, J. F.; Gloaguen, F.; Schollhammer, P.; Talarmin, J. J. Electroanal. 

Chem. 2006, 595, 47-52. 
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 According to Evans’ categorization, 5 has strong catalytic current in the presence 

of a strong acid, and a medium catalytic current in the presence of acetic acid. 

Electrochemistry of 5 in the presence of acetic acid shows the catalytic peak to be 

at -2.08 V with an overpotential of -0.57 V. This is a moderate overpotential that 

indicates that the catalytic production of H2 is not an efficient catalyst in that more energy 

input is required that ideal in order for catalysis to occur. It is desirable to reduce the 

overpotential while maintaining good catalytic activity. To this end, it is ideal to use 

captured solar energy to produce hydrogen. More than enough sunlight energy reaches 

the surface of the earth per hour than is needed to meet the annual global energy 

requirements.
110

 Figure 7.2 shows the ASTM G173-03 Reference Spectrum published by 

NREL
111

 which depicts the amount of sunlight hitting the surface of the planet. The ideal 

range for dye-sensitized solar cells maximum absorption of sunlight is all wavelengths 

below 920 nm. Dye-sensitized solar cells, such as Grätzel cells, use a light absorbing 

molecule which is separate from the charge carrier transport portion of the solar cell. The 

dye-sensitizer is chosen to have a broad absorption band, ideally absorbing through most 

of the visible light region. This broad absorption leads to higher efficiencies.
112
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 Thiophenes and oligothiophenes are a class of light-active compounds which are 

used in solar cells.
113

 Thiophene has a π-system which is isoelectronic with benzene’s π-

system and the thiophene is believed to hybridize one of its two lone pairs to a p-orbital, 

which allows it to meet Hückel’s Rule of 4n + 2 as shown in Figure 7.3 
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Figure 7.3 The π-system molecular orbital diagrams of benzene and thiophene. 
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 Thiophene absorbs at λmax of 230 nm, terthiophene absorbs at λmax of 350 nm and 

quaterthiophene absorbs at λmax of 385 nm.
114

 Thiophene polymers have λmax of about 

500 nm.
115

 Because 5 is so well studied and understood, and because the thiophene π-

system is isoelectronic with benzene, a thiophene analogue, 6, of 5 was prepared in order 

to determine if the overall properties of the catalyst are similar. Dye-sensitized solar cells 

inspired the use of thiophene replacing benzene as a proof of concept, and, eventually, 

oligothiophenes may be used for their light-harvesting properties to drive the production 

of hydrogen, eliminating the issue of a moderate overpotential. 

7.2 Results and discussion 

 

 7.2.1 Synthesis of (µ-3,4-thiophenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl. 3,4-

thiophenedithiol was prepared in a method similar to that previously described by Cowan 

and coworkers as producing lithium thiophene-3,4-bis(thiolate), an intermediate in 

Method A of their synthesis of thieno[3,4-d]-1,3-dithiole-2-thione.
116

 

. 

 

 

Scheme 7.2 Synthesis of 6. 
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 Under air-free conditions and a positive N2 flow, 3,4-dibromothiophene was 

dissolved in anhydrous ethyl ether. The reaction mixture was cooled to -78 ºC using a dry 

ice and acetone bath and one equivalent of n-butyl lithium was added. The solution was 

stirred for 45 minutes. Then one equivalent of sulfur was added and the reaction solution 

was stirred for 60 minutes. This process was repeated, adding a second one equivalent of 

n-butyl lithium and stirring for 30 minutes then adding one equivalent of sulfur and 

stirring for 80 minutes. The reaction was worked up by washing first with a 10% HCl 

solution, and then with a saturated NaCl solution. The product was extracted three times 

with ethyl ether and the extracts dried over magnesium sulfate. The solvent was removed 

by distillation using an 18 inch distillation column and monitoring the temperature at the 

top of the distillation column. Diethyl ether boils at 35 ºC, whereas 3,4-dithiolthiophene 

is predicted to boil at a much higher temperature. A NMR spectrum was recorded for the 

crude product and contained about 50% impurities, but indicated that the desired product 

was present. No additional purification of the 3,4-thiophene-dithiol product was 

attempted. Cowan and coworkers reported a 33% yield for their method A so an 

assumption of 50% yield of 3,4-thiophene-dithiol was made and the next step in the 

reaction continued.
116

 Triirondodecacarbonyl was placed in a reaction vessel and 

degassed. Distilled THF was added by cannula and the 3,4-thiophene-dithiol added via 

syringe. The reaction was refluxed for three hours and the solvent removed under reduced 

pressure. The product, 6, was extracted with hexanes and purified on a silica gel column 

eluted with hexanes. The product, 6, was the second band on the column, a purple-pink 

band which followed a pale yellow band. Upon removing the solvent under reduced 
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pressure, 6 appeared as a red powder and gave 0.154g, an 18% yield based on the 

Fe3(CO)12. 

 

 7.2.2 X-ray crystal structure.  

A single crystal X-ray diffraction structure of 6 was obtained, as seen in Figure 7.4. 

Selected bond lengths and angles are listed in Table 7.1. Experimental X-ray crystal 

structural data compared to DFT data in the Table 7.1 and shows that DFT does a good 

job of modeling the neutral geometry of 6. Gas-phase DFT computations are generally 

within 0.03Å of the solid-phase experimental structural data. 

The angles of the X-ray crystal structure are also modeled well by the DFT computations. 

This agreement between experimental and computational data indicates that the DFT 

computations are properly modeling the neutral geometry of this compound. 

 In addition to listing 6 the experimental and DFT computation results for selected 

bond lengths and bond angles, Table 7.1 also lists the corresponding X–ray diffraction 

bond lengths and angles for 5. As expected, there are many structural similarities between 

molecules 5 and 6. The bond lengths of 5 and the corresponding bond lengths for 6 are 

within 0.01 to 0.05Å. Likewise, the key bonding angles of congruent angles are within 

2.2 degrees of each other. These strong similarities indicate that these compounds share 

many structural features. 
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Figure 7.4 Single crystal X-ray structure of 6 was obtained by the X-ray Diffraction 

Facility at the Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry at the University of 

Arizona. 
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Table 7.1 X-ray crystal structures of selected bond lengths of 5 and 6 and DFT of 6 

 6 
Bond lengths [Å] and 

angles [º] 

experimental 

6 
Bond lengths [Å] 

and angles [º] 

DFT calculations 

5 
Bond lengths [Å] and 

angles [º] 

experimental 

Fe-Fe 

 

2.4750(3) 2.483 2.5021(11) 

S•••S 

 

2.989 3.003 2.8864(16) 

Fe-S 

 

2.2769(5) 2.2789(5) 

2.2766(5) 2.2811(5) 

 

 

2.292 2.2396(13) 2.2247(13) 

2.2447(13) 2.2413(13) 

S-Cbridge 

 

 

1.7724(17)  

1.7702(17) 

1.778 1.822(5) 

1.830(5) 

Fe-Capical 

 

 

1.8088(18) 

1.8059(18) 

1.784 1.797(5) 

1.786(5) 

Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

1.7988(18) 1.8059(19) 

1.7987(18) 1.8040(18) 

1.778 1.787(5) 1.783(5) 

1.795(5) 1.779(5) 

C-O 

 

 

 

1.140(2) 1.141(2) 

1.132(2) 1.139(2) 

1.141(2) 1.137(3) 

1.155apical 

1.156basal 

1.134(6) 1.148(6) 

1.147(6) 1.138(6) 

1.128(7) 1.154(5) 

Fe-S-Fe 

 

 

65.743(14)  

65.851(14) 

65.59 68.11(5)  

68.11(4) 

Capical-Fe-Cbasal 

 

 

101.21(8) 100.04(8) 

101.27(7) 100.66(8) 

99.62 99.8(2) 96.2(2) 

101.9(2) 99.0(2) 

CbasalFe-Cbasal 

 

 

90.35(8) 

90.78(7) 

91.13 93.5(2)  

91.1(2) 

Capical-Fe-Fe 

 

 

148.96(6) 

148.14(5) 

150.01 150.59(15) 

148.48(15) 

Cbasal-Fe-Fe 

 

 

102.93(5) 99.08(5) 

101.59(5) 101.09(5) 

101.25 101.60(15) 103.27(15) 

100.52(18) 101.48(15) 

S-Fe-S 

 

82.003(17)  

81.962(17) 

81.86 80.13(4)  

80.45(4) 
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  7.2.3 Infrared spectroscopy.  

The infrared spectrum of 6 in mineral oil is shown in Figure 7.5. There are three 

stretching frequencies in the metal-carbonyl region. Carbonyls are reporter ligands due to 

the sensitivity of the carbonyls to the electron-richness at the metal center, which includes 

the metal carbonyl π-back-donation.
107

 The pattern and intensity of these splittings 

correlate to the geometry, symmetry, and vibrational modes of a compound. Figure 7.5 

(a) shows the IR of 6 in mineral oil with the DFT calculated carbonyl stretching 

frequencies, broadened for ease of visualization, and scaled by a factor of 1.002 (0.2%) in 

order to better align gas-phase computations with the experimental IR data. There is good 

agreement between both the pattern and intensities of the experimental spectrum and the 

computational data. This is evidence that the DFT computations are properly accounting 

for the potential energy, vibrational modes, electron richness, and overall geometry of the 

molecule.  

 It is expected that 6 will have many similarities to 5, and this is demonstrated in 

the IR spectra shown in Figure 7.5 (b) where 5 and 6 are overlaid. Both have three 

stretches in the metal carbonyl region. The pattern, intensity, and peak shapes of these 

stretches are essentially the same within the error of the instrument. The similarities of 

these IR spectra indicate that the geometry and electron richness of the metal center is not 

affected by changing the (µ-1,2-benzenedithiolato) group to the (µ-3,4-

thiophenedithiolato) group.  
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Figure 7.5 (a) The metal-carbonyl stretching frequencies of 6 taken nujol in are in 

black while the computational stretching frequencies are in red. Gas phas 

calculations were multiplied by 1.002 to better align with the solid phase IR data. 

(b) An overlay of 5 in red and 6 in blue showing the similar metal-carbonyl 

stretches. 
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 7.2.4 UV-vis.  

5 and 6 were each dissolved in pentane and the UV-vis spectra were obtained. Figure 7.6 

shows the overlaid spectra of 5 and 6, in which many similarities are seen. Both have a 

very low intensity broad absorption in the 430 – 500 nm range and a higher-intensity 

absorption with λmax at 333 nm, along with high-intensity bands below 250 nm. This is 

further evidence that 5 and 6 share structural, geometric, and electronic properties.  
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Figure 7.6 The absorption spectra of 5 and 6 in pentane. Both have a low intensity 

broad absorption in the 430 – 500 nm range. There is a higher intensity peak with 

λmax at 333 nm and high intensity bands below 250 nm. 
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 7.2.5 UV-photoelectron spectroscopy.  
 

Figure 7.7 shows the He I and He II gas-phase UV-photoelectron, UPS, spectra of 5 and 

6. The UPS of 5 has previously been published by our group.
117

 He I data are shown in 

black while He II data are shown in red. The He II spectrum was scaled such that the first 

band of He II matches the intensity of the first band of the He I spectrum for easy visual 

comparison. The use of different photon sources, He I at 21.281 eV and He II at 40.814 

eV gives information as to the elemental character of the molecular orbitals, based on a 

difference in cross-sections observed when using one photon energy versus the other 

photon energy. 

 Both 5 and 6 have comparable onset ionization energies as seen at the low energy 

side of the spectra. The onset energy band shape, from about 7.5 eV to about 8.5 eV, of 

both 5 and 6, are similar. The calculated adiabatic ionization energies of each are marked 

with a black arrow and appear at 7.50 eV for 5 and 7.49 eV for 6. This comparison of 

computational and experimental data is used in order to validate the computational 

models and this is a good match between the experimental and the computational data. In 

comparing the spectra from 8.5 eV to 10.5 eV there is a change in position of two peaks 

relative to each other. In the UPS spectrum of 6 a band is destabilized to 8.9 eV, as 

compared to the corresponding band at 9.3 eV in 5, while the band at 10.0 eV in 6 is 

stabilized relative to the corresponding peak at 9.8 eV in 5. Above 10.5 eV the spectra of 

5 and 6 appear similar to each other again. 
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Figure 7.7 The UPS of 5 and 6. He I data is shown in black while He II data is in red. 

The calculated orbital percent character is show at the calculated values in bar graphs 

closest to the corresponding compound. Iron is orange, sulfur is yellow, carbon is 

grey, oxygen is red and hydrogen is black. The dotted grey lines are added for ease of 

comparing the changes in bands between 5 and 6. 
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Figure 7.8 A potential energy diagram showing how UPS is used along with 

computations in order to calculate reorganization energy. The neutral compound has no 

bridging carbonyls while the optimized cation is a semi-bridging carbonyl structure. 
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Figure 7.9 The LUMO (top row) of 6 and 5 and the HOMO of 6 and 5 (bottom row) 

are show for comparison.  

LUMO 

HOMO 

6 

6 

5 
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 Figure 7.8 shows a potential-energy diagram which illustrates the method by 

which reorganizational energy is calculated. In UPS, an electron is ejected from the 

neutral molecule, which has a high probability of being in an optimized, lowest energy 

state as depicted by A at the bottom of the lower potential energy well. The cation formed 

by the photoejection of an electron initially has the geometry of the optimal energy 

neutral and that is structure B on the upper potential energy well, which corresponds to 

the cation. This difference between A and B is the vertical ionization energy and 

experimentally should be the most intense band. When the cation relaxes and rearranges 

to an optimal energy state, that is, from an all-terminal carbonyl structure to a bridging 

carbonyl structure, that structure is shown as C at the bottom of the upper potential 

energy well. The optimized neutral structure A to the optimized cation structure, C, is the 

adiabatic energy. The difference between B and C is the reorganization energy. The 

calculated adiabatic ionization for the all-terminal carbonyl structure for 6 is 8.09 eV and 

is not a good model of the experimental data. The calculated onset ionization energy for 

the terminal CO neutral structure to the bridging-carbonyl cation is 7.49 eV, which is the 

most stable calculated structure of the cation and is a good match with the experimental 

data that is consistent with what our group has previously reported for 5, as well as being 

consistent with the bridging state of the enzyme active site.
22, 117

 The calculated 

reorganization energy for 6 is 0.64 eV.  

 Comparing the He I data to the He II data gives insight into the orbital character. 

He I corresponds in the following way to He II data, according to Yeh: 
118

 iron from He I 

to He II has an increase in probability of an ionization occurring upon absorption of a 
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photon of a given energy of 1.81, sulfur has a decrease in probability of 84%, carbon has 

an decrease in probability of 69% and oxygen has an decrease in probability of 34%.
118

 

 In cluster molecules such as 5 and 6 there is significant mixing of orbitals; however, the 

He I and He II data is useful to see trends and to compare with the calculated orbital 

character. DFT calculations show that the HOMO of 5 is mixed, having 29% iron 

character, 21% sulfur character, and 33% carbon character. This is consistent with the 

onset ionization-energies which appear at 7.5 eV. The next six orbitals, HOMO-1 to 

HOMO-6, are mixed, but predominately metal-based with an average of 62% iron 

character. The HOMO of 6 is similar to that of 5 with 28% iron character, 18% sulfur 

character and 18% carbon character. The HOMO-1 to HOMO-4 similar to that of the 

HOMO-1 to HOMO-6 of 5, with an average of 63% iron character. These calculations 

indicate that the first band is primarily iron in character, but with significant amounts of 

mixing of sulfur and carbon character. The HOMO-5 of 6, however, is only 26% iron in 

character, 1% sulfur in character and 58% carbon in character. The HOMO-6 is 53% iron 

in character, HOMO-7 is 69% iron in character and HOMO-8 is 60% iron in character. 

HOMO-9 to HOMO-12 are primarily sulfur based in character. These differences in 

molecular orbitals between 5 and 6 in the calculations are reflective of what is observed 

in the experimental, with the lowest ionization band having a similar shape until about 

8.5 eV, at which point there is a change in shape in the spectra from 8.5 eV to 10.5 eV. 

 The calculated HOMO and LUMO of 5 and 6 are shown in figure 7.8. The 

HOMO are similar in appearance, with mixing of electrons over the irons, sulfur, and 

aromatic ring. The Fe-Fe dxy in 5 and dz
2 

in 6 is anti-bonding and the Fe-S are bonding. 
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The LUMO, however, are somewhat different. The LUMO of 5 shows Fe-Fe anti-

bonding, Fe-S anti-bonding, and some participation of the aromatic ring, while the 

LUMO of 6 has no aromatic participation. 

 7.2.6 Cyclic Voltammetry.  

A series of CV experiments were performed on 6 in order to probe the mechanism and 

catalytic activity of the catalyst. As shown in Figure 7.10, a scan rate study was 

performed in acetonitrile solution under argon. Scan rate studies are useful in order to 

gain insight into possible mechanisms of a reduction or oxidation event. When a 

compound is reduced it may undergo structural changes such as a rearrangement or 

fragmentation. 5 has been reported to undergo potential inversion. Once 5 has been 

reduced by one electron, the first time the second electron is able to further reduce 5 at a 

lower potential than the first reduction.
78

 A rearrangement from an all terminal-carbonyl 

neutral structure to a semi-bridging carbonyl anionic structure occurs upon the first 

electron reduction, and this structural rearrangement changes the SOMO orbital such that 

it is more readily reduced. However, this rearrangement takes some time. A scan rate 

study of this phenomenon shows that at faster scan rates the compound does not have 

time to rearrange and only a one-electron reduction will occur, while at the slower scan 

rates the compound has sufficient time to rearrange and the second reduction will occur. 

This is seen in the CV as an increase of the normalized current height at slower scan rates 

relative to the faster scan rates. The scan rate study of 6 suggests that potential inversion 

occurs. The scan rate of 10 V/s has a current significantly lower than that of the scan rate 

of 0.05 V/s as is seen with 5. Comparing experimental data and computations of the first 
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and second reduction of 6 also indicate that 6 undergoes potential inversion at the first 

reduction peak of -1.33 V, with the first calculated reduction from 6 → 6
-
 at -1.61 V and 

the second reduction from 6
-
 → 6

2-
 at -1.08 V, which average to -1.33 V. 

 It was hoped that oxidation of 6 would cause the thiophene moiety to polymerize; 

however this was not observed. The oxidation of 6 was found to be an irreversible 

oxidation at 0.77 V, with no reduction on the return scan, as shown in Figure 7.11. 

Computations show the most stable cation to be a bridging carbonyl species. A separate 

oxidation experiment was performed in which 6 was exposed to a YAG laser during the 

experiment in an attempt to polymerize the thiophene; however, the electrode appeared to 

be rapidly coated.  

 The catalytic ability of 6 was investigated by CV with 1 mM 6 in acetonitrile with 

various concentrations of added acetic acid, from 0 mM to 50 mM, as shown in Figure 

7.12. The CV was scanned from -1.1 V to -2.5 V and featured a reversible 2-electron 

first-reduction peak at -1.33 V. and a catalytic reduction of protons to molecular H2 at -

1.90 V. The reversible, first two-electron peak retained some of the reversibility with up 

to 30 mM added acetic acid to 1 mM catalyst. The catalytic peak appears at -1.90 V and 

is slightly more positive than that of 5, which appears at -1.94 V. The catalytic peak has 

an idealized shape and there are no features or retained current between the initial first 

two-electron reduction peak and the catalytic peak. In order to compare 5 and 6 visually, 

the catalytic acid study with 50 mM added acid data for both were stacked as seen in 

Figure 7.13. Both have a similarly shaped catalytic peak and overpotential. The catalytic 
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peak of 6 is shifted slightly more positive than that of 5. However, a greater catalytic 

current is observed in 5.  
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Figure 7.10 Thiophene cat scan rate study of 1 mM 6 in acetonitrile with 0.1M 

TBAH,  under Argon. 
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Figure 7.11 Oxidation of 6 under N2 atmosphere, 0.1M TBAH, acetonitrile 
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Figure 7.12 1mM 6 under N2 atmosphere, 0.1M TBAH, in acetonitrile 
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Figure 7.13 A stacked CV of 5 and 6 in the presence of 50 mM acetic acid comparing 

the first 2-electron reduction peak and the catalytic peak. 
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 7.2.7 Proposed catalytic mechanism.  

The catalytic mechanism of 5 is proposed to be ECEC,
78

 and 6 is predicted to have a 

similar mechanism as shown in Figure 7.12. As shown by the scan rate study, the first 

two-electron peak reduction has potential inversion as the calculated first reduction 

potential for 6 is -1.61 V (-1.52 for 5) and the second at -1.08 V (-1.06 V for 5) which 

averages to -1.35 V calculated first 2-electron reduction. That average compares well 

with the observed 2 electron reduction at -1.33V. The anion, 6
-
, has a semi-bridging 

carbonyl structure which has one broken iron-sulfur bond to allow for the carbonyl to 

swing into the bridging position and bond with the other iron. The dianion, 6
2-

, has a 

fully-bridging carbonyl structure. Once the dianion is formed, protonation occurs. The 

pKa of acetic acid is 22.3 in acetonitrile. The calculated pKa for the dianion, 6
2-

 is 24.4 as 

the sulfur in the aromatic ring adds basicity as compared to 5. The calculated pKa of 6
2-

 

suggests that 6
2-

 can be protonated by acetic acid. The protonated species, 6H
-
 readily 

reduces to 6H
-
 at a calculated potential of -2.01V, which matches fairly well the 

experimental 1.9V, and then protonates again to release molecular H2 with a Gibbs free 

energy of -35 kcal/mol at 298.15 Kelvin. 
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7.3 Summary and Conclusions.  

 The [FeFe]-hydrogenase active site mimic 5 is a well-studied and understood 

catalyst that has a moderate overpotential for the reduction of protons from acetic acid in 

acetonitrile. A catalyst with the ability to harvest solar energy for use in the production of 

molecular H2 would overcome the issue of overpotential. Thiophene was chosen as a 

proof of concept model for future oligothiophene-bridged disulfurdiironhexacarbonyl 

catalysts due to thiophene having an isoelectronic π-system to that of benzene. This 

catalyst, 6, was successfully synthesized, purified, and characterized. An X-ray crystal 

structure of 6 compares very closely to that of 5, which indicates that key structural 

features were conserved when the benzenedithiolato bridge was replaced with the 

thiophenedithiolato bridge. Likewise, the metal-carbonyl stretching frequencies of 6 were 

identical to those of 5, within instrumental error. UPS data showed similar onset 

ionization energies and onset-ionization band shape for both compounds, which indicates 

that both catalysts maintained similar electron richness in the uppermost valent orbitals. 

The UPS region of 8.5 eV to 10.5 eV indicated that the sulfur in the thiophene changed 

the electron richness in the aromatic ring, as sulfur is more electron-rich than carbon. 

This richness led to some destabilization of one sulfur-based band seen at 8.9 eV, for 

which the corresponding calculated MO indicates a 43% contribution from the thiophene 

sulfur. 

 This sulfur basicity is likewise seen in the electrochemistry of 6, where 6 has a 

slightly more anodic catalytic reduction in the presence of acetic acid than that of 5; 

however, it also reduces the catalytic current of 6 as compared to 5. The electrochemistry 
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and DFT computations indicate that 5 and 6 have identical catalytic mechanisms, with 

potential inversion at the first 2-electron reduction, and a similar catalytic reduction 

potential. 

 The X-ray crystal structure bond lengths and angles, the IR spectroscopy carbonyl 

stretching frequencies, the UPS onset ionization energy and the electrochemical CV 

studies and DFT computations all indicate that 6 is quite similar in behavior to 5. The 

goal of synthesizing 6 as a proof-of-concept for future oligothiophene-bridged catalysts 

for this research project has been met. The functionalization of S2Fe2(CO)6 with 

thiophene oligomers may be promising for photoassisted catalytic production of H2. 
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CHAPTER 8 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 

 

8.1 Conclusions 

 The original goal of this work was the preparation and characterization of [FeFe]-

H2ase active site inspired catalysts; pdt-type catalysts 2 and 3 along with the thiophene 

bridged 6. Using spectroscopy, electrochemistry, and DFT studies, much insight was 

gained into how structural and electronic changes throughout the catalytic cycle can 

affect the possible catalytic pathways. This insight is invaluable in refining existing 

catalysts and in designing new catalysts. The catalysts discussed in this dissertation are 

two main [FeFe]-H2ase-inspired catalysts. The first is a pdt-type mimic, which has a 

saturated three-member carbon group in the µ-SRS bridgehead. The chain length of the 

pdt bridge is the same as that of the enzyme active site. Two new pdt-type catalysts were 

designed and synthesized, one with one methyl substituent on the 1-carbon of the 

bridgehead, the second with two methyl substituents, one each on the 1- and 3-carbon of 

the µ-SRS bridgehead. The pdt-catalyst, 1, is susceptible, upon reduction, to follow 

reaction pathways which lead to catalytically inactive species. It was thought that if these 

inactive species are dimers, adding steric bulk to the µ-SRS bridgehead might quell the 

dimerization and lead to a more reversible, robust catalyst. The second type of [FeFe]-

H2ase focused on in this work was a thiophene analogue of the well-understood (µ-

benezenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl, 5, both as a proof of concept and as a first step to 
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preparing oligothiophenediironhexacarbonyl catalysts which may be able to use captured 

solar energy to produce hydrogen.  

 

               

1   2  3  4  5  6 

 

 Chapter 3 focuses on the design and synthesis of 2 and 3. Multiple reaction 

pathways were investigated to optimize the preparation of 2 and 3, and in the process of 

researching methods to use in preparing 3, the µ-2,4-pentandithiolato ligand was found to 

be the only example of this ligand bound bidentate to a metal. 

 The work in Chapter 4 focuses on the isolation and characterization of 

diastereomers of 3, which are 3cis and 3trans. The separation of diastereomers was 

challenging. Multiple methods were attempted, including different reaction pathways, 

distillation, column chromatography, and recrystallization. It was found that serial 

recrystallization of the tosylated intermediates gave the best separation of isomers.  

 Infrared spectroscopy was used to probe the structure of this compound. IR studies 

of 1 – 4 indicate that the carbonyl stretches are not affected to any significant amount by 

the addition of one or two methyl substituents on the bridgehead as shown in the identical 

stretching frequencies. The electron richness of the metal core does not substantially 

change, which indicates that any electron richness donated by the methyl groups does not 

transfer through the thiolato groups to the [FeFe] core. 
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 2-D and variable resonances temperature nuclear magnetic resonance, NMR, 

studies allowed for assignment of peaks and gave insight into both the fluxionality of the 

3trans bridgehead and the apparent rigidity of the 3cis isomer on the NMR timescale. The 

fluxionality of 3trans can be thought of as analogous to the ring-flip of a cyclohexane and 

the barrier of inversion to the bridgehead of 3trans was found to be 40.4 kJ/mol at -60 ºC. 

There was no evidence of fluxionality on the NMR timescale for 3cis and this rigidity may 

be due to the steric effect of the methyl groups on the 1- and 3-carbon of the µ-SRS 

bridgehead, which are in positions analogous to that of the 1,3-dimethyl diaxial 

interaction of cyclohexane. The rigidity of one isomer and the fluxionality of another 

isomer gives rise to the opportunity to probe the effect of fluxionality on catalytic 

activity. Fluxionality of the [FeFe]-H2ase enzyme is surmised by Darensbourg to be 

important in the catalytic activity of the enzyme and as such is of great importance to 

study in these active-site inspired compounds in order to better understand catalytic 

mechanisms such that better catalysts can be designed with desirable characteristics. 

 Cyclic voltammogram scan rate studies of 3 were compared to those of 1, 2, and 4 

in Chapter 5 of this work. As previously reported, 1 undergoes a greater-than-one-

electron reduction process at slow scan rates. Faster scan rates improve the reversibility 

of 1, indicating that given time, the reduction product 1
-
 converts into another species 

either through structural rearrangement or decomposition. This new species is more 

readily reduced such that any of the new anionic compound present at the electrode is 

immediately reduced to a dianion. This is seen in the increased peak height at slower scan 

rates. The improved reversibility at faster scan rates indicates that this rearrangement or 
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decomposition takes some time. The scan rate study of 2 is very similar to that of 1. The 

scan rate study of 4 shows the greatest normalized peak height at slower scan rates, 

indicating a greater-than-one-electron process. The return scan of 4 changes shape as the 

scan rate increases, implying a complicated mechanism or that multiple mechanisms are 

occurring simultaneously. Compound 3 undergoes a reversible one-electron first 

reduction and has a consistent normalized current height at all scan rates. Compound 3 is 

important as it is the only fully-reversible one-electron pdt-type catalyst reported. The 

reversibility of 3 implies that the methyl group quells the decomposition pathways which 

lead to inactive species. Understanding how and why the addition of a methyl group at 

the 1- and 3- carbon position of the bridgehead increases reversibility is key to designing 

better catalysts. 

 As discussed in Chapter 6, the X-ray crystal structures of 1, 3cis, and 3trans have very 

similar iron-iron bond lengths within 0.01Å of each other and the S•••S distance within 

0.03Å of each other showing that the methyl groups do not have much effect on the 

electron richness or geometry of the metal core of the catalysts. IR spectra of compounds 

1 and 3 taken in mineral oil align very nearly exactly on top of each other, and any 

differences are within instrumental sensitivity limits. This corresponds with what is seen 

in the X-ray structure of 1 as compared to 3 cis and 3trans, that the methyl substituents do 

not influence the electron-richness of the metal core or the stretching frequencies of the 

carbonyls. The UPS for 1 and 3 were compared and found to have the same onset 

ionization energy and similar first bands. Compound 3 has destabilization of the sulfur-
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based ionizations and this likely has to do with the methyl substituents donating electron 

density to the sulfurs. 

  The computations and mechanisms of the pdt-type catalysts 1, 3cis and 3trans are 

discussed in Chapter 6. The DFT computations discussed in this work were validated by 

comparing to experimental X-ray crystal structure, IR stretching frequencies, and UPS 

spectra and found to be good models for these systems. Previously-reported and highly-

cited computations of 1 were used to compare to the computations discussed in this work. 

The computations agreed with previously-published findings and expand upon them in 

order to explain possible catalytic pathways and mechanisms for a variety of acid 

strengths and reduction potentials. These possible pathways are organized into a chart, so 

that given experimental parameters, a likely mechanism may be proposed. Understanding 

and optimizing the possible pathways of these catalysts is crucial to developing more 

efficient hydrogen-producing catalysts. One unexpected result in this work is that the 

most likely cation structure for 3trans is the all-terminal non-rotated carbonyl structure, 

which is in contrast to what is calculated for 3cis as well as for 1. This is noted, but more 

experiments are needed to fully understand the implications. 

 Chapter 7 focuses on the thiophene-bridged catalyst, 6, which is an analogue to the 

well understood 5. Compound 6 was designed as a proof of concept and as a first step 

toward synthesizing light-active oligothiophene-bridged [FeFe]-H2ase-inspired catalysts 

to use in harvesting solar energy in the production of hydrogen. As was expected due to 

the isoelectronic π-systems of 5 and 6, compound 6 behaves nearly identically to 5. The 

X-ray structures of both have bond lengths within 0.05Å and angles within 2.2º of each 
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other. The S•••S distance is longer in 6 by 0.1 Å, as would be expected due to the 

bidentate bond angle difference between the five membered thiophenedithiolato and the 

six membered benezenedithiolato bridges. The IR carbonyl-stretch patterns and 

intensities of 5 and 6 are identical to within instrumental error. The UPS of 5 and 6 have 

similar onset ionization energies, giving further evidence that the compounds behave in a 

similar way. Probing the catalytic activity through electrochemical experiments also 

showed that 5 and 6 both have potential inversion at the two-electron first reductions and 

both catalytically reduce protons to hydrogen at a similar overpotential. The proof-of-

concept goal has been met. 

8.2 Future directions 

 This work offers insight into the mechanisms, the chemical reactivity, and the 

structural geometries of these catalysts. This research is just part of ongoing research into 

[FeFe]-H2ase inspired catalysts which are so important to moving to a hydrogen energy 

economy. Compound 3 is fully reversible upon first reduction which overcomes the lack 

of robustness in the pdt-type catalysts. Unanswered questions posed by this work include: 

How does the fluxionality of the bridgehead of 3trans or the rigidity of 3cis affect the 

catalytic activity? Does the rigidity of 3cis allow it to move into a rotated carbonyl 

structure more readily, as is indicated with the active site of the enzyme? Does the rotated 

structure favor catalysis? What happens upon oxidation? The computations of 3trans 

indicate that it will remain in an all terminal state upon oxidation, and would presumably 

behave differently than 3cis isomer. In order to answer these questions, a greater quantity 

of the purified isomers needs to be prepared. 
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 Once the effect of the fluxionality of 3cis and 3trans upon catalytic activity is more 

fully understood, substituting one or two of the carbonyls with trimethylphosphine, PMe3 

may be of interest. X-ray crystal studies of the 2PMe3-substituted 1 show the PMe3 in the 

basal position, one per Fe, with elongated Fe-Fe and S•••S distances and a HOMO that 

strongly features the Fe-Fe bond. The PMe3 substituted compound is proposed to reduce 

protons in the presence of acetic acid, HOAc, via an ECEC mechanism instead of the 

EECC mechanism reported for the unadorned 1.
27

 The reduction potential of 2PMe3-

substituted 1 is -1.61 V and the catalytic reduction of HOAc occurs at -2.3 V. Both are a 

small improvement over that of 1, which has a first reduction at -1.67 V and a catalytic 

reduction at -2.35V. This improves the overpotential from 0.89 V to 0.80 V. The PMe3 

also improves the catalytic efficiency from weak to medium. The overpotential might 

further lowered by the substitution of CO with the hydrophilic phosphine ligand 

phosphatriazaadamante, PTA.
49

  

 Additional structures may be a part of the catalytic mechanism. One such structure 

which needs additional consideration and follow-up, is the possible protonation on a 

carbon to form formyl structures. Initial computations indicate that these may play a role 

in the catalytic pathways. To fully understand the possible mechanisms and pathways, the 

transition states and kinetics must be considered. Additional computations are needed to 

probe the transition states and kinetics of the catalytic cycle. 

 The success of compound 6 opens up the possibility of a good light-harvesting, 

hydrogen-producing catalyst. The most obvious next step is to synthesize a catalyst with 

a longer chain of thiophenes. Terthiophene absorbs at 350 nm and 
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tertthiophenedithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl is an attractive target for a next step in moving 

toward oligothiophene-bridged catalysts, which will ideally absorb all wavelengths under 

920 nm, as do ideal dye-sensitized solar cells. Finally, as thiophene is a light-active 

molecule, it is critical to understand the transitions of these systems. The thiophene-

catalyst, 6, has significant orbital mixing between the iron and ligand orbitals, to the 

extent where TD-DFT studies are needed to probe the light-induced transitions. 

 The work presented within this dissertation gives a detailed picture of several 

[FeFe]-H2ase-inspired catalysts. Design, synthesis, and full characterization and 

evaluation of the catalytic activity of these catalysts has been carried out. DFT studies 

along with experimental results help model and explain the possible mechanistic 

pathways and give greater insight into the reactivity of these systems. This work may be 

built upon in the future in the design of catalysts which will lead us to an inexpensive and 

robust hydrogen-producing catalyst. 
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APPENDIX A 

 

PERTINENT INPUT FILE AND OUTPUT COORDINATES 

 

#! /bin/sh 

$ADFBIN/adf -n4 << eor 

title pdt 

 

restart TAPE21AF 

 

xc 

lda vwn stoll 

!gga opbe 

end 

 

basis 

type TZP 

!core none 

end 

 

charge 1 1 

 

!restricted 

unrestricted 

 

relativistic ZORA 

 

symmetry nosym 

!symmetry C(S) 

 

integration=6.0 

 

SCF 

iterations 200 

converge 1e-6 1e-3 

end 

 

geometry 

branch old 

iterations 200 

converge E=0.0005 
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converge grad=0.001 

converge Rad=0.001 

converge Angle=0.1 

end 

 

analyticalfreq 

end 

 

!solvation 

!solve name=acetonitrile 

!charged conv=1e-10 iter=1000 

!end 

 

File xyz trajectory.xyz 

 

atoms cartesion 

H 0.0000  0.0000  0.0000 

H 0.0000  0.0000  0.8000 

End 

 

End input 

eor 
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Calculated geometries of the molecules under study. (Cartesian coordinate in Å.) 

 

 

Neutral 1 File name:  tNeutral 

Fe        -0.905939159     1.354862477    -0.001357633 

 Fe        -1.078271153    -1.157610581     0.000945167 

 C         -2.294109700    -1.411956818     1.277482966 

 O         -3.085522927    -1.578194676     2.103430915 

 C         -0.337074516    -2.771476996    -0.001588758 

 O          0.117888215    -3.837639831    -0.003222797 

 C         -2.296647586    -1.407832858    -1.274449165 

 O         -3.092626967    -1.568092810    -2.097133538 

 C         -2.058494391     1.837203051     1.275129158 

 O         -2.803828760     2.153357743     2.100139321 

 C         -2.056329684     1.836553642    -1.280193300 

 O         -2.802149434     2.151426927    -2.105236540 

 C          0.179387632     2.755766003    -0.000273878 

 O          0.920973646     3.646800518     0.003103018 

 S          0.097702753     0.033689020     1.542913298 

 S          0.098964265     0.030993460    -1.542776917 

 C          1.912108526    -0.069723035    -1.261637887 

 C          2.360014435    -0.762242952     0.001844903 

 C          1.911090184    -0.066497722     1.263169462 

 H          1.990016421    -1.812022033     0.003108175 

 H          3.473436154    -0.818649767     0.002315151 

 H          2.290614695    -0.596689446     2.162235508 

 H          2.280458265     0.982744660     1.304835926 

 H          2.282179857     0.979159218    -1.305946287 

 H          2.291829347    -0.602609363    -2.159030267 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule all terminal CO 
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Cation 1 File name:  tCation 

Fe       -1.039708    1.353112    0.001545 

Fe       -1.071001   -1.225238   -0.000952 

C        -2.276046   -1.650606    1.276406 

O        -3.054704   -1.917444    2.075302 

C        -0.234499   -2.789999    0.000006 

O         0.319877   -3.798002    0.000137 

C        -2.274924   -1.649881   -1.279542 

O        -3.053148   -1.915954   -2.079125 

C        -1.996035    2.136096    1.340068 

O        -2.570019    2.642873    2.191733 

C        -2.000319    2.129463   -1.337917 

O        -2.576916    2.631301   -2.190747 

C         0.263211    2.554645   -0.001738 

O         1.137770    3.303191   -0.003357 

S        -0.027120   -0.011521    1.565846 

S        -0.025624   -0.010432   -1.565058 

C         1.791309    0.101813   -1.277147 

C         2.296336   -0.521835    0.001748 

C         1.790205    0.101551    1.280422 

H         2.068918   -1.611193    0.001608 

H         3.408265   -0.434639    0.002267 

H         2.207139   -0.421825    2.167812 

H         2.065732    1.175419    1.372599 

H         2.067602    1.175495   -1.369238 

H         2.208711   -0.421657   -2.164313 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule all terminal CO  
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Cation µ1 File name:  uCation 

Fe         0.074234973     0.002307930     0.006573964 

 Fe         2.631551373     0.089721279    -0.103812335 

 S          1.277572563     1.940514081     0.065963780 

 S          1.282265827    -0.598468101    -1.833985429 

 C         -0.618694830    -1.673923646     0.062848909 

 O         -1.081680029    -2.720592712     0.095168902 

 C         -0.622932099     0.419162125     1.629314419 

 O         -1.088603127     0.682156210     2.641687872 

 C          3.755844551    -1.271336796    -0.502036465 

 O          4.465545106    -2.138814667    -0.741802472 

 C          1.811719765    -0.886827613     1.199849056 

 O          1.762448944    -1.581381570     2.128520995 

 C          3.752765257     0.858093006     1.091002887 

 C         -1.251747126     0.707247331    -0.939033236 

 O         -2.070344712     1.189578212    -1.586005500 

 O          4.460633742     1.334136297     1.856503128 

 C          1.301276183     2.772108682    -1.570895424 

 H          1.821637531     3.729715061    -1.355219783 

 H          0.243404370     3.016831362    -1.817294007 

 C          1.305075974     0.737370340    -3.093494983 

 H          1.828123671     0.261522736    -3.950398979 

 H          0.247358452     0.902202113    -3.399691566 

 C          1.989358452     2.022018473    -2.687665320 

 H          2.028353541     2.689195779    -3.579167008 

 H          3.050759095     1.816160599    -2.409919017 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecular bridging CO 
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Cation 1(Hµ) File name:  tHCation 

 

 Fe        -0.992545145     1.390909703     0.000298362 

 Fe        -1.169722391    -1.175828355    -0.001495222 

 C         -2.280971432    -1.728094407     1.311643928 

 O         -2.991074044    -2.067936331     2.143352472 

 C         -0.220687092    -2.687669465     0.001648795 

 O          0.345970708    -3.687068820     0.006711887 

 C         -2.279545145    -1.729412769    -1.316571330 

 O         -2.990595467    -2.071247598    -2.146635461 

 C         -1.992069855     2.141957617     1.307620669 

 O         -2.631429438     2.616715382     2.130958722 

 C         -1.986872039     2.144014056    -1.310037929 

 O         -2.619196059     2.619389906    -2.138387865 

 C          0.288851363     2.627361626     0.003030860 

 O          1.156132099     3.381804639     0.005267424 

 S         -0.003685851     0.036623962     1.543884028 

 S         -0.005745062     0.039284015    -1.547403858 

 C          1.808879909    -0.033440953    -1.278191072 

 C          2.298271460    -0.680387305    -0.004685788 

 C          1.810478518    -0.037340733     1.271479747 

 H          2.040770610    -1.761905004    -0.006356628 

 H          3.411780012    -0.638153168    -0.005249419 

 H          2.178631567    -0.595841599     2.158455049 

 H          2.162761611     1.013710304     1.374577600 

 H          2.159972981     1.018308924    -1.378115577 

 H          2.176402372    -0.588638414    -2.167493444 

 H         -2.179009843     0.194942894     0.001094923 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating a neutral all terminal CO 
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Cation 1(Hs) File name:  tSHCation 

 Fe        -1.401654664     1.423004983     0.396985898 

 Fe        -1.598487114    -1.136003141     0.395985192 

 C         -2.827652124    -1.241387724     1.689386289 

 O         -3.619631747    -1.310096939     2.518365173 

 C         -0.903658398    -2.782979306     0.555145723 

 O         -0.475274616    -3.843538371     0.678134108 

 C         -2.840730796    -1.530045287    -0.830847319 

 O         -3.638168852    -1.767881526    -1.624627428 

 C         -2.561212189     1.797739624     1.710374732 

 O         -3.301153595     2.039748232     2.553977958 

 C         -2.582224653     2.009557949    -0.818835645 

 O         -3.341064243     2.374442701    -1.601717573 

 C         -0.389277509     2.897450343     0.516879824 

 O          0.276686666     3.830805280     0.608671317 

 S         -0.320904672     0.059255361     1.888617113 

 S         -0.398337506     0.065649644    -0.993016250 

 C          1.426715044    -0.088265128    -1.039327939 

 C          1.897383464    -0.753614147     0.236776305 

 C          1.485847999    -0.043747927     1.510576641 

 H          1.539938167    -1.807518561     0.259873557 

 H          3.008960689    -0.803904630     0.201364205 

 H          1.900907381    -0.573127185     2.393926293 

 H          1.853922524     1.005479643     1.545542663 

 H          1.822021937     0.942900020    -1.168325928 

 H          1.664216968    -0.697178014    -1.936175752 

 H         -0.690731593     0.127442089    -2.341666567 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a sulfur of the neutral all terminal CO 
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Cation µ1(Hµ) File name:  uHCation 

Fe         0.347032125    -0.520081591     0.419545436 

Fe         1.008116119    -2.853996268     0.784877025 

C         -0.358927619    -3.783781136     1.549606157 

O         -1.227494172    -4.355627132     2.026877170 

C         -0.214800263    -2.285451387    -0.579418934 

O         -0.918315199    -2.558137577    -1.461046932 

C          1.551311820    -4.117947514    -0.321557677 

O          1.914814587    -4.920324635    -1.056344213 

C         -1.395788437    -0.294543629     0.823441309 

O         -2.497413166    -0.156165255     1.105845225 

C          0.286070926     0.394986758    -1.158341042 

O          0.235752258     0.987099422    -2.136091306 

C          0.862752919     0.891170521     1.396671049 

O          1.210466771     1.776295461     2.037641316 

S          2.357695594    -3.785993246     2.245822917 

S          2.473537371    -1.279312281     0.108182922 

C          3.444133350    -0.932440909     1.625456800 

C          4.538500249    -1.967590966     1.812751255 

C          4.076860881    -3.428934244     1.769362838 

H          5.334871503    -1.830088219     1.049649547 

H          5.010916804    -1.754561066     2.796441841 

H          4.207732872    -3.869152476     0.755603581 

H          4.684832984    -4.063445724     2.449574076 

H          2.744024123    -0.913675864     2.485676724 

H          3.887661573     0.076839352     1.486571812 

H          0.402792973    -1.395693887     1.762033500 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a metal of the neutral bridging CO 
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Cation µ1(Hs) File name:  uSHCation 

Fe         0.286181908    -0.619207745    -0.105206361 

 Fe         0.947859573    -2.799921850     0.842397395 

 C         -0.313721719    -3.495107859     1.932200930 

 O         -1.116508051    -3.944046485     2.616596232 

 C         -0.279463825    -2.627365860    -0.513805654 

 O         -0.996503159    -2.852281961    -1.399811403 

 C          1.530882923    -4.371272901     0.158795298 

 O          1.864803352    -5.365255693    -0.306038414 

 C         -1.436186654    -0.161302666     0.130027970 

 O         -2.530434962     0.146093614     0.294215438 

 C          0.723992499     1.072449258    -0.488595057 

 O          1.038623128     2.166748908    -0.644356865 

 C          0.519752920    -0.858675771     1.651128927 

 O          0.610492039    -0.425164149     2.739155386 

 S          2.500141168    -3.029640717     2.551725074 

 S          2.343804919    -1.498784720    -0.483687742 

 C          3.502355516    -0.670416199     0.677657846 

 C          4.595842059    -1.589840457     1.197336774 

 C          4.155347123    -2.938252303     1.760706112 

 H          5.339248455    -1.795758849     0.396473399 

 H          5.139689378    -1.019679594     1.982437509 

 H          4.093385649    -3.722039087     0.975628502 

 H          4.870111666    -3.301304616     2.527834235 

 H          2.913852295    -0.223729195     1.505505310 

 H          3.951389311     0.165368252     0.100112704 

 H          2.485606808    -1.785994337     3.156138472 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a sulfur of the neutral bridging CO 
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Anion 1 File name:  tAnion 

Fe        -0.887796010     1.472627023     0.020467424 

 Fe        -1.084295867    -1.291791567     0.022820361 

 C         -2.295462497    -1.572158961     1.271112072 

 C         -0.239828651    -2.865518645     0.020761535 

 O          0.096876761    -3.989193828     0.018272787 

 C         -2.298284512    -1.571902838    -1.222953887 

 O         -3.100378008    -1.790134706    -2.042812423 

 C         -2.017777520     1.997612475     1.269359353 

 C         -2.020808775     1.996954478    -1.226321095 

 O         -2.761089748     2.378050702    -2.045327346 

 C          0.303412151     2.799966305     0.020827340 

 O          0.918712540     3.798532463     0.025755170 

 S          0.003121841     0.028790099     1.586287654 

 S         -0.000503695     0.026598045    -1.545768373 

 C          1.816179229    -0.024561082    -1.250440351 

 C          2.267234495    -0.713299107     0.018166428 

 C          1.819135282    -0.023043411     1.286977108 

 H          1.881900756    -1.758741343     0.019260696 

 H          3.383005289    -0.772902664     0.016899023 

 H          2.248374055    -0.535192273     2.175671204 

 H          2.152535545     1.041232998     1.295447672 

 H          2.149272901     1.039796177    -1.260765635 

 H          2.243605885    -0.537614135    -2.139483644 

 O         -2.755659764     2.379429027     2.090288376 

 O         -3.096239921    -1.791104133     2.092163278 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by adding one electron to the neutral all terminal CO 
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Anion µ1 File name:  uAnion 

Fe       -1.024746    1.390619   -0.069380 

Fe       -1.272841   -1.222561    0.027968 

C        -1.816819   -2.407156    1.192338 

O        -2.183565   -3.209497    1.961347 

C        -2.668236   -0.084630    0.160034 

O        -3.832409    0.093902    0.255668 

C        -1.891750   -2.170856   -1.304598 

O        -2.308747   -2.835294   -2.173306 

C        -1.791089    2.106120    1.362663 

O        -2.301540    2.646512    2.260028 

C        -2.005189    2.201849   -1.320002 

O        -2.612945    2.879347   -2.049981 

C         0.331719    2.518721   -0.043655 

O         1.162821    3.343156   -0.077773 

S         0.084031   -0.540377    1.782898 

S         0.037758   -0.122512   -1.476633 

C         1.852176   -0.178873   -1.148139 

C         2.383743    0.018544    0.256127 

C         1.811767   -0.920190    1.298499 

H         3.492588   -0.121387    0.208268 

H         2.207547    1.066477    0.582981 

H         1.860595   -1.978465    0.956295 

H         2.402437   -0.839904    2.236800 

H         2.279170    0.592397   -1.825547 

H         2.162724   -1.173836   -1.540350 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by adding one electron to the neutral bridging CO 
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Dianion 1 File name:  tDianion 

Fe        -0.820358671     1.742205450     0.000000000 

 Fe        -1.065432792    -1.581936898     0.000000000 

 C         -2.259925642    -1.935246980     1.221583257 

 O         -3.060387511    -2.225182188     2.040990771 

 C         -0.052944447    -3.036240065     0.000000000 

 O          0.282662394    -4.179056608     0.000000000 

 C         -2.259925642    -1.935246980    -1.221583257 

 O         -3.060387511    -2.225182188    -2.040990771 

 C         -1.903900224     2.362395287     1.222751944 

 O         -2.619382782     2.822992256     2.043372764 

 C         -1.903900224     2.362395287    -1.222751944 

 O         -2.619382782     2.822992256    -2.043372764 

 C          0.523234898     2.900035950     0.000000000 

 O          1.125852309     3.926873846     0.000000000 

 S         -0.202784897     0.038128108     1.496288735 

 S         -0.202784897     0.038128108    -1.496288735 

 C          1.635903961    -0.001932068    -1.281798237 

 C          2.126413084    -0.644344827     0.000000000 

 C          1.635903961    -0.001932068     1.281798237 

 H          1.779156996    -1.705352091     0.000000000 

 H          3.247047546    -0.651664106     0.000000000 

 H          2.047486676    -0.561892129     2.154605187 

 H          1.947389493     1.066785239     1.343617606 

 H          1.947389493     1.066785239    -1.343617606 

 H          2.047486676    -0.561892129    -2.154605187 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion formed by adding an electron to the all terminal CO Anion 
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Dianion µ1 File name: uDianion 

Fe        -1.208059179     1.547809232    -0.267239640 

 Fe        -1.203288092    -1.069499103     0.159340162 

 C         -2.228654703    -1.535636452     1.494804544 

 O         -2.932815265    -1.902313805     2.361489404 

 C         -2.574507416     0.023871528    -0.531199262 

 O         -3.724909181    -0.036993335    -0.865114028 

 C         -1.511335554    -2.501840854    -0.749340363 

 O         -1.787562133    -3.469981849    -1.367855228 

 C         -1.824685315     1.692516289     1.374475918 

 O         -2.249930508     1.914143523     2.450737851 

 C         -2.198541020     2.549431867    -1.312947000 

 O         -2.896670965     3.282120180    -1.922859358 

 C          0.168271406     2.631953204    -0.010960446 

 O          1.026475882     3.437099042     0.114098510 

 S          0.580502615    -1.676071148     1.670936032 

 S          0.004534153    -0.000566793    -1.453829546 

 C          1.810579137     0.220688658    -1.130538642 

 C          2.302248826     0.093484284     0.294569368 

 C          2.177943431    -1.315728023     0.861981564 

 H          3.375307722     0.419344791     0.309449237 

 H          1.729106695     0.795542480     0.944023879 

 H          2.374318113    -2.053227684     0.042765718 

 H          2.956494689    -1.477342379     1.642179225 

 H          2.030522828     1.238036268    -1.523336181 

 H          2.330420585    -0.522189389    -1.779535166 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion formed by adding an electron to the bridging  CO Anion 
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Neutral 1(Hµ) File name: tHNeutral 

Fe        -0.969404122     1.466417910    -0.001416111 

 Fe        -1.166128414    -1.259641006    -0.001026392 

 C         -2.272405370    -1.787148996     1.287651335 

 O         -2.987212562    -2.141436273     2.123762042 

 C         -0.158859471    -2.767156552    -0.008789396 

 O          0.334702759    -3.815048064    -0.018774828 

 C         -2.277381114    -1.776634541    -1.289843817 

 O         -2.995467209    -2.123356294    -2.126324764 

 C         -1.957871413     2.195407332     1.286311367 

 O         -2.595499691     2.678710977     2.120239676 

 C         -1.959686100     2.187214304    -1.292419351 

 O         -2.599586621     2.663973873    -2.128430584 

 C          0.372621617     2.676453867    -0.005247847 

 O          1.184518779     3.502470648    -0.012094372 

 S         -0.056100347     0.035766722     1.585408752 

 S         -0.046196024     0.033817931    -1.580287416 

 C          1.764904729    -0.000160451    -1.270809089 

 C          2.237897151    -0.649835559     0.011443209 

 C          1.756804816     0.005434947     1.287728680 

 H          1.951241476    -1.724270186     0.013220394 

 H          3.353131135    -0.626777075     0.014687519 

 H          2.174577937    -0.524188573     2.169727078 

 H          2.086361639     1.068412221     1.341323346 

 H          2.097442636     1.061673174    -1.328171892 

 H          2.186224272    -0.535246099    -2.147804732 

 H         -2.088222197     0.199116163    -0.000790851 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the all terminial CO Anion  
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Neutral 1(Hs) File name: tSHNeutral 

Fe        -1.396012455     1.569037978     0.432375609 

 Fe        -1.614249291    -1.310690239     0.378354509 

 C         -2.954556798    -1.231818374     1.550437202 

 O         -3.807794274    -1.245718145     2.333914145 

 C         -0.729298517    -2.835373601     0.681619283 

 O         -0.273022556    -3.868534755     0.956111614 

 C         -2.706078596    -1.998269712    -0.829061850 

 O         -3.415708034    -2.445337420    -1.631611636 

 C         -2.556688871     1.906817376     1.740034824 

 O         -3.284091791     2.164340900     2.603403107 

 C         -2.476254666     2.358729839    -0.725251864 

 O         -3.166264446     2.877469683    -1.501440988 

 C         -0.173293744     2.873139156     0.582870739 

 O          0.520687529     3.791706955     0.740250612 

 S         -0.402178987     0.022685793     1.837423503 

 S         -0.621803777     0.100467962    -1.037472138 

 C          1.210095400     0.057972069    -1.160045774 

 C          1.756887390    -0.666123145     0.055653256 

 C          1.393204323    -0.050155330     1.395155396 

 H          1.403456466    -1.721772906     0.031623255 

 H          2.866618078    -0.698152336    -0.032061362 

 H          1.862420631    -0.634732832     2.214237076 

 H          1.750755274     1.000921119     1.472465487 

 H          1.543182796     1.118114177    -1.211913111 

 H          1.472827915    -0.475742357    -2.096484950 

 H         -0.942928649     0.249210340    -2.369908643 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the sulfur of the all terminial CO Anion 
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Neutral µ1(Hµ) File name: uHNeutral 

Fe        0.350540   -0.491114    0.408005 

Fe        0.987820   -2.905276    0.738640 

C        -0.333344   -3.831759    1.495239 

O        -1.196463   -4.422152    1.983092 

C        -0.200436   -2.265530   -0.591671 

O        -0.939377   -2.502194   -1.471234 

C         1.567313   -4.190802   -0.332118 

O         1.963814   -5.029167   -1.020626 

C        -1.369166   -0.281556    0.812135 

O        -2.481276   -0.149073    1.091680 

C         0.282816    0.430629   -1.131725 

O         0.230982    1.048763   -2.104133 

C         0.916554    0.810422    1.510649 

O         1.251378    1.677312    2.196900 

S         2.328129   -3.595970    2.439116 

S         2.446845   -1.318648    0.012532 

C         3.457384   -0.924644    1.492142 

C         4.537545   -1.962842    1.738383 

C         4.021940   -3.402945    1.771221 

H         5.339558   -1.885410    0.970921 

H         5.005520   -1.707387    2.714934 

H         4.015922   -3.842496    0.750920 

H         4.683056   -4.037889    2.395902 

H         2.764267   -0.882283    2.357555 

H         3.900790    0.078329    1.317062 

H         0.437184   -1.514485    1.697404 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the bridging CO Anion 
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Neutral µ1(Hs) File name: uSHNeutral 

Fe        0.281225   -0.619357   -0.041551 

Fe        0.960007   -2.823464    0.870569 

C        -0.278550   -3.529055    1.929383 

O        -1.090017   -4.011897    2.597854 

C        -0.340588   -2.505483   -0.478001 

O        -1.112506   -2.994230   -1.217968 

C         1.464276   -4.373455    0.170339 

O         1.741292   -5.387434   -0.315858 

C        -1.429453   -0.131964   -0.096080 

O        -2.536793    0.206435   -0.112175 

C         0.847003    1.047256   -0.271305 

O         1.218015    2.138356   -0.410062 

C         0.434964   -0.821074    1.731472 

O         0.476435   -0.446762    2.847354 

S         2.599832   -2.918174    2.546014 

S         2.306556   -1.550841   -0.551842 

C         3.491893   -0.667579    0.544213 

C         4.619320   -1.548293    1.056974 

C         4.202514   -2.890389    1.648320 

H         5.346344   -1.757169    0.240932 

H         5.172170   -0.960396    1.823964 

H         4.043714   -3.649697    0.853179 

H         4.978243   -3.278259    2.338884 

H         2.909232   -0.231157    1.382546 

H         3.901161    0.177879   -0.047677 

H         2.674900   -1.653304    3.097044 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the sulfur of the  bridging CO Anion 
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Anion 1(Hµ) File name: tHAnion 

Fe        -0.900736216     1.535995938    -0.001935743 

 Fe        -1.142779176    -1.364138852    -0.001273562 

 C         -2.267921343    -1.827584133     1.259523478 

 O         -3.013325703    -2.155238628     2.096145463 

 C         -0.133500377    -2.877186687    -0.003272546 

 O          0.173021025    -4.008912937    -0.007259486 

 C         -2.268749012    -1.824596426    -1.262331835 

 O         -3.015277721    -2.150189880    -2.098779219 

 C         -1.898376016     2.231463170     1.257711914 

 O         -2.563104120     2.705744864     2.092805579 

 C         -1.894190283     2.231073688    -1.265089713 

 O         -2.557561703     2.705174852    -2.101371961 

 C          0.439313757     2.782901631    -0.000228063 

 O          0.945025440     3.841482870    -0.000290361 

 S         -0.068411823     0.019382216     1.601416755 

 S         -0.063333160     0.017992859    -1.601350911 

 C          1.743541343     0.016777347    -1.272445192 

 C          2.199570035    -0.659155048     0.004165804 

 C          1.739459925     0.018854106     1.278161927 

 H          1.843269364    -1.715998383     0.004513455 

 H          3.316817315    -0.685200294     0.005926667 

 H          2.207856345    -0.469085538     2.160072726 

 H          2.031290903     1.098480494     1.261027803 

 H          2.035992757     1.096232901    -1.256399691 

 H          2.214336548    -0.473006415    -2.152054613 

 H         -1.970152468     0.178780586    -0.003929268 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the Protonated neutral all terminal CO 
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Anion 1(Hs) File name: tSHAnion 

Fe        -1.347716706     1.895319877     0.504660036 

 Fe        -1.624375023    -1.619842431     0.439813339 

 C         -3.120075891    -1.396145768     1.378780473 

 O         -4.100571286    -1.429824999     2.014524179 

 C         -0.530895950    -2.874970447     0.994949030 

 O          0.132951405    -3.744929012     1.428750295 

 C         -2.309449049    -2.725300472    -0.728565424 

 O         -2.765481753    -3.445816981    -1.534360489 

 C         -2.700999485     2.007040681     1.651094584 

 O         -3.540340279     2.227606758     2.436050113 

 C         -2.019191053     3.102427579    -0.565435716 

 O         -2.467650409     3.889251689    -1.310951157 

 C          0.083668872     2.875519937     0.776801823 

 O          0.986757862     3.590560263     1.023156552 

 S         -0.440357420     0.033721576     1.643285766 

 S         -1.273830264     0.152439790    -0.924452970 

 C          0.486964590     0.111684853    -1.532116595 

 C          1.338971325    -0.605951278    -0.500745026 

 C          1.267405159    -0.080541478     0.926585258 

 H          1.006961586    -1.670440482    -0.483147402 

 H          2.401007481    -0.590043986    -0.840695501 

 H          1.832271352    -0.770542659     1.591272788 

 H          1.696237479     0.940205042     1.020649790 

 H          0.774268064     1.174689299    -1.672863809 

 H          0.514150298    -0.438364769    -2.497543730 

 H         -1.838177181     0.225682244    -2.193995285 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the protonated sulfur neutral all terminal CO structure 
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Anion µ1(Hµ) File name: uHAnion 

 

Fe        0.363646   -0.441191    0.418474 

Fe        0.954959   -2.939164    0.655271 

C        -0.266496   -3.933202    1.428316 

O        -1.065101   -4.607697    1.940682 

C        -0.176183   -2.244424   -0.633412 

O        -0.917249   -2.428005   -1.537762 

C         1.586009   -4.261313   -0.298927 

O         1.980220   -5.151783   -0.942321 

C        -1.340686   -0.276740    0.828676 

O        -2.462914   -0.163478    1.117766 

C         0.266998    0.483251   -1.092333 

O         0.187884    1.122785   -2.062255 

C         0.970667    0.762464    1.598387 

O         1.276336    1.639294    2.302863 

S         2.244588   -3.352414    2.637199 

S         2.426824   -1.341093   -0.077648 

C         3.518343   -0.965410    1.342566 

C         4.540899   -2.053233    1.618137 

C         3.912178   -3.427789    1.877580 

H         5.277354   -2.128236    0.784264 

H         5.107482   -1.724438    2.520720 

H         3.827869   -3.999647    0.928238 

H         4.564413   -4.016253    2.558473 

H         2.858759   -0.878410    2.232227 

H         4.005839    0.008748    1.123773 

H         0.453120   -1.589528    1.640007 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the protonated bridging CO neutral 
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Anion µ1(Hs) File name: uSHAnion 

Fe         0.341408026    -0.512264019     0.264379416 

 Fe         1.006197744    -2.912564055     0.701309050 

 C         -0.406637494    -3.609002824     1.470074692 

 O         -1.358201822    -4.088539311     1.952529341 

 C         -0.135724616    -2.226590766    -0.650410020 

 O         -0.838420281    -2.593251102    -1.539563570 

 C          1.540524127    -4.385013357    -0.067201183 

 O          1.836750779    -5.378815508    -0.618120253 

 C         -1.375955462    -0.438677863     0.626145151 

 O         -2.517961073    -0.370579742     0.861204186 

 C          0.337383303     0.731695395    -0.991729404 

 O          0.327771612     1.585544804    -1.791552078 

 C          0.859117962     0.156208128     1.838320380 

 O          1.186137240     0.544245677     2.897893515 

 S          2.293244498    -3.027160008     2.628809859 

 S          2.410348664    -1.385158185    -0.270223422 

 C          3.667386976    -0.842844238     0.957713711 

 C          4.638254879    -1.928209258     1.394670077 

 C          4.014246919    -3.190952349     2.000542482 

 H          5.276826894    -2.232458260     0.535140569 

 H          5.322104064    -1.466588444     2.144329361 

 H          3.886796128    -3.982469791     1.232305850 

 H          4.654203977    -3.595976232     2.812130952 

 H          3.143917953    -0.418928779     1.838675560 

 H          4.228558198    -0.011525353     0.479807124 

 H          2.486004693    -1.791518682     3.236525533 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the sulfur protonated neutral bridging CO structure 
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Dianion 1(Hµ) File name: tHDianion 

Fe        -0.769978425     1.904438777    -0.002349274 

 Fe        -1.292670096    -1.698400802     0.000641490 

 C         -2.240658438    -2.289372347     1.358104049 

 O         -2.973014305    -2.780891352     2.139574369 

 C         -0.106578953    -3.033745515    -0.000605593 

 O          0.523062590    -4.033759033    -0.003522219 

 C         -2.234944347    -2.283807409    -1.362548639 

 O         -2.963532760    -2.770032299    -2.150760041 

 C         -1.784793092     2.600758031     1.239470121 

 O         -2.448994038     3.128459290     2.065038207 

 C         -1.793391206     2.592352308    -1.241913055 

 O         -2.462218464     3.116567955    -2.066031515 

 C          0.658244768     2.945890818    -0.003978387 

 O          1.381753703     3.891629197    -0.006090245 

 S         -0.291368471     0.142249975     1.494777295 

 S         -0.279127122     0.146463002    -1.498647456 

 C          1.549367175    -0.004002240    -1.289966512 

 C          2.011307988    -0.648407683     0.005640473 

 C          1.538993246    -0.006424142     1.298607587 

 H          1.668584916    -1.706666889     0.003399120 

 H          3.133044602    -0.670658076     0.010168910 

 H          1.924948037    -0.602937211     2.158407642 

 H          1.916516128     1.037784760     1.382554628 

 H          1.929099278     1.039746907    -1.369744137 

 H          1.940922815    -0.599782187    -2.147734472 

 H         -2.391267921    -0.599022702    -0.006849616 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the protonated anion all terminal CO structure 
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Dianion 1(Hs) File name: tSHDianion 

Fe        -1.335161011     2.073591855     0.544117801 

 Fe        -1.654980525    -1.789932348     0.454425071 

 C         -3.176080269    -1.770343955     1.359539958 

 O         -4.177871201    -2.013216813     1.939424255 

 C         -0.573033392    -2.966882121     1.165097696 

 O          0.061947388    -3.848452346     1.647449181 

 C         -2.030670042    -2.869383958    -0.875813823 

 O         -2.301289876    -3.688475918    -1.692818287 

 C         -2.554106454     2.380068808     1.789990929 

 O         -3.311728514     2.789136226     2.601022104 

 C         -1.939587447     3.231659467    -0.621702282 

 O         -2.318735092     4.087763428    -1.350452438 

 C          0.160738566     2.952870175     0.777711174 

 O          1.087141885     3.676437048     0.967004085 

 S         -0.453303888     0.026950230     1.574085996 

 S         -1.538756213     0.196561595    -0.833911626 

 C          0.180913093     0.134664959    -1.588700108 

 C          1.117924065    -0.619528382    -0.665501689 

 C          1.212830595    -0.091849509     0.755244785 

 H          0.727712501    -1.666673003    -0.597673902 

 H          2.134751108    -0.655201697    -1.129782744 

 H          1.839453959    -0.781818896     1.364356513 

 H          1.640228113     0.932858937     0.799741200 

 H          0.463013929     1.199331929    -1.731158848 

 H          0.102334696    -0.395474548    -2.563742590 

 H         -2.141470005     0.313640979    -2.123000936 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the sulfur protonated anion all terminal CO 

structure 
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Dianion µ1(Hµ) File name: uHDianion 

Fe         0.185386923    -0.438371523     0.419027390 

 Fe         1.019102126    -2.926603004     0.677278204 

 C         -0.248213154    -3.865196745     1.418428440 

 O         -1.089001210    -4.525752353     1.905361682 

 C         -0.174700340    -2.141119521    -0.587602204 

 O         -0.866641828    -2.471996955    -1.507018039 

 C          1.566209275    -4.241081578    -0.343683093 

 O          1.897928034    -5.136500643    -1.031852609 

 C         -1.506525856    -0.234645570     0.857420888 

 O         -2.630932270     0.042832723     1.084606715 

 C          0.201261721     0.497775999    -1.084137756 

 O          0.112809783     1.186382810    -2.036186664 

 C          0.892766918     0.771110687     1.536989415 

 O          1.227106076     1.658230826     2.236979286 

 S          2.338652830    -3.440982195     2.671510624 

 S          2.688802949    -1.497645951    -0.151014990 

 C          3.637185680    -1.021335432     1.336735818 

 C          4.628108680    -2.078727147     1.798198887 

 C          4.009342838    -3.468463645     1.921504125 

 H          5.497357511    -2.126606837     1.094374048 

 H          5.019999937    -1.759564427     2.798026099 

 H          3.916177287    -3.918902567     0.907407955 

 H          4.672806856    -4.123528650     2.532182323 

 H          2.892929543    -0.852209188     2.145442374 

 H          4.155867937    -0.061326263     1.114648460 

 H          0.574609159    -1.596139977     1.633051297 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Dianion µ1(Hs) File name: uSHDianion 

Fe         0.462437091    -0.195065342     0.220226424 

 Fe         0.666083861    -2.735919276     0.023814817 

 C          0.150335512    -3.479395277     1.544296195 

 O         -0.242315059    -4.102413168     2.470705880 

 C         -0.765760452    -2.719881385    -0.997503023 

 O         -1.718098732    -2.826601101    -1.687732282 

 C          1.478336008    -4.066263875    -0.758876665 

 O          2.008805495    -4.997215623    -1.269239300 

 C         -1.172828498    -0.629430184     0.708523759 

 O         -2.290698687    -0.770962880     1.060406374 

 C          0.220191894     0.782191649    -1.233174032 

 O         -0.020792313     1.530343743    -2.119698649 

 C          0.799086369     1.061064910     1.388633782 

 O          1.007267829     1.951692014     2.145649330 

 S          3.204663417    -4.110233174     3.899468523 

 S          2.402345888    -1.293009811     0.143730511 

 C          3.116519842    -1.299002473     1.858473799 

 C          4.226949834    -2.329501615     1.980170566 

 C          3.706783316    -3.745752370     2.172790828 

 H          4.825588079    -2.299869835     1.036353442 

 H          4.924906663    -2.074152441     2.815749806 

 H          2.770405147    -3.876958338     1.572092290 

 H          4.435981090    -4.517108544     1.850548817 

 H          2.289816406    -1.497945962     2.575174763 

 H          3.494895348    -0.268491834     2.034852067 

 H          4.460181170    -3.930539424     4.435627591 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the sulfur protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Neutral 1(HµHµ) File name: tH2NeutralOther 

Fe        -1.244160553     2.519109810     0.638011910 

 Fe        -1.468761933    -0.834884318     0.657029460 

 C         -2.397398282    -1.570058888     1.975233792 

 O         -3.036301018    -1.999832499     2.835981414 

 C         -0.166062258    -2.099957582     0.661566774 

 O          0.501693269    -3.047356122     0.659663019 

 C         -2.392297654    -1.572986432    -0.662446829 

 O         -3.029354853    -2.003368287    -1.524325509 

 C         -2.025332610     3.429452763     1.946471730 

 O         -2.571924908     3.979159218     2.802574548 

 C         -1.995582366     3.412317058    -0.699070808 

 O         -2.522053497     3.950827256    -1.574650715 

 C          0.320213437     3.426180985     0.647089979 

 O          1.269849301     4.089593465     0.648798982 

 S         -0.673088903     0.811682723     2.114714182 

 S         -0.641823399     0.792988595    -0.803194079 

 C          1.191109863     0.753854152    -0.630169479 

 C          1.757042718     0.244749007     0.686742140 

 C          1.163115600     0.773860401     1.983018641 

 H          1.678793808    -0.861349882     0.694830623 

 H          2.850834862     0.462920492     0.696603759 

 H          1.507324046     0.136839487     2.825883362 

 H          1.483351111     1.815997601     2.198285314 

 H          1.518067915     1.791854114    -0.855142360 

 H          1.551988867     0.102928947    -1.455281191 

 H         -2.618980605     1.821524334     0.625587440 

 H         -2.698374337     0.093659037     0.644164731 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the protonated anion all terminal CO structure 
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Neutral µ1(HµHs) File name: uH2Neutral 

Fe       -1.014537    1.551397   -0.344897 

Fe       -0.632057   -1.025803   -0.863207 

C        -2.199556   -1.611787   -0.235757 

O        -3.214970   -2.005557    0.153156 

C        -1.389005   -0.633960   -2.416963 

O        -1.882727   -0.459241   -3.448263 

C         0.143983   -2.489209   -1.509387 

O         0.613854   -3.447415   -1.963975 

C        -2.542044    1.243641    0.505396 

O        -3.517816    1.055243    1.101150 

C        -1.739098    2.148270   -1.882008 

O        -2.234474    2.624829   -2.812562 

C        -0.573296    3.153959    0.221312 

O        -0.274828    4.192374    0.643450 

S         0.217647   -1.409790    1.241800 

S         0.821363    0.678910   -1.251509 

C         2.237564    0.568275   -0.074798 

C         2.739714   -0.861818    0.052214 

C         2.038360   -1.637798    1.151876 

H         2.618446   -1.381026   -0.924293 

H         3.830197   -0.866661    0.276493 

H         2.189796   -2.733063    1.049998 

H         2.402621   -1.340610    2.158875 

H         1.943109    0.997084    0.907208 

H         3.011537    1.229600   -0.515175 

H         0.198070   -0.045936    1.575832 

H        -0.433441    1.257051    1.073143 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Anion1(HµHµ) File name: tH2AnionOther 

Fe        -1.251525449     2.660010549     0.617085351 

 Fe        -1.482874006    -0.981711332     0.676094970 

 C         -2.251311318    -1.752222407     2.067046976 

 O         -2.824199943    -2.316940629     2.912634779 

 C         -0.160916975    -2.184565539     0.533960514 

 O          0.551396862    -3.107104016     0.419311771 

 C         -2.450226882    -1.656512035    -0.629047325 

 O         -3.163043477    -2.137165920    -1.418348082 

 C         -2.044887157     3.551893365     1.916595275 

 O         -2.621252538     4.177474320     2.714372724 

 C         -1.893608756     3.529222173    -0.778127524 

 O         -2.364809314     4.144563051    -1.649392039 

 C          0.332751738     3.489217616     0.687884079 

 O          1.327331632     4.101826351     0.732594898 

 S         -0.751466345     0.844670837     2.129570732 

 S         -0.670250053     0.811288168    -0.794570094 

 C          1.166378320     0.771788686    -0.583495530 

 C          1.687018316     0.258062002     0.752052417 

 C          1.093424505     0.814750744     2.037617485 

 H          1.544980525    -0.842166810     0.769270412 

 H          2.792327222     0.424732341     0.778388605 

 H          1.451080399     0.198651120     2.890986850 

 H          1.412865065     1.862249361     2.225797676 

 H          1.501809287     1.811569110    -0.787411706 

 H          1.570006323     0.126054342    -1.393538985 

 H         -2.626992055     1.955139002     0.568105367 

 H         -2.734686534    -0.070237865     0.710263894 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diprotonated anion formed by protonating the protonated dianion structure all terminal 

CO 
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Anion µ1(HµHs) File name: H2Anion 

Fe         0.278185668    -0.363491692     0.269755718 

 Fe         0.944337350    -2.932525889     0.924444120 

 C         -0.323651410    -4.045689155     1.422009498 

 O         -1.161486915    -4.797867160     1.716804186 

 C         -0.316177163    -2.083297539    -0.403616342 

 O         -1.079209172    -2.567001221    -1.174532895 

 C          1.554683563    -4.037507951    -0.287329595 

 O          2.008831600    -4.793226087    -1.044532808 

 C         -1.399204257    -0.080454614     0.743440019 

 O         -2.509192958     0.182970893     0.997056570 

 C          0.268159791     0.446057664    -1.313135391 

 O          0.155813666     1.034777480    -2.314465004 

 C          0.917976124     0.893717699     1.383505376 

 O          1.289394416     1.747429072     2.089608976 

 S          2.593400924    -3.935284376     2.445217152 

 S          2.454282345    -1.364561343     0.128799846 

 C          3.406717873    -0.976970595     1.653230994 

 C          4.542504223    -1.964645407     1.871902194 

 C          4.155967589    -3.421549229     1.647325320 

 H          5.393119147    -1.717932205     1.192493007 

 H          4.905599413    -1.832312720     2.917876555 

 H          4.074664016    -3.619701125     0.555153349 

 H          4.951266934    -4.089565790     2.041777070 

 H          2.700604971    -1.006686534     2.508456080 

 H          3.791071593     0.060471961     1.548469775 

 H          0.475941466    -1.622392980     1.973900358 

 H          0.925038090    -2.255210967     2.444618486 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diprotonated anion formed by protonating the protonated dianion bridging CO structure 
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Neutral 3cis File name:  tNeutral 

Fe         0.709305517     0.088107395     0.000000000 

 Fe         1.487581012    -2.311908062     0.000000000 

 S          0.066319390    -1.457231089    -1.539197340 

 S          0.066319390    -1.457231089     1.539197340 

 C         -0.579290134     1.310027859     0.000000000 

 O         -1.395792799     2.133251169     0.000000000 

 C          1.747721139     0.774763814    -1.273695758 

 O          2.433805061     1.218679270    -2.091456073 

 C          1.747721139     0.774763814     1.273695758 

 O          2.433805061     1.218679270     2.091456073 

 C          0.986745031    -4.011458004     0.000000000 

 O          0.616485235    -5.110174301     0.000000000 

 C          2.734036843    -2.335136628    -1.278051113 

 O          3.545640688    -2.350665645    -2.101130456 

 C          2.734036843    -2.335136628     1.278051113 

 O          3.545640688    -2.350665645     2.101130456 

 C         -1.669885838    -2.050795583     1.280874374 

 C         -2.312080314    -1.579329131     0.000000000 

 H         -2.357711733    -0.463569894     0.000000000 

 H         -3.373154904    -1.932372624     0.000000000 

 C         -1.669885838    -2.050795583    -1.280874374 

 C         -2.459603134    -1.601460359     2.495464572 

 H         -3.497704584    -1.995205957     2.438617620 

 H         -2.517682196    -0.491643244     2.532297294 

 H         -2.001316597    -1.954766684     3.440838357 

 C         -2.459603134    -1.601460359    -2.495464572 

 H         -2.001316597    -1.954766684    -3.440838357 

 H         -2.517682196    -0.491643244    -2.532297294 

 H         -3.497704584    -1.995205957    -2.438617620 

 H         -1.570403536    -3.160970774     1.270736655 

 H         -1.570403536    -3.160970774    -1.270736655 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule all terminal CO 
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Cation 3cis File name:  tCation 

Fe         0.693237583     0.169435993     0.000000000 

 Fe         1.589258746    -2.282147532     0.000000000 

 S          0.171377818    -1.359142637    -1.552814336 

 S          0.171377818    -1.359142637     1.552814336 

 C         -0.673775910     1.293375264     0.000000000 

 O         -1.567315510     2.019727975     0.000000000 

 C          1.633541504     1.021644492    -1.285427113 

 O          2.238706028     1.564985881    -2.094727509 

 C          1.633541504     1.021644492     1.285427113 

 O          2.238706028     1.564985881     2.094727509 

 C          0.818020125    -3.873665057     0.000000000 

 O          0.287794678    -4.896264435     0.000000000 

 C          2.765804307    -2.658023652    -1.336293180 

 O          3.485017479    -2.916296717    -2.190033093 

 C          2.765804307    -2.658023652     1.336293180 

 O          3.485017479    -2.916296717     2.190033093 

 C         -1.516578630    -2.121128166     1.299772059 

 C         -2.174097252    -1.723111625     0.000000000 

 H         -2.357308988    -0.622139675     0.000000000 

 H         -3.186176081    -2.198745693     0.000000000 

 C         -1.516578630    -2.121128166    -1.299772059 

 C         -2.330340477    -1.690324273     2.505309150 

 H         -3.329561500    -2.175135954     2.464666384 

 H         -2.488113163    -0.590147665     2.509287771 

 H         -1.848287294    -1.980922507     3.459644226 

 C         -2.330340477    -1.690324273    -2.505309150 

 H         -1.848287294    -1.980922507    -3.459644226 

 H         -2.488113163    -0.590147665    -2.509287771 

 H         -3.329561500    -2.175135954    -2.464666384 

 H         -1.333204840    -3.218861970     1.332092306 

 H         -1.333204840    -3.218861970    -1.332092306 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule all terminal CO  
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Cation µ3cis File name:  uCation 

Fe         0.573067512     0.879868151     1.008662527 

 Fe        -0.020239167    -1.372644238    -0.062776499 

 S          1.097606722     0.287715830    -1.149239980 

 S         -1.567651898     0.179520078     0.556307144 

 C          2.212373400     1.630728856     1.146478950 

 O          3.254661577     2.099308315     1.243468299 

 C         -0.025357546     1.543208359     2.580626359 

 O         -0.395709255     1.955224918     3.584657623 

 C          1.134750109    -0.661836631     1.797064590 

 O          1.667461637    -1.315879987     2.594396242 

 C         -0.827785035    -2.551753763     1.052141562 

 O         -1.359823556    -3.311050528     1.724352129 

 C         -0.911271751    -1.878786658    -1.509576062 

 O         -1.499129463    -2.155761141    -2.458388002 

 C          1.400412289    -2.467784295    -0.328770924 

 O          2.281821406    -3.176199097    -0.510086417 

 C         -2.179870447     1.180249371    -0.882131893 

 H         -2.578987510     0.422593199    -1.595520959 

 C         -0.013018221     1.265037517    -2.270567875 

 H         -0.452511422     0.504356988    -2.956368983 

 C         -1.107841609     2.013923349    -1.545660882 

 H         -0.655620396     2.713943917    -0.797016872 

 H         -1.615171467     2.666773349    -2.297243303 

 C          0.904241051     2.196086072    -3.041720051 

 H          0.311003432     2.742839019    -3.805587839 

 H          1.367698625     2.950131976    -2.369920143 

 H          1.712378331     1.647661150    -3.564558299 

 C         -3.310916637     2.030244023    -0.334340764 

 H         -2.933601692     2.780086313     0.393852991 

 H         -3.791071843     2.582611032    -1.170466373 

 H         -4.089821892     1.419050773     0.163128682 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecular bridging CO 
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Cation 3cis(Hµ) File name:  tHCation 

Fe         0.782407424     0.131300569     0.000000000 

 Fe         1.571593966    -2.319900360     0.000000000 

 S          0.152520501    -1.430854959    -1.541094328 

 S          0.152520501    -1.430854959     1.541094328 

 C         -0.660370097     1.180931231     0.000000000 

 O         -1.553719909     1.904436900     0.000000000 

 C          1.604881266     1.055436893    -1.316099012 

 O          2.135354068     1.635329383    -2.149542371 

 C          1.604881266     1.055436893     1.316099012 

 O          2.135354068     1.635329383     2.149542371 

 C          0.837371511    -3.941494755     0.000000000 

 O          0.316047094    -4.966382028     0.000000000 

 C          2.770631968    -2.648028865    -1.312417892 

 O          3.531486872    -2.852784621    -2.144223374 

 C          2.770631968    -2.648028865     1.312417892 

 O          3.531486872    -2.852784621     2.144223374 

 C         -1.581289725    -2.044054876     1.294554517 

 C         -2.238061161    -1.628683436     0.000000000 

 H         -2.394996774    -0.524212273     0.000000000 

 H         -3.265262862    -2.067783686     0.000000000 

 C         -1.581289725    -2.044054876    -1.294554517 

 C         -2.364380207    -1.562773421     2.501749813 

 H         -3.391390133    -1.985654984     2.466769167 

 H         -2.456933964    -0.455002703     2.502339878 

 H         -1.897211587    -1.876608394     3.456258835 

 C         -2.364380207    -1.562773421    -2.501749813 

 H         -1.897211587    -1.876608394    -3.456258835 

 H         -2.456933964    -0.455002703    -2.502339878 

 H         -3.391390133    -1.985654984    -2.466769167 

 H         -1.462683667    -3.151979442     1.331849742 

 H         -1.462683667    -3.151979442    -1.331849742 

 H          2.228207491    -0.768150263     0.000000000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating a neutral all terminal CO 
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Cation 3cis(Hs) File name:  tSHCation 

Fe        -1.413171758     1.423909601     0.442597544 

 Fe        -1.645750434    -1.135972558     0.406331531 

 C         -2.828768877    -1.239740165     1.741669236 

 O         -3.591276354    -1.308104684     2.598379607 

 C         -0.966728160    -2.790889983     0.522864996 

 O         -0.548680268    -3.858693502     0.623114425 

 C         -2.935457499    -1.498466831    -0.779925061 

 O         -3.767061653    -1.717682800    -1.544109363 

 C         -2.515721417     1.791268726     1.805508192 

 O         -3.218727325     2.028458860     2.682227348 

 C         -2.615696687     2.054679181    -0.726483071 

 O         -3.384651657     2.450213820    -1.485298918 

 C         -0.364707128     2.871633751     0.553354591 

 O          0.328006593     3.786461838     0.639302826 

 S         -0.296268132     0.019474334     1.862889674 

 S         -0.477794592     0.078149631    -1.000055224 

 C          1.360184650    -0.098399929    -1.145032483 

 C          1.840682032    -0.783353577     0.117423747 

 C          1.520287621    -0.106311938     1.435854920 

 H          1.458400784    -1.832380958     0.134772562 

 H          2.950954183    -0.865214599     0.039704271 

 H          1.848999333     0.957986503     1.416558925 

 H         -0.810534251     0.155317961    -2.340933007 

 C          2.161280986    -0.839270081     2.597462481 

 H          1.947000426    -0.348540434     3.567412392 

 H          1.804534566    -1.890661704     2.650721055 

 H          3.264086975    -0.862166973     2.460237987 

 C          1.679310964    -0.869590166    -2.404043082 

 H          1.329017922    -0.352004302    -3.321235776 

 H          2.781709955    -0.979013889    -2.488918477 

 H          1.243811050    -1.891952122    -2.373798825 

 H          1.722865304     0.953490020    -1.195474927 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a sulfur of the neutral all terminal CO 
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Cation µ3cis(Hµ) File name:  uHCation 

Fe         0.786050882    -0.317715358     0.663909350 

 Fe        -1.458515973    -0.790170640    -0.212648469 

 S          0.095178344     0.392290162    -1.362605799 

 S          1.534044558     1.577501109     1.433877388 

 C          2.402391237    -0.733656021     0.081703434 

 O          3.447216138    -0.999107718    -0.312118491 

 C          0.954124137    -0.946417007     2.364330824 

 O          1.055867832    -1.360421823     3.426438366 

 C          0.181737950    -2.072962722     0.183825852 

 O          0.375550791    -3.214374463     0.104443526 

 C         -2.399244893    -1.740347118     0.996966470 

 O         -2.999442359    -2.318526422     1.783961105 

 C         -2.738166173     0.439745714    -0.435259273 

 O         -3.538340178     1.252228380    -0.570448061 

 C         -1.939526961    -1.810448223    -1.644906624 

 O         -2.270288403    -2.447118026    -2.537132948 

 C          2.007203243     2.812497832     0.172890621 

 H          1.618134230     3.711074180     0.723243983 

 C         -0.096153066     2.224220054    -1.230717261 

 H         -0.640223824     2.447634916    -0.286661898 

 C          1.332307745     2.752016539    -1.187178146 

 H          1.967853560     2.148015658    -1.882513920 

 H          1.341352518     3.781668279    -1.616344483 

 C         -0.850070849     2.701424527    -2.455074724 

 H         -0.948469033     3.807477711    -2.415670831 

 H         -0.303442275     2.443338508    -3.387378580 

 H         -1.871281540     2.274311436    -2.517651210 

 C          3.518459072     2.928975172     0.067132849 

 H          3.945300115     2.018624047    -0.406384758 

 H          3.782295115     3.799477786    -0.571810969 

 H          3.995349800     3.067037531     1.057454374 

 H         -0.984531232     0.070811056     1.051965658 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a metal of the neutral bridging CO 
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Cation µ3cis(Hs) File name:  uSHCation 

Fe         0.315380219    -0.591802775    -0.092701978 

 Fe         0.920989276    -2.796369930     0.825612595 

 C         -0.366827075    -3.458156768     1.906603024 

 O         -1.185453745    -3.882739029     2.589245948 

 C         -0.284429154    -2.570373090    -0.546818723 

 O         -0.989168666    -2.781219557    -1.446776924 

 C          1.384116135    -4.392896437     0.106970154 

 O          1.570431984    -5.410516706    -0.388472221 

 C         -1.410735166    -0.136818263     0.120877658 

 O         -2.506975757     0.170523288     0.277188716 

 C          0.729117257     1.109789874    -0.445373690 

 O          1.002140501     2.217830242    -0.587697532 

 C          0.516981912    -0.869024007     1.665552199 

 O          0.589522252    -0.448160452     2.760440768 

 S          2.445304847    -3.089978077     2.538743356 

 S          2.374760739    -1.490501443    -0.421091186 

 C          3.525810915    -0.655350797     0.773670193 

 C          4.591698563    -1.606282627     1.300067268 

 C          4.181004997    -2.959691031     1.892561705 

 H          5.314877253    -1.817910794     0.477806980 

 H          5.157220753    -1.022214488     2.060844977 

 H          2.897658779    -0.283199482     1.611269662 

 H          2.378299608    -1.871722342     3.188281476 

 C          4.168612318     0.510047716     0.045080606 

 H          4.904218520     1.003408989     0.716817153 

 H          4.716127527     0.164036837    -0.857517776 

 H          3.428319653     1.273439140    -0.265530765 

 C          4.408219068    -4.117675536     0.941272843 

 H          3.929520300    -3.926203643    -0.043973630 

 H          5.499051769    -4.220743395     0.758937308 

 H          4.044229979    -5.086313213     1.344095146 

 H          4.754645020    -3.143257089     2.827279201 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a sulfur of the neutral bridging CO 
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Anion 3cis File name:  tAnion 

Fe         0.653348442     0.215969496     0.000000000 

 Fe         1.496528849    -2.436598726     0.000000000 

 S          0.144059495    -1.416342384    -1.559438684 

 S          0.144059495    -1.416342384     1.559438684 

 C         -0.715794238     1.364091705     0.000000000 

 O         -1.441438705     2.285577452     0.000000000 

 C          1.671693543     0.931217221    -1.247036048 

 O          2.332533575     1.435433127    -2.066765817 

 C          1.671693543     0.931217221     1.247036048 

 O          2.332533575     1.435433127     2.066765817 

 C          0.870249680    -4.106493241     0.000000000 

 O          0.656403616    -5.259422106     0.000000000 

 C          2.737635620    -2.513829387    -1.250923105 

 O          3.559791170    -2.602742578    -2.075554475 

 C          2.737635620    -2.513829387     1.250923105 

 O          3.559791170    -2.602742578     2.075554475 

 C         -1.576485431    -2.047655534     1.287459768 

 C         -2.219947762    -1.587053822     0.000000000 

 H         -2.255891221    -0.469699106     0.000000000 

 H         -3.282441671    -1.944991769     0.000000000 

 C         -1.576485431    -2.047655534    -1.287459768 

 C         -2.407664218    -1.622859575     2.483265381 

 H         -3.439471789    -2.035330585     2.407118980 

 H         -2.482154112    -0.513053843     2.517237624 

 H         -1.954970889    -1.964805681     3.436478096 

 C         -2.407664218    -1.622859575    -2.483265381 

 H         -1.954970889    -1.964805681    -3.436478096 

 H         -2.482154112    -0.513053843    -2.517237624 

 H         -3.439471789    -2.035330585    -2.407118980 

 H         -1.450744813    -3.156861988     1.265913147 

 H         -1.450744813    -3.156861988    -1.265913147 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by adding one electron to the neutral all terminal CO 
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Anion µ3cis File name:  uAnion 

Fe         0.540029620     0.825436533     1.081322094 

 Fe         0.152978408    -1.501567283    -0.055451716 

 S          1.112256651     0.370639137    -1.071650993 

 S         -1.714176986     0.568215007     0.648016426 

 C          2.031830526     1.718773822     1.233313800 

 O          3.022533683     2.331429398     1.350898658 

 C         -0.005045721     1.388667220     2.646716733 

 O         -0.348021284     1.786768904     3.690752350 

 C          1.162431393    -0.795314216     1.672636693 

 O          1.779297685    -1.342404534     2.523131002 

 C         -0.707068683    -2.565260324     1.070590236 

 O         -1.246285932    -3.326437977     1.769187959 

 C         -0.958655209    -1.792605558    -1.404745919 

 O         -1.656012943    -2.017426436    -2.317620351 

 C          1.496725537    -2.603287586    -0.442717522 

 O          2.272247940    -3.432137586    -0.713266587 

 C         -2.210607095     1.298691877    -0.974324099 

 H         -2.539516946     0.442129350    -1.609586990 

 C         -0.022382624     1.169298581    -2.305073789 

 H         -0.497274892     0.333712056    -2.868454551 

 C         -1.098796677     2.034757420    -1.687963837 

 H         -0.625781608     2.759504200    -0.978713001 

 H         -1.561107684     2.631997923    -2.515998909 

 C          0.867446396     1.980093904    -3.230666238 

 H          0.264577056     2.435652918    -4.047985865 

 H          1.361218304     2.800772611    -2.665042668 

 H          1.663544778     1.352742737    -3.680829504 

 C         -3.391193813     2.216646176    -0.711961896 

 H         -3.069203901     3.081631127    -0.092216072 

 H         -3.809928854     2.603104421    -1.670976973 

 H         -4.194540756     1.687837713    -0.160102663 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by adding one electron to the neutral bridging CO 
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Dianion 3cis File name:  tDianion 

Fe         0.518915232     0.472232335     0.000000000 

 Fe         1.538576621    -2.717385148     0.000000000 

 S          0.344095739    -1.355823441    -1.485611739 

 S          0.344095739    -1.355823441     1.485611739 

 C         -0.969834279     1.434912663     0.000000000 

 O         -1.712981250     2.364680637     0.000000000 

 C          1.487602576     1.256209011    -1.221239510 

 O          2.118408486     1.829591444    -2.038706063 

 C          1.487602576     1.256209011     1.221239510 

 O          2.118408486     1.829591444     2.038706063 

 C          0.710555018    -4.285827999     0.000000000 

 O          0.516502601    -5.459524595     0.000000000 

 C          2.771935212    -2.895789367    -1.224420092 

 O          3.603319035    -3.059985479    -2.048113217 

 C          2.771935212    -2.895789367     1.224420092 

 O          3.603319035    -3.059985479     2.048113217 

 C         -1.389008864    -2.010864499     1.301018750 

 C         -2.059628045    -1.623571522     0.000000000 

 H         -2.158966050    -0.507454794     0.000000000 

 H         -3.099033033    -2.051865410     0.000000000 

 C         -1.389008864    -2.010864499    -1.301018750 

 C         -2.214092246    -1.503336179     2.469237340 

 H         -3.263337199    -1.881611454     2.410644760 

 H         -2.244960502    -0.389547902     2.435728140 

 H         -1.770845703    -1.807662141     3.440764664 

 C         -2.214092246    -1.503336179    -2.469237340 

 H         -1.770845703    -1.807662141    -3.440764664 

 H         -2.244960502    -0.389547902    -2.435728140 

 H         -3.263337199    -1.881611454    -2.410644760 

 H         -1.242944778    -3.116348362     1.346253823 

 H         -1.242944778    -3.116348362    -1.346253823 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion formed by adding an electron to the all terminal CO Anion 
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Dianion µ3cis File name: uDianion 

Fe         0.474736411     0.703665474     1.130490349 

 Fe         0.327934677    -1.592418855    -0.138678630 

 S          1.052098446     0.394031689    -1.064797882 

 S         -1.594004389     1.876457089     0.805666199 

 C          1.641718905     1.927360813     1.486159934 

 O          2.466122827     2.722408766     1.774724612 

 C         -0.116285285     0.564517703     2.766945670 

 O         -0.481149633     0.512021582     3.882562843 

 C          1.538772395    -0.820423164     1.355448115 

 O          2.407969701    -1.267824731     2.048848658 

 C         -0.679907982    -2.185173457     1.172755020 

 O         -1.354228454    -2.678690081     2.002228268 

 C         -0.873361042    -1.933388987    -1.397285514 

 O         -1.620660944    -2.280960580    -2.246720207 

 C          1.518034673    -2.842167721    -0.459407551 

 O          2.242836977    -3.758018439    -0.633690041 

 C         -2.147572421     1.446399116    -0.884014717 

 H         -2.184281092     0.331231107    -0.941903051 

 C         -0.109157950     0.992484727    -2.396718755 

 H         -0.594667885     0.069300020    -2.782077953 

 C         -1.185633978     1.961073380    -1.952629013 

 H         -0.718657958     2.904621745    -1.576232079 

 H         -1.769913412     2.227420779    -2.876943076 

 C          0.750053719     1.601905095    -3.488892077 

 H          0.119023170     1.910295531    -4.356486641 

 H          1.275199078     2.504058689    -3.102203968 

 H          1.522169552     0.885219984    -3.839468745 

 C         -3.539958481     2.015504731    -1.095631070 

 H         -3.505870803     3.127387899    -1.023152854 

 H         -3.941443757     1.739271472    -2.101263720 

 H         -4.233492138     1.648259827    -0.310478603 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion formed by adding an electron to the bridging  CO Anion 
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Neutral 3cis(Hµ) File name: tHNeutral 

Fe         0.746810856     0.213376734     0.000000000 

 Fe         1.571602718    -2.399143947     0.000000000 

 S          0.195070895    -1.405066164    -1.577210905 

 S          0.195070895    -1.405066164     1.577210905 

 C         -0.744262341     1.245142609     0.000000000 

 O         -1.581846821     2.045915321     0.000000000 

 C          1.581962736     1.109194843    -1.289169783 

 O          2.115932213     1.700577045    -2.126475332 

 C          1.581962736     1.109194843     1.289169783 

 O          2.115932213     1.700577045     2.126475332 

 C          0.773541322    -4.020796205     0.000000000 

 O          0.335131603    -5.092949358     0.000000000 

 C          2.754314072    -2.709232654    -1.291992287 

 O          3.520952279    -2.920928302    -2.130654999 

 C          2.754314072    -2.709232654     1.291992287 

 O          3.520952279    -2.920928302     2.130654999 

 C         -1.517059477    -2.050130682     1.298642370 

 C         -2.168585332    -1.628418684     0.000000000 

 H         -2.299571414    -0.520229862     0.000000000 

 H         -3.202654273    -2.055158578     0.000000000 

 C         -1.517059477    -2.050130682    -1.298642370 

 C         -2.347292513    -1.608855584     2.489267720 

 H         -3.368257424    -2.044354543     2.425031964 

 H         -2.449284070    -0.501644808     2.502438583 

 H         -1.890824649    -1.924956295     3.448465096 

 C         -2.347292513    -1.608855584    -2.489267720 

 H         -1.890824649    -1.924956295    -3.448465096 

 H         -2.449284070    -0.501644808    -2.502438583 

 H         -3.368257424    -2.044354543    -2.425031964 

 H         -1.386057916    -3.158105869     1.309033037 

 H         -1.386057916    -3.158105869    -1.309033037 

 H          2.141904165    -0.807404373     0.000000000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the all terminial CO Anion  
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Neutral 3cis(Hs) File name: tSHNeutral 

Fe        -1.395011649     1.572974885     0.466019523 

 Fe        -1.651124126    -1.323504474     0.401500871 

 C         -2.983911898    -1.222441295     1.580550915 

 O         -3.833246183    -1.224096803     2.368712326 

 C         -0.776600338    -2.850301741     0.716866926 

 O         -0.324057019    -3.881490144     1.007680799 

 C         -2.750209789    -2.014951563    -0.797631712 

 O         -3.466362738    -2.463825434    -1.593323659 

 C         -2.524448769     1.924736665     1.797285729 

 O         -3.229015689     2.191729329     2.676758814 

 C         -2.475441597     2.389555721    -0.672068815 

 O         -3.167453088     2.925226656    -1.435013106 

 C         -0.142296651     2.848918157     0.599985123 

 O          0.578682134     3.748675976     0.745951181 

 S         -0.410922059     0.000883084     1.840658093 

 S         -0.669832796     0.095615952    -1.013608278 

 C          1.171317501     0.036822546    -1.190739008 

 C          1.707289783    -0.690509393     0.027339414 

 C          1.397930433    -0.109059195     1.396422851 

 H          1.339503273    -1.745150622    -0.004316757 

 H          2.817952715    -0.741522972    -0.078375569 

 H          1.732830014     0.952824432     1.445000095 

 H         -0.999745310     0.239426160    -2.347248379 

 C          2.063276604    -0.933808302     2.480434393 

 H          1.874268584    -0.513576698     3.488234328 

 H          1.680381910    -1.978019461     2.462892184 

 H          3.162378892    -0.970981376     2.315211955 

 C          1.543385590    -0.657610961    -2.479617271 

 H          1.155361498    -0.122792332    -3.371760663 

 H          2.649529807    -0.709563327    -2.571511918 

 H          1.153302550    -1.699063695    -2.489850161 

 H          1.478434884     1.107827651    -1.183294531 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the sulfur of the all terminial CO Anion 
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Neutral µ3cis(Hµ) File name: uHNeutral 

Fe         1.760143796    -0.284555743    -0.004627445 

 Fe         2.225945721    -2.973993351    -0.240953510 

 S          0.813665295    -1.712300768    -1.576556925 

 S          1.192548949    -1.923103851     1.547830523 

 C          2.848159182     0.414673268     1.215824251 

 O          3.548829414     0.878653400     2.009398706 

 C          2.554753683     0.580117987    -1.339756765 

 O          3.065365166     1.153190570    -2.203997115 

 C          0.426857402     0.923497623     0.222431688 

 O         -0.295073068     1.820673500     0.350953139 

 C          1.224071306    -4.478162056    -0.226002489 

 O          0.647900611    -5.482949699    -0.232322894 

 C          3.194905898    -3.340730241    -1.686951536 

 O          3.820551824    -3.588422172    -2.626731908 

 C          3.501528562    -3.517479845     0.873303559 

 O          4.326106760    -3.880515101     1.597334827 

 C         -0.609755688    -2.333341246     1.457609314 

 C         -1.351884625    -1.743589367     0.278658398 

 H         -1.334078219    -0.630556581     0.355955845 

 H         -2.425695040    -2.037164389     0.388552865 

 C         -0.924041720    -2.150697143    -1.114351686 

 C         -1.225711363    -1.879713484     2.767714545 

 H         -2.294798118    -2.181733694     2.811575033 

 H         -1.180494476    -0.772143354     2.855210002 

 H         -0.701723957    -2.316670098     3.641137719 

 C         -1.823978253    -1.522292338    -2.161718493 

 H         -1.533963894    -1.824381723    -3.187854883 

 H         -1.775149292    -0.413077756    -2.100241059 

 H         -2.879434330    -1.826765895    -1.990261087 

 H         -0.623834531    -3.446927270     1.389940901 

 H         -0.946994452    -3.262708490    -1.202725300 

 H          2.998026569    -1.469505827    -0.230975211 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the bridging CO Anion 
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Neutral µ3cis(Hs) File name: uSHNeutral 

Fe         0.310799160    -0.587385958    -0.018514665 

 Fe         0.937726845    -2.825035435     0.847966256 

 C         -0.344433428    -3.501882086     1.872348222 

 O         -1.183766849    -3.962254794     2.522264294 

 C         -0.315229884    -2.443245517    -0.535316831 

 O         -1.067971809    -2.903806648    -1.312951386 

 C          1.339743481    -4.386422616     0.104594386 

 O          1.500188835    -5.409045699    -0.414974222 

 C         -1.402032321    -0.114362066    -0.079987111 

 O         -2.512154372     0.215406366    -0.098265834 

 C          0.811928827     1.099389130    -0.229067367 

 O          1.103714118     2.216616452    -0.363229402 

 C          0.444160866    -0.830641356     1.751187386 

 O          0.479644807    -0.477127941     2.874910728 

 S          2.508255721    -2.987828688     2.561418245 

 S          2.349637337    -1.531662006    -0.480421480 

 C          3.532201174    -0.667390010     0.659176400 

 C          4.617319666    -1.586429147     1.204688497 

 C          4.228237870    -2.910766536     1.872308806 

 H          5.320560663    -1.831066419     0.373027291 

 H          5.199435069    -0.966471391     1.924755232 

 H          2.912383611    -0.275895531     1.495640365 

 H          2.500227615    -1.745429067     3.164979659 

 C          4.166862007     0.483791422    -0.098683999 

 H          4.907726348     1.001793296     0.549488240 

 H          4.703482162     0.109787383    -0.997184132 

 H          3.415678291     1.228392433    -0.427240377 

 C          4.405858454    -4.104477767     0.952038571 

 H          3.867731843    -3.945022275    -0.006595391 

 H          5.485303938    -4.224754232     0.718999927 

 H          4.045732978    -5.050507053     1.408943419 

 H          4.855117857    -3.060433212     2.776905302 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the sulfur of the  bridging CO Anion 
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Anion 3cis(Hµ) File name: tHAnion 

Fe         0.686859540     0.309825251     0.000000000 

 Fe         1.536194415    -2.488923485     0.000000000 

 S          0.209296239    -1.378828123    -1.590669715 

 S          0.209296239    -1.378828123     1.590669715 

 C         -0.805004007     1.353991026     0.000000000 

 O         -1.485177262     2.309133338     0.000000000 

 C          1.559722017     1.157618456    -1.260510582 

 O          2.130560848     1.739068418    -2.096460827 

 C          1.559722017     1.157618456     1.260510582 

 O          2.130560848     1.739068418     2.096460827 

 C          0.746084235    -4.139078593     0.000000000 

 O          0.653362665    -5.308143695     0.000000000 

 C          2.716303065    -2.768318432    -1.262724000 

 O          3.506013486    -2.963624093    -2.100582871 

 C          2.716303065    -2.768318432     1.262724000 

 O          3.506013486    -2.963624093     2.100582871 

 C         -1.485093930    -2.049386853     1.294487297 

 C         -2.131979109    -1.605497058     0.000000000 

 H         -2.201196210    -0.488826760     0.000000000 

 H         -3.182008700    -1.998324040     0.000000000 

 C         -1.485093930    -2.049386853    -1.294487297 

 C         -2.347482688    -1.662865670     2.480956093 

 H         -3.360498595    -2.117541781     2.393367980 

 H         -2.468428435    -0.557219047     2.516641054 

 H         -1.891240843    -1.988757410     3.437842792 

 C         -2.347482688    -1.662865670    -2.480956093 

 H         -1.891240843    -1.988757410    -3.437842792 

 H         -2.468428435    -0.557219047    -2.516641054 

 H         -3.360498595    -2.117541781    -2.393367980 

 H         -1.322912758    -3.156873434     1.256301161 

 H         -1.322912758    -3.156873434    -1.256301161 

 H          2.022980590    -0.827480459     0.000000000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the Protonated neutral all terminal CO 
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Anion 3cis(Hs) File name: tSHAnion 

Fe        -1.329068610     1.895134715     0.543129080 

 Fe        -1.602896063    -1.627865787     0.491540202 

 C         -3.151432410    -1.386938869     1.337412216 

 O         -4.172194793    -1.416956667     1.905765815 

 C         -0.613759901    -2.920808472     1.145144376 

 O         -0.043249319    -3.828490845     1.632550336 

 C         -2.196905741    -2.725755262    -0.731598127 

 O         -2.592382911    -3.439493519    -1.575122307 

 C         -2.754167579     2.005104097     1.599758910 

 O         -3.646680144     2.227142679     2.322697699 

 C         -1.919693646     3.088234574    -0.587413550 

 O         -2.308482717     3.864513005    -1.376142100 

 C          0.066166059     2.898085443     0.908659800 

 O          0.936828332     3.631968215     1.208942727 

 S         -0.470558035     0.042172153     1.731537251 

 S         -1.194278828     0.141701356    -0.851350686 

 C          0.590633906     0.064529492    -1.422882112 

 C          1.386057656    -0.606312879    -0.318257590 

 C          1.286376919    -0.050130328     1.094152065 

 H          1.045940274    -1.673152182    -0.277055481 

 H          2.462594172    -0.610597001    -0.622051187 

 H          1.626377175     1.008658043     1.121510550 

 H         -1.701878257     0.191731158    -2.149121542 

 C          2.099808971    -0.904468326     2.045710876 

 H          2.071694349    -0.497831717     3.077123304 

 H          1.701597301    -1.943201696     2.068951302 

 H          3.161234229    -0.952206110     1.711188554 

 C          0.696145526    -0.716693933    -2.711272054 

 H          0.163141153    -0.216685002    -3.547849623 

 H          1.762657498    -0.841236615    -3.004230092 

 H          0.260099207    -1.732442346    -2.568040080 

 H          0.871337730     1.134233712    -1.539321819 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the protonated sulfur neutral all terminal CO structure 
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Anion µ3cis(Hµ) File name: uHAnion 

Fe         1.034695668    -0.612886783     0.510470299 

 Fe        -1.460319624    -0.605274405    -0.147788717 

 S          0.253225156     0.078448272    -1.540816779 

 S          1.724859409     1.485810302     1.367634987 

 C          2.594478040    -1.143582085    -0.077039005 

 O          3.632325506    -1.508628998    -0.461896620 

 C          1.328223683    -1.131519802     2.158550556 

 O          1.530358905    -1.482561970     3.249541558 

 C          0.047250520    -2.124082628     0.100759301 

 O         -0.014173071    -3.304484893     0.033503312 

 C         -2.335851739    -1.376787673     1.171312434 

 O         -2.919065509    -1.872563981     2.048372004 

 C         -2.394157761     0.921325563    -0.148778264 

 O         -3.123183777     1.833345514    -0.174011630 

 C         -2.226331995    -1.549365065    -1.440519104 

 O         -2.758509043    -2.154049161    -2.281012353 

 C          0.723390831     2.754576350     0.508038809 

 H         -0.353700609     2.514355418     0.672111593 

 C          0.138844328     1.909070026    -1.862136193 

 H         -0.928243947     2.162997104    -1.686697857 

 C          1.006111812     2.792139510    -0.989165235 

 H          2.085164424     2.554915490    -1.152785582 

 H          0.844970297     3.837561605    -1.362108349 

 C          0.469133318     2.095770032    -3.331175712 

 H          0.349538544     3.165348109    -3.615526004 

 H          1.522829600     1.802322408    -3.531601452 

 H         -0.186614016     1.478809619    -3.979242633 

 C          1.045587193     4.093355748     1.148718833 

 H          2.120131704     4.338254455     0.994225592 

 H          0.433546235     4.907576193     0.697371528 

 H          0.859649291     4.063492854     2.241665366 

 H         -0.478742166     0.066249270     1.031574089 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the protonated bridging CO neutral 
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Anion µ3cis(Hs) File name: uSHAnion 

Fe         0.195791952    -0.564176966     0.427642934 

 Fe         1.052163509    -2.934605378     0.794822876 

 C          0.087547057    -3.754220468     2.010696934 

 O         -0.563542683    -4.337864782     2.787048133 

 C         -0.548144111    -2.418340054    -0.051141931 

 O         -1.543861186    -2.845794906    -0.540508384 

 C          1.511873217    -4.403397827    -0.035386060 

 O          1.770162258    -5.392795320    -0.611231519 

 C         -0.755149788     0.270796484    -0.807198685 

 O         -1.415875614     0.860086214    -1.570592407 

 C          1.203970860     0.718707674     1.137025495 

 O          1.831791828     1.617977762     1.562370189 

 C         -0.929723700    -0.606523550     1.777235728 

 O         -1.679180451    -0.608825315     2.674569324 

 S          2.648505882    -2.353684217     2.343908301 

 S          1.896528673    -1.495835941    -0.762517047 

 C          3.596440052    -0.915906167    -0.282561030 

 C          4.429099105    -2.112126992     0.163259934 

 C          4.372797214    -2.430627104     1.647185456 

 H          4.106846215    -3.010808888    -0.415475997 

 H          5.502111532    -1.932130171    -0.097989150 

 H          3.495035541    -0.185119535     0.551030774 

 H          2.540460494    -0.976553837     2.274733487 

 C          4.192217511    -0.224837538    -1.493652498 

 H          5.208430242     0.166505008    -1.261083333 

 H          4.278639501    -0.939167473    -2.341484751 

 H          3.554336245     0.619586582    -1.826308623 

 C          4.920972274    -3.811928216     1.941598546 

 H          4.259425761    -4.580212830     1.481015829 

 H          5.934303495    -3.930557081     1.499043931 

 H          4.981174865    -4.009413835     3.031475074 

 H          4.930496515    -1.656674250     2.220705305 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the sulfur protonated neutral bridging CO structure 
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Dianion 3cis(Hµ) File name: tHDianion 

Fe         0.668070946     0.659047395     0.000000000 

 Fe         1.550684835    -2.898602249     0.000000000 

 S          0.462593093    -1.430395372    -1.484391470 

 S          0.462593093    -1.430395372     1.484391470 

 C         -0.937132864     1.444349203     0.000000000 

 O         -1.891778032     2.139643428     0.000000000 

 C          1.311175160     1.572569894    -1.358179290 

 O          1.795497702     2.307114928    -2.141042454 

 C          1.311175160     1.572569894     1.358179290 

 O          1.795497702     2.307114928     2.141042454 

 C          0.596301072    -4.385747943     0.000000000 

 O          0.253165942    -5.525118488     0.000000000 

 C          2.750770953    -3.170395512    -1.241991747 

 O          3.560559170    -3.415978723    -2.069164726 

 C          2.750770953    -3.170395512     1.241991747 

 O          3.560559170    -3.415978723     2.069164726 

 C         -1.299695011    -1.976639137     1.311811336 

 C         -1.954174359    -1.580242878     0.000000000 

 H         -2.059285172    -0.468393516     0.000000000 

 H         -2.998920861    -1.997251057     0.000000000 

 C         -1.299695011    -1.976639137    -1.311811336 

 C         -2.109890521    -1.418999990     2.469080455 

 H         -3.177532310    -1.743111871     2.403548621 

 H         -2.084983194    -0.305899068     2.436397143 

 H         -1.687154889    -1.742257668     3.443562391 

 C         -2.109890521    -1.418999990    -2.469080455 

 H         -1.687154889    -1.742257668    -3.443562391 

 H         -2.084983194    -0.305899068    -2.436397143 

 H         -3.177532310    -1.743111871    -2.403548621 

 H         -1.226923864    -3.087022693     1.370956798 

 H         -1.226923864    -3.087022693    -1.370956798 

 H          2.105604096     0.069387140     0.000000000 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the protonated anion all terminal CO structure 
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Dianion 3cis(Hs) File name: tSHDianion 

Fe        -1.311711823     2.067218742     0.579370767 

 Fe        -1.625904829    -1.797674545     0.515160942 

 C         -3.230396529    -1.759809295     1.262134924 

 O         -4.286840902    -1.992841616     1.739115024 

 C         -0.682344056    -2.985543419     1.385383852 

 O         -0.144604262    -3.876724593     1.959355498 

 C         -1.813971309    -2.889152878    -0.844005592 

 O         -1.971104359    -3.717844627    -1.682378660 

 C         -2.669816235     2.367635320     1.675017198 

 O         -3.521585331     2.777747992     2.384801415 

 C         -1.752170678     3.209771344    -0.671251039 

 O         -2.026363536     4.052930468    -1.459324316 

 C          0.131412632     2.967129577     0.996980087 

 O          1.026046787     3.691217901     1.297316915 

 S         -0.490624418     0.039925431     1.688948014 

 S         -1.435711722     0.186536102    -0.767278621 

 C          0.324574007     0.091070977    -1.465083615 

 C          1.196348552    -0.617276765    -0.448009065 

 C          1.231631375    -0.061040865     0.964539322 

 H          0.806655051    -1.669446541    -0.370634071 

 H          2.240715850    -0.664035056    -0.855421697 

 H          1.578462102     0.995464352     0.962434657 

 H         -1.959662752     0.312091220    -2.087409538 

 C          2.115631128    -0.923810930     1.843861757 

 H          2.176674714    -0.512060772     2.873347390 

 H          1.697777516    -1.953849546     1.906781077 

 H          3.147629872    -0.988959315     1.419881022 

 C          0.336643353    -0.658595954    -2.778502522 

 H         -0.248857650    -0.127403650    -3.560914717 

 H          1.384981467    -0.788406867    -3.141081276 

 H         -0.110110554    -1.669398503    -2.629775375 

 H          0.601327173     1.162832965    -1.572709960 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the sulfur protonated anion all terminal CO 

structure 
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Dianion µ3cis(Hµ) File name: uHDianion 

 

 Fe         1.054436549    -0.562880769     0.502278714 

 Fe        -1.519238421    -0.711240865    -0.067226649 

 S          0.590524520     0.164701168    -1.663529779 

 S          1.943360477     1.545895128     1.213178940 

 C          2.558993914    -1.288313286    -0.030138499 

 O          3.563415363    -1.800649486    -0.361127208 

 C          1.233025090    -1.034349053     2.171348467 

 O          1.374391387    -1.356412095     3.291035093 

 C         -0.050867871    -2.073777758     0.125231027 

 O          0.026499227    -3.267754468     0.087156075 

 C         -2.453532958    -1.482282963     1.196451187 

 O         -3.195769997    -2.012225214     1.944995626 

 C         -2.478564574     0.805172837    -0.106502611 

 O         -3.276167392     1.675652536    -0.067723416 

 C         -2.180726665    -1.548375590    -1.478211135 

 O         -2.729277648    -2.116011568    -2.352253801 

 C          0.849433855     2.832533967     0.509933302 

 H         -0.201703739     2.560573643     0.773705538 

 C          0.126829655     1.939340575    -1.803349081 

 H         -0.927452207     2.006744357    -1.447302838 

 C          0.952565681     2.932806320    -1.006430287 

 H          2.029991943     2.857408240    -1.296611362 

 H          0.588985767     3.953517991    -1.316993581 

 C          0.171583482     2.278703191    -3.282721092 

 H         -0.193044553     3.320307968    -3.452517776 

 H          1.216588345     2.203640653    -3.659901002 

 H         -0.455136815     1.574549402    -3.869572915 

 C          1.206962435     4.163123802     1.149917979 

 H          2.261173600     4.425557710     0.901375570 

 H          0.544559605     4.981370373     0.776191106 

 H          1.127976929     4.098117635     2.255368380 

 H         -0.413352813     0.160879965     0.932345420 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Dianion µ3cis(Hs) File name: uSHDianion 

Fe         0.334399382    -0.563138351     0.105623137 

 Fe         0.820917449    -2.962139171     0.974201222 

 C         -0.360719658    -3.636081999     2.082439102 

 O         -1.176422874    -4.241782461     2.690341115 

 C         -0.373301021    -2.469132537    -0.372537359 

 O         -1.179374330    -2.945264783    -1.120853675 

 C          1.206184835    -4.491786237     0.220571353 

 O          1.322224019    -5.583685043    -0.226430839 

 C         -1.165101929    -0.067846891    -0.651094746 

 O         -2.198043519     0.325568094    -1.075404075 

 C          0.930787855     1.078038766     0.204884548 

 O          1.261850339     2.217733944     0.234643461 

 C          0.240697862    -0.783119096     1.865310377 

 O          0.096748908    -0.520831932     3.019714585 

 S          2.625878099    -2.849675214     2.454459344 

 S          2.396314471    -1.418495363    -0.671903571 

 C          3.603071082    -0.586244905     0.452739013 

 C          4.707651965    -1.498271016     0.972470663 

 C          4.323484530    -2.819839227     1.647423762 

 H          5.388783815    -1.743198015     0.117018982 

 H          5.315068242    -0.886370826     1.686511348 

 H          2.985084976    -0.241588980     1.315178824 

 H          2.722884369    -1.558877161     2.958624065 

 C          4.219959485     0.623936924    -0.227129212 

 H          4.941874866     1.146919190     0.453156448 

 H          4.769861626     0.302846735    -1.140714297 

 H          3.431080490     1.343086846    -0.525714875 

 C          4.364412787    -3.991612645     0.683732476 

 H          3.672240092    -3.787657400    -0.163979794 

 H          5.401046743    -4.114427962     0.291847692 

 H          4.043901966    -4.940967917     1.166058556 

 H          5.030027147    -3.011029397     2.486432014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the sulfur protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Neutral 3cis(HµHµ) File name: tH2Neutral 

Fe         0.653239089     0.506773321    -0.005919210 

 Fe         1.692860070    -2.704302904    -0.003469236 

 S          0.522392665    -1.320318693    -1.454888919 

 S          0.528558722    -1.316194754     1.448571815 

 C         -1.027562112     1.195411280    -0.000765429 

 O         -1.992746292     1.838297718     0.002397008 

 C          1.226858606     1.536115866    -1.329153209 

 O          1.650701067     2.173955414    -2.193890095 

 C          1.237398484     1.540720435     1.309019693 

 O          1.668836009     2.181978506     2.167458165 

 C          0.570686157    -4.123082645     0.000074177 

 O         -0.057159248    -5.096768246     0.001245806 

 C          2.730826389    -3.266852245    -1.328453483 

 O          3.424587171    -3.578799809    -2.197605188 

 C          2.735404150    -3.263802327     1.319263448 

 O          3.432188931    -3.574055237     2.186593608 

 C         -1.205074429    -1.961210966     1.328496305 

 C         -1.908200784    -1.714059558     0.002273495 

 H         -2.258993908    -0.656681957     0.001639841 

 H         -2.843908905    -2.325692372     0.005084108 

 C         -1.210799763    -1.964533530    -1.326363047 

 C         -2.004270208    -1.347878606     2.462200393 

 H         -3.047062634    -1.733886253     2.449882389 

 H         -2.054192777    -0.242195998     2.345781359 

 H         -1.556128195    -1.574632834     3.449965958 

 C         -2.014518947    -1.353408469    -2.458052964 

 H         -1.570515640    -1.582251578    -3.447209574 

 H         -2.063757743    -0.247475238    -2.343679179 

 H         -3.057331205    -1.739176227    -2.440671615 

 H         -1.074221562    -3.052317778     1.504732601 

 H         -1.081096610    -3.056081969    -1.500706853 

 H          2.714273208    -1.550649386    -0.008053635 

 H          2.140764530     0.107221542    -0.009191014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the protonated anion all terminal CO structure 
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Neutral µ3cis(HµHs) File name: uH2NeutralReDo 

 

 Fe    -1.294827     1.397584    -0.491227 

 Fe    -0.875756    -1.126939    -0.458661 

  C    -2.269594    -2.018152     0.165640 

  O    -3.197600    -2.591717     0.555275 

  C    -2.033715    -0.153605    -1.594215 

  O    -2.833997    -0.285721    -2.451383 

  C    -0.447055    -2.361079    -1.639335 

  O    -0.173386    -3.174403    -2.419964 

  C    -2.944507     1.711391     0.080420 

  O    -4.017381     1.906082     0.463977 

  C    -1.406087     2.492669    -1.891063 

  O    -1.479176     3.213472    -2.791078 

  C    -0.493755     2.470585     0.720927 

  O    -0.022400     3.225127     1.463589 

  S     0.415636    -1.961766     1.328633 

  S     0.624333     0.397010    -1.241658 

  C     1.970213     0.682708    -0.000939 

  C     2.700858    -0.611213     0.335663 

  C     2.149905    -1.333427     1.547765 

  H     2.732572    -1.294384    -0.546845 

  H     3.763767    -0.354613     0.566543 

  H     2.040229    -0.600264     2.379114 

  H     1.483858     1.070897     0.919707 

  H    -1.226632     0.154199     0.652236 

  H    -1.163811    -0.079223     1.326381 

  C     2.888752     1.734920    -0.588757 

  H     3.691922     1.988029     0.137159 

  H     3.367028     1.364221    -1.520674 

  H     2.336235     2.665691    -0.832800 

  C     3.020383    -2.488332     1.993149 

  H     3.129838    -3.231857     1.172737 

  H     4.037178    -2.123853     2.253796 

  H     2.597918    -3.005817     2.878016 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Anion3cis(HµHµ) File name: tH2Anion 

Fe         0.628219095     0.655630612    -0.003016123 

 Fe         1.737973468    -2.841098341     0.006122740 

 S          0.602619654    -1.313218137    -1.456626661 

 S          0.585307817    -1.310268199     1.452939999 

 C         -1.047497114     1.296217133    -0.015910340 

 O         -2.045845222     1.908467034    -0.024247898 

 C          1.177940685     1.650415571    -1.351554065 

 O          1.588824774     2.372986616    -2.170241996 

 C          1.158458102     1.653184117     1.351400823 

 O          1.557290072     2.377774000     2.174251837 

 C          0.553302651    -4.183039166     0.002408502 

 O         -0.144341978    -5.120775804     0.000805599 

 C          2.722120207    -3.418140863    -1.340624819 

 O          3.430232138    -3.818019216    -2.176046374 

 C          2.709441280    -3.413903663     1.363735902 

 O          3.410292627    -3.810624765     2.206753757 

 C         -1.152279148    -1.944939198     1.319728000 

 C         -1.834934598    -1.677927191    -0.015898610 

 H         -2.134543151    -0.604459820    -0.018911152 

 H         -2.796063069    -2.254110208    -0.020997661 

 C         -1.136318864    -1.948029039    -1.342607883 

 C         -1.982360926    -1.344811539     2.439697794 

 H         -3.031099013    -1.720605870     2.397388615 

 H         -2.011928540    -0.237110632     2.335417639 

 H         -1.551184165    -1.586372685     3.432420995 

 C         -1.953137862    -1.351019150    -2.473937367 

 H         -1.509997336    -1.594893099    -3.460809893 

 H         -1.984415634    -0.243076050    -2.372811506 

 H         -3.002159879    -1.727149386    -2.443278447 

 H         -1.039664629    -3.039244708     1.484317421 

 H         -1.021317555    -3.042709132    -1.503060407 

 H          2.780086633    -1.698880498     0.010809674 

 H          2.125468618     0.263919713     0.006928614 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diprotonated anion formed by protonating the protonated dianion structure all terminal 

CO 
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Anion µ3cis(HµHs) File name: uH2Anion 

Fe        -1.345464762     1.528738318    -0.654648823 

 Fe        -0.851252836    -1.135754697    -0.267309251 

 C         -2.168024203    -2.143028495     0.321376945 

 O         -3.036633360    -2.821087171     0.693007615 

 C         -2.187359338    -0.053052987    -1.362915272 

 O         -3.087515379    -0.411556876    -2.050132943 

 C         -0.577626087    -2.105297185    -1.706455850 

 O         -0.380260673    -2.778043041    -2.630536054 

 C         -2.921249531     1.914836245     0.039893496 

 O         -3.963930212     2.256975037     0.442018568 

 C         -1.427880356     2.446715683    -2.175712748 

 O         -1.580019040     3.115320678    -3.119787171 

 C         -0.501058860     2.665342866     0.450114563 

 O         -0.018831619     3.453597580     1.167466636 

 S          0.749044847    -2.586441673     0.769264284 

 S          0.723638977     0.327176667    -1.102294237 

 C          1.892546550     0.680606295     0.279818346 

 C          2.703703697    -0.532345558     0.703204925 

 C          1.990669497    -1.526257004     1.604715628 

 H          3.103688408    -1.062875982    -0.193908208 

 H          3.587745708    -0.140285348     1.272880095 

 H          1.462695717    -0.945198595     2.400530264 

 H          1.277247811     1.016418379     1.146209671 

 H         -1.033344174     0.148896091     0.890340943 

 H         -0.646416926    -0.588056072     1.284223754 

 C          2.783611108     1.816637789    -0.184911252 

 H          3.485935850     2.109571254     0.627380543 

 H          3.383730012     1.500185345    -1.066004279 

 H          2.185138646     2.705609700    -0.472636384 

 C          2.993233269    -2.460766219     2.257913860 

 H          3.527300771    -3.046162341     1.477623965 

 H          3.747420825    -1.883055540     2.840635002 

 H          2.485998375    -3.179102431     2.933873245 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diprotonated anion formed by protonating the protonated dianion bridging CO structure 
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Neutral 3trans File name:  tNeutral 

Fe        0.744991    0.096040   -0.021385 

Fe        1.506580   -2.306461    0.040466 

S         0.043971   -1.501188   -1.488829 

S         0.119143   -1.381841    1.582341 

C        -0.538784    1.320025    0.035211 

O        -1.356657    2.140747    0.081609 

C         1.701191    0.774077   -1.364361 

O         2.330267    1.217841   -2.226780 

C         1.865260    0.780843    1.181131 

O         2.602729    1.219992    1.955625 

C         1.103370   -4.031367   -0.025253 

O         0.848157   -5.160050   -0.104965 

C         2.754117   -2.240693   -1.233426 

O         3.565340   -2.189100   -2.055466 

C         2.748720   -2.354818    1.321695 

O         3.557091   -2.390869    2.147308 

C        -1.652188   -1.891381    1.405070 

C        -2.304458   -1.518234    0.091041 

H        -2.336883   -0.410130   -0.017491 

H        -3.368148   -1.860462    0.131659 

C        -1.678675   -2.099331   -1.155837 

H        -2.123939   -1.281847    2.208864 

C        -2.491798   -1.757874   -2.390553 

H        -2.037176   -2.174606   -3.311806 

H        -2.571450   -0.655495   -2.512705 

H        -3.521341   -2.165720   -2.291017 

H        -1.566448   -3.203259   -1.064399 

C        -1.776184   -3.359415    1.764172 

H        -2.848969   -3.639954    1.847794 

H        -1.306789   -4.008122    0.994051 

H        -1.284840   -3.581858    2.733995 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule all terminal CO 
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Cation 3trans File name:  tCation 

Fe         0.713660452     0.129040286    -0.135713174 

 Fe         1.570334791    -2.239792070     0.161098186 

 S          0.096196346    -1.519103426    -1.508228945 

 S          0.135136248    -1.232894126     1.575638986 

 C         -0.553551493     1.352756917     0.150742698 

 O         -1.383437053     2.124807989     0.343616707 

 C          1.496001449     0.930066011    -1.554868872 

 O          1.993321314     1.453762840    -2.446196188 

 C          1.934809984     0.863565160     0.970520095 

 O          2.729010478     1.318593218     1.663187088 

 C          1.019037036    -3.894017198    -0.194579743 

 O          0.676871266    -4.965264110    -0.440814531 

 C          2.920810925    -2.163081182    -1.050455746 

 O          3.762678026    -2.091920909    -1.825804529 

 C          2.624533078    -2.827224903     1.510719934 

 O          3.276766783    -3.240124015     2.358089809 

 C         -1.610759506    -1.866955930     1.447265023 

 C         -2.243560292    -1.621473561     0.092875324 

 H         -2.361947805    -0.528608021    -0.087357417 

 H         -3.278249874    -2.041220793     0.146510978 

 C         -1.577777518    -2.240707426    -1.112831014 

 H         -2.112742100    -1.212238178     2.194794952 

 C         -2.382980873    -2.017703593    -2.382619032 

 H         -1.888048267    -2.453199529    -3.273355883 

 H         -2.549510284    -0.934256876    -2.565917944 

 H         -3.377994648    -2.500268739    -2.273104952 

 H         -1.398922597    -3.329008860    -0.964861909 

 C         -1.653730379    -3.300841691     1.931846007 

 H         -2.713334957    -3.609944993     2.062881938 

 H         -1.181085249    -4.000741510     1.210694422 

 H         -1.148541456    -3.420623596     2.912175862 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule all terminal CO  
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Cation µ3trans File name:  uCation 

Fe         0.072331175     0.650210059     0.954064821 

Fe         0.568517442    -1.658818713     0.112040003 

S          0.920609172     0.257256020    -1.066377385 

S         -1.465822639     1.997425126     0.505598300 

C          1.281632703     1.829672276     1.463947127 

O          2.054722343     2.617930863     1.782325425 

C         -0.620237963     0.357886293     2.602770628 

O         -1.038454300     0.168662838     3.655058670 

C          1.576374056    -1.045343572     1.533189085 

O          2.293450610    -0.959790370     2.435947166 

C         -0.096864041    -2.885945812     1.258070057 

O         -0.528454116    -3.679058762     1.965280919 

C         -0.728081989    -2.125428805    -1.077311745 

O         -1.525080158    -2.450480676    -1.837278308 

C          1.899579390    -2.649157817    -0.609603494 

O          2.767357115    -3.255317257    -1.047781649 

C         -1.510600912     2.716177171    -1.186070596 

C         -0.422275897     0.654818556    -2.285270747 

H         -1.363634492     0.177944768    -1.936350396 

C         -0.544578961     2.174047730    -2.228943103 

H          0.466800483     2.626455106    -2.105811909 

H         -0.907668762     2.526554141    -3.223020492 

C         -0.010720439     0.145028258    -3.648618716 

H         -0.800093598     0.398230878    -4.389173748 

H          0.936369878     0.618501871    -3.984881756 

H          0.124823793    -0.955791960    -3.664386761 

C         -2.975737516     2.587003877    -1.599131579 

H         -1.283120593     3.790771117    -0.996899742 

H         -3.157449831     3.222841200    -2.491605437 

H         -3.230791910     1.536546877    -1.854601575 

H         -3.670208799     2.924471962    -0.801757981 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecular bridging CO 
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Cation 3trans(Hµ) File name:  tHCation 

Fe         0.809426324     0.141170299    -0.004966524 

 Fe         1.577454948    -2.315320674     0.031686904 

 S          0.119115273    -1.462548547    -1.489092001 

 S          0.185721654    -1.370867932     1.579708333 

 C         -0.618849328     1.210849135     0.002913499 

 O         -1.503933985     1.944335529     0.011495919 

 C          1.615245907     1.016432602    -1.365512655 

 O          2.139190997     1.565899745    -2.223406913 

 C          1.670738504     1.085577216     1.268388012 

 O          2.223935006     1.675972053     2.079554290 

 C          0.954532097    -3.985310562    -0.010523191 

 O          0.571968582    -5.067138034    -0.083447282 

 C          2.779673683    -2.596506029    -1.287901366 

 O          3.546214337    -2.761526327    -2.123336411 

 C          2.792158435    -2.621991403     1.336674732 

 O          3.571210977    -2.811653071     2.155124466 

 C         -1.595913493    -1.848372483     1.412461200 

 C         -2.251282756    -1.534349290     0.082724977 

 H         -2.379747239    -0.436430282    -0.043242044 

 H         -3.287448718    -1.949314065     0.125043423 

 C         -1.601370549    -2.087670378    -1.165202104 

 H         -2.038775702    -1.178594651     2.185467340 

 C         -2.399766618    -1.747188735    -2.410190406 

 H         -1.927672108    -2.144565799    -3.330724923 

 H         -2.516402555    -0.647462056    -2.522460279 

 H         -3.416766582    -2.187573277    -2.328404123 

 H         -1.464123040    -3.190503121    -1.089608139 

 C         -1.756769224    -3.286565028     1.868374861 

 H         -2.833304303    -3.491511830     2.052116306 

 H         -1.402849839    -4.008416769     1.103052982 

 H         -1.212791309    -3.486930965     2.814612060 

 H          2.240252058    -0.764136905     0.008598222 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating a neutral all terminal CO 
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Cation 3trans(Hs) File name:  tSHCation 

Fe        -1.415857514     1.442401919     0.395889019 

 Fe        -1.608414059    -1.119243267     0.378468368 

 C         -2.826058787    -1.215277845     1.681263596 

 O         -3.608647441    -1.277571052     2.520340894 

 C         -0.906132632    -2.759741583     0.540945538 

 O         -0.470303119    -3.817134259     0.671648681 

 C         -2.854936766    -1.529212561    -0.839791063 

 O         -3.655690744    -1.787551656    -1.624512706 

 C         -2.530174253     1.814552654     1.747568131 

 O         -3.240068510     2.055251935     2.617749047 

 C         -2.644474988     1.969619394    -0.795420921 

 O         -3.428322474     2.290463290    -1.574091302 

 C         -0.472509465     2.965539300     0.448020931 

 O          0.108871291     3.958487232     0.476530098 

 S         -0.304311222     0.056849924     1.852000956 

 S         -0.416800981     0.100977238    -1.010070646 

 C          1.427620418    -0.046429923    -1.104830564 

 C          1.873703671    -0.764939312     0.154620942 

 C          1.518234065    -0.108719957     1.479840198 

 H          1.483286787    -1.808049291     0.122262080 

 H          2.985286444    -0.848687299     0.105557871 

 H          1.813276350    -0.811068599     2.291553976 

 H          1.778199027     1.009743752    -1.123693487 

 H         -0.717639628     0.163429207    -2.359577021 

 C          1.789970923    -0.783500701    -2.373090476 

 H          1.450695465    -0.250172510    -3.285619441 

 H          2.895880122    -0.870741916    -2.435867347 

 H          1.372573066    -1.813803161    -2.377408383 

 C          2.186034175     1.230124897     1.715114333 

 H          3.289901280     1.099883382     1.722971926 

 H          1.933141559     1.967798894     0.923401976 

 H          1.892972653     1.668978385     2.690980311 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a sulfur of the neutral all terminal CO 
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Cation µ3trans(Hµ) File name:  uHCation 

Fe         0.130640805     0.525853086     1.003544829 

 Fe         0.389837368    -1.716929733     0.038512632 

 S          0.868418524     0.177138468    -1.100581452 

 S         -1.435982753     1.985066311     0.572997740 

 C          1.246526725     1.866668028     1.304449708 

 O          1.971716485     2.736614871     1.485293383 

 C         -0.606326796     0.417039327     2.664809699 

 O         -1.063020194     0.331175700     3.710445770 

 C          1.457270081    -0.701954674     1.601543895 

 O          2.333985022    -0.995859389     2.301408644 

 C         -0.098209135    -2.951278899     1.259465002 

 O         -0.436097188    -3.724425824     2.035580400 

 C         -0.630357952    -2.403029964    -1.256042483 

 O         -1.300012787    -2.812977152    -2.094445161 

 C          1.916383620    -2.570461492    -0.475026928 

 O          2.858988211    -3.129801715    -0.805959875 

 C         -1.321096497     2.871684988    -1.030040629 

 C         -0.479945436     0.745364280    -2.224091549 

 H         -1.441199286     0.332302361    -1.845070500 

 C         -0.450124716     2.268541170    -2.118763611 

 H          0.607973712     2.605383477    -2.009763518 

 H         -0.793993767     2.691875558    -3.091634719 

 C         -0.159139948     0.252808699    -3.620921353 

 H         -0.947048272     0.604286872    -4.321421779 

 H          0.813236783     0.657398676    -3.975109822 

 H         -0.121804849    -0.853729802    -3.682760012 

 C         -2.792959572     2.959618543    -1.441915876 

 H         -0.960857197     3.891451284    -0.772630968 

 H         -2.877751443     3.664564932    -2.296912934 

 H         -3.182601714     1.969417280    -1.760350668 

 H         -3.440731196     3.342961221    -0.626503696 

 H         -0.914326616    -0.926798024     0.534571767 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a metal of the neutral bridging CO 
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Cation µ3trans(Hs) File name:  uSHCation 

Fe        -1.415857514     1.442401919     0.395889019 

 Fe        -1.608414059    -1.119243267     0.378468368 

 C         -2.826058787    -1.215277845     1.681263596 

 O         -3.608647441    -1.277571052     2.520340894 

 C         -0.906132632    -2.759741583     0.540945538 

 O         -0.470303119    -3.817134259     0.671648681 

 C         -2.854936766    -1.529212561    -0.839791063 

 O         -3.655690744    -1.787551656    -1.624512706 

 C         -2.530174253     1.814552654     1.747568131 

 O         -3.240068510     2.055251935     2.617749047 

 C         -2.644474988     1.969619394    -0.795420921 

 O         -3.428322474     2.290463290    -1.574091302 

 C         -0.472509465     2.965539300     0.448020931 

 O          0.108871291     3.958487232     0.476530098 

 S         -0.304311222     0.056849924     1.852000956 

 S         -0.416800981     0.100977238    -1.010070646 

 C          1.427620418    -0.046429923    -1.104830564 

 C          1.873703671    -0.764939312     0.154620942 

 C          1.518234065    -0.108719957     1.479840198 

 H          1.483286787    -1.808049291     0.122262080 

 H          2.985286444    -0.848687299     0.105557871 

 H          1.813276350    -0.811068599     2.291553976 

 H          1.778199027     1.009743752    -1.123693487 

 H         -0.717639628     0.163429207    -2.359577021 

 C          1.789970923    -0.783500701    -2.373090476 

 H          1.450695465    -0.250172510    -3.285619441 

 H          2.895880122    -0.870741916    -2.435867347 

 H          1.372573066    -1.813803161    -2.377408383 

 C          2.186034175     1.230124897     1.715114333 

 H          3.289901280     1.099883382     1.722971926 

 H          1.933141559     1.967798894     0.923401976 

 H          1.892972653     1.668978385     2.690980311 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Cation molecule formed by protonating on a sulfur of the neutral bridging CO 
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Anion 3trans File name:  tAnion 

Fe         0.689763721     0.222896853    -0.039121720 

 Fe         1.517557060    -2.432008271     0.058025806 

 S          0.136815974    -1.482401810    -1.525554289 

 S          0.178964328    -1.326493642     1.583472944 

 C         -0.664559175     1.374810562     0.108130131 

 O         -1.390059817     2.288430330     0.230272873 

 C          1.532341233     0.973929916    -1.392086819 

 O          2.075935046     1.496979706    -2.283071245 

 C          1.880565123     0.876216348     1.085047045 

 O          2.648681269     1.346578344     1.827972642 

 C          0.988403293    -4.131762657    -0.053507311 

 O          0.865379458    -5.293645539    -0.164029218 

 C          2.808769024    -2.356856151    -1.141294730 

 O          3.663427269    -2.340602653    -1.936811324 

 C          2.707237585    -2.576905676     1.351647695 

 O          3.496336333    -2.710578697     2.201999788 

 C         -1.600789589    -1.818742637     1.392797883 

 C         -2.217578051    -1.522784128     0.037425137 

 H         -2.236634263    -0.419600258    -0.122077642 

 H         -3.283894416    -1.867033560     0.069791041 

 C         -1.559875436    -2.146169549    -1.175008915 

 H         -2.102979790    -1.158694197     2.137544657 

 C         -2.398952542    -1.909539992    -2.416874529 

 H         -1.922239307    -2.348243786    -3.317604657 

 H         -2.521120519    -0.817453837    -2.592183052 

 H         -3.412197114    -2.355475282    -2.294335531 

 H         -1.396559641    -3.238080944    -1.019495884 

 C         -1.755843071    -3.263646135     1.826579579 

 H         -2.829944652    -3.558359249     1.827602284 

 H         -1.201293352    -3.940810214     1.140032153 

 H         -1.345699555    -3.418547753     2.846665528 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by adding one electron to the neutral all terminal CO 
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Anion µ3trans File name:  uAnion 

Fe         0.163905912     0.626019281     1.015414714 

 Fe         0.536127105    -1.716793641     0.042066699 

 S          1.002465666     0.231127180    -1.041069108 

 S         -1.669386630     1.763148760     0.385354693 

 C          1.293525725     1.875689481     1.509154258 

 O          2.030407083     2.711391096     1.857231678 

 C         -0.603985827     0.351979631     2.578937198 

 O         -1.073223425     0.167831537     3.629850716 

 C          1.447616344    -0.788720951     1.518950432 

 O          2.260171404    -1.003688175     2.356496375 

 C          0.080276970    -2.910066348     1.254414930 

 O         -0.211903632    -3.718817730     2.042114704 

 C         -0.978996303    -1.987061205    -0.884434559 

 O         -1.950650680    -2.210515948    -1.490603124 

 C          1.863776519    -2.638559163    -0.671269233 

 O          2.709559953    -3.285636385    -1.150364484 

 C         -1.524798437     2.703235266    -1.203482554 

 C         -0.282975023     0.735196186    -2.262014811 

 H         -1.236296687     0.253639752    -1.950666390 

 C         -0.415549056     2.250810671    -2.145095879 

 H          0.564035816     2.674672573    -1.824152622 

 H         -0.627044414     2.677223271    -3.157608045 

 C          0.139703738     0.271977729    -3.640337190 

 H         -0.624386700     0.566693225    -4.394720528 

 H          1.109169561     0.733691112    -3.931470297 

 H          0.260306520    -0.831380774    -3.673016234 

 C         -2.884732293     2.618095160    -1.879982197 

 H         -1.334965769     3.759274840    -0.910230218 

 H         -2.920193826     3.279475679    -2.776563456 

 H         -3.087337489     1.573207202    -2.203648886 

 H         -3.696524168     2.913343839    -1.183532149 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by adding one electron to the neutral bridging CO 
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Dianion 3trans File name:  tDianion 

Fe         0.576357155     0.530286515    -0.225101223 

 Fe         1.593962331    -2.786790344     0.260006484 

 S          0.607577517    -1.499188523    -1.419817870 

 S          0.427483642    -1.119127381     1.447305423 

 C         -0.401592059     1.578550022     0.771202694 

 O         -1.034895469     2.306906465     1.461606318 

 C          0.039500762     1.389607166    -1.644504648 

 O         -0.327205417     1.973221910    -2.608849017 

 C          2.282908590     0.999875892    -0.077916291 

 O          3.310611318     1.576081311    -0.005836657 

 C          1.075805256    -4.278064881    -0.495093402 

 O          0.823128456    -5.318005829    -1.013393008 

 C          3.255276419    -2.303876138    -0.114303269 

 O          4.407573143    -2.205766297    -0.353239907 

 C          1.955598528    -3.625039312     1.746945449 

 O          2.178277402    -4.188822038     2.761651721 

 C         -1.359926894    -1.628363946     1.277120371 

 C         -1.907532884    -1.442173974    -0.133122611 

 H         -1.931334696    -0.343151273    -0.336960456 

 H         -2.965140575    -1.822106463    -0.149210721 

 C         -1.165538284    -2.066615154    -1.303808981 

 H         -1.891905837    -0.892585248     1.926881312 

 C         -1.864926075    -1.692704520    -2.598388744 

 H         -1.373742107    -2.170258502    -3.472320565 

 H         -1.817645649    -0.587380332    -2.737247320 

 H         -2.939571133    -1.995515122    -2.572814589 

 H         -1.089511199    -3.172208554    -1.195511154 

 C         -1.555967431    -3.027536152     1.824932632 

 H         -2.634291757    -3.315580719     1.804584051 

 H         -0.961334618    -3.749026319     1.215720709 

 H         -1.183979612    -3.100088229     2.870782086 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion formed by adding an electron to the all terminal CO Anion 
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Dianion µ3trans File name: uDianion 

Fe         0.331158908     0.594089789     1.071641871 

 Fe         0.512664906    -1.750062212    -0.085426192 

 S          1.005325723     0.258566268    -1.066697533 

 S         -1.861629347     1.302168735     0.418627317 

 C          1.294586179     1.994097892     1.386144533 

 O          1.986579136     2.919288938     1.640889493 

 C         -0.331310783     0.509252199     2.686367971 

 O         -0.742747922     0.505401048     3.787684180 

 C          1.561368695    -0.775023209     1.421739189 

 O          2.450351366    -1.090042301     2.160170627 

 C         -0.384183465    -2.497917852     1.224799389 

 O         -0.974720710    -3.075081614     2.064514956 

 C         -0.681035086    -2.178337271    -1.329724167 

 O         -1.421932460    -2.551132177    -2.169151423 

 C          1.853182679    -2.839255916    -0.406547008 

 O          2.689576940    -3.654111632    -0.584492869 

 C         -1.710519661     2.594882136    -0.889337826 

 C         -0.325367868     0.880584819    -2.186265690 

 H         -1.243146223     0.310058068    -1.910095943 

 C         -0.553386517     2.356195959    -1.865609774 

 H          0.387323558     2.779750495    -1.446813298 

 H         -0.767850376     2.916614105    -2.814866776 

 C          0.081086264     0.620415415    -3.622469949 

 H         -0.707582887     0.986267357    -4.322291925 

 H          1.033282891     1.144662394    -3.867706454 

 H          0.231781377    -0.467032503    -3.796489432 

 C         -3.036232707     2.624958681    -1.637515867 

 H         -1.552671205     3.582884853    -0.397577268 

 H         -3.056758882     3.447319382    -2.396392572 

 H         -3.189251638     1.652706396    -2.158341798 

 H         -3.881961050     2.757322878    -0.929431972 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion formed by adding an electron to the bridging  CO Anion 
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Neutral 3trans(Hµ) File name: tHNeutral 

Fe         0.775115481     0.225248412    -0.001382428 

 Fe         1.577899201    -2.397231407     0.030251722 

 S          0.165992007    -1.438708861    -1.536232311 

 S          0.222877952    -1.344321190     1.601568875 

 C         -0.704518252     1.270968334     0.034190642 

 O         -1.540434616     2.072567062     0.071871218 

 C          1.572714931     1.089548052    -1.336859023 

 O          2.087195281     1.659119400    -2.200936118 

 C          1.664578055     1.125268463     1.246154845 

 O          2.232375548     1.719529007     2.058880675 

 C          0.890174923    -4.071952982    -0.015365048 

 O          0.604609386    -5.192578385    -0.093976664 

 C          2.767075555    -2.660416359    -1.264224750 

 O          3.537411903    -2.835388452    -2.107935807 

 C          2.772822423    -2.689568668     1.317208466 

 O          3.555936089    -2.887321716     2.143985273 

 C         -1.558704930    -1.811678083     1.406650724 

 C         -2.186594774    -1.536464946     0.049729622 

 H         -2.293603492    -0.439840137    -0.105965867 

 H         -3.228099953    -1.942451224     0.087792016 

 C         -1.522280902    -2.118843408    -1.180125143 

 H         -2.038438808    -1.125958840     2.141676510 

 C         -2.360708800    -1.861709290    -2.418574003 

 H         -1.880624033    -2.271009375    -3.330072426 

 H         -2.510947314    -0.770225989    -2.568261103 

 H         -3.361551296    -2.332980819    -2.306939393 

 H         -1.352064791    -3.213100763    -1.054804163 

 C         -1.744032682    -3.240348820     1.883630235 

 H         -2.828245259    -3.466270904     1.982356889 

 H         -1.307348456    -3.970329744     1.169933024 

 H         -1.266651257    -3.402937698     2.871867954 

 H          2.150959886    -0.799960979    -0.001056181 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the all terminial CO Anion  
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Neutral 3trans(Hs) File name: tSHNeutral 

Fe        -1.388946924     1.575716195     0.427086366 

 Fe        -1.620091545    -1.295410023     0.360856463 

 C         -2.971777050    -1.174058247     1.514944154 

 O         -3.829654155    -1.163743344     2.294048564 

 C         -0.752314895    -2.821723705     0.688015852 

 O         -0.299562244    -3.849969607     0.988215492 

 C         -2.704067013    -1.985246285    -0.854586254 

 O         -3.411408525    -2.435051044    -1.657530803 

 C         -2.455905774     1.968108758     1.794186646 

 O         -3.129591915     2.256947536     2.690650223 

 C         -2.592154117     2.221490410    -0.695687735 

 O         -3.362119578     2.644077558    -1.455162244 

 C         -0.263911142     2.977907638     0.432469695 

 O          0.303984769     3.992367307     0.455038827 

 S         -0.390847749     0.006741410     1.815947240 

 S         -0.591738068     0.121533168    -1.040536677 

 C          1.256741318     0.107312857    -1.153784988 

 C          1.753225724    -0.710339797     0.026132061 

 C          1.421377155    -0.204098187     1.425270600 

 H          1.361781652    -1.746862445    -0.096201147 

 H          2.864926204    -0.775843506    -0.057171991 

 H          1.699197648    -1.012308346     2.138915279 

 H          1.543857038     1.179502614    -1.064447596 

 H         -0.886553442     0.309546203    -2.377700963 

 C          1.682901139    -0.485191412    -2.476827528 

 H          1.303701191     0.102210809    -3.339469680 

 H          2.792123340    -0.500268010    -2.540939545 

 H          1.323121308    -1.533016218    -2.573325141 

 C          2.153513268     1.066547825     1.804275702 

 H          3.252173045     0.900065263     1.762854036 

 H          1.901749771     1.902865374     1.117564795 

 H          1.891826011     1.390521388     2.832670739 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the sulfur of the all terminial CO Anion 
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Neutral µ3trans(Hµ) File name: uHNeutral 

Fe         0.178684722     0.558867429     1.049476754 

 Fe         0.397537410    -1.740367691     0.026720062 

 S          0.940943064     0.186181025    -1.047944302 

 S         -1.638300112     1.775765281     0.492318852 

 C          1.279101416     1.916715092     1.330220597 

 O          1.989898880     2.812490745     1.496034108 

 C         -0.511482974     0.499231857     2.691682138 

 O         -0.945714749     0.449930359     3.759736143 

 C          1.462692119    -0.740569741     1.559064852 

 O          2.336508206    -1.060712652     2.273000611 

 C         -0.086210306    -2.955253507     1.233847019 

 O         -0.420175909    -3.736101161     2.016181237 

 C         -0.754944694    -2.279741399    -1.237048186 

 O         -1.482133192    -2.642747736    -2.059596484 

 C          1.885266533    -2.597175060    -0.502051743 

 O          2.822129554    -3.174978382    -0.848126387 

 C         -1.420932349     2.800561143    -1.026591193 

 C         -0.382226944     0.763139491    -2.192008165 

 H         -1.341871192     0.324736959    -1.835743611 

 C         -0.411884425     2.283534415    -2.045444913 

 H          0.614691930     2.644385107    -1.802755280 

 H         -0.664642685     2.732151530    -3.035628091 

 C         -0.038431241     0.303547802    -3.593608940 

 H         -0.821979980     0.650611070    -4.301946172 

 H          0.934032141     0.728111745    -3.924379517 

 H          0.022482509    -0.802234308    -3.663869181 

 C         -2.812682906     2.917766239    -1.632564562 

 H         -1.098082375     3.800133700    -0.663051162 

 H         -2.802295227     3.651395157    -2.468146101 

 H         -3.148831087     1.936377383    -2.033079393 

 H         -3.558342947     3.250244716    -0.881999883 

 H         -0.841423504    -0.840856336     0.608330568 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the bridging CO Anion 
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Neutral µ3trans(Hs) File name: uSHNeutral 

Fe         0.333277632    -0.606373713    -0.019004022 

 Fe         0.952453233    -2.827296112     0.894875048 

 C         -0.335450018    -3.515457023     1.905360142 

 O         -1.176832654    -3.987170163     2.544188429 

 C         -0.282376286    -2.488369993    -0.501086342 

 O         -1.025771866    -2.956076430    -1.282942538 

 C          1.459995467    -4.381185909     0.209548548 

 O          1.738940135    -5.397587687    -0.271145760 

 C         -1.378802499    -0.135893688    -0.126129244 

 O         -2.488031238     0.193132970    -0.176860435 

 C          0.854634063     1.071607127    -0.254626588 

 O          1.166585352     2.181626826    -0.400387238 

 C          0.424257134    -0.803684037     1.757397760 

 O          0.425247074    -0.444750475     2.878166048 

 S          2.515310333    -2.952687732     2.632111254 

 S          2.367390842    -1.564981440    -0.463731628 

 C          3.561830566    -0.703653891     0.662701051 

 C          4.605977531    -1.657763119     1.224652391 

 C          4.157897972    -3.002605768     1.779950873 

 H          5.369046904    -1.866792199     0.437272295 

 H          5.145441010    -1.104051697     2.031731919 

 H          3.938472001    -3.694969149     0.937022742 

 H          2.944558462    -0.290626154     1.490463818 

 H          2.632074745    -1.682229770     3.163969868 

 C          5.203690342    -3.605907054     2.694546434 

 H          5.366377812    -2.963905453     3.586927382 

 H          4.915342549    -4.618029694     3.041514503 

 H          6.173055634    -3.684634574     2.154959710 

 C          4.229275689     0.427153203    -0.095094754 

 H          4.982430645     0.924554154     0.555421029 

 H          4.758523488     0.037373691    -0.991010314 

 H          3.500033477     1.192876087    -0.425271890 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the sulfur of the bridging CO Anion 
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Anion 3trans(Hµ) File name: tHAnion 

Fe         0.714890254     0.322840108     0.000229286 

 Fe         1.561669206    -2.495290830     0.022423332 

 S          0.195348927    -1.417324203    -1.564443666 

 S          0.252262148    -1.323698497     1.594009144 

 C         -0.773260258     1.364653738     0.080179481 

 O         -1.467666789     2.306488852     0.153755775 

 C          1.506029948     1.162318464    -1.321851676 

 O          2.028363805     1.729913609    -2.197875370 

 C          1.680523198     1.157230846     1.198055794 

 O          2.310941126     1.732824701     1.994890763 

 C          0.862938977    -4.183019709    -0.032370790 

 O          0.846821669    -5.356077957    -0.071585660 

 C          2.766295406    -2.709307527    -1.229036009 

 O          3.570941194    -2.855284216    -2.062424461 

 C          2.736605552    -2.760418606     1.295455673 

 O          3.525364568    -2.950373802     2.135463176 

 C         -1.534142556    -1.773424650     1.397545646 

 C         -2.138847467    -1.538323341     0.018496506 

 H         -2.203343044    -0.440325972    -0.164999205 

 H         -3.189967671    -1.926246975     0.053897444 

 C         -1.458104956    -2.157142702    -1.184738730 

 H         -2.035052989    -1.064059169     2.096987304 

 C         -2.324715761    -2.002580246    -2.420735568 

 H         -1.827153814    -2.425688752    -3.317421271 

 H         -2.524844451    -0.925635399    -2.616228896 

 H         -3.302882742    -2.516345671    -2.279272699 

 H         -1.227715519    -3.235658668    -0.995243587 

 C         -1.728687994    -3.192113444     1.899705868 

 H         -2.808837233    -3.462998178     1.896488092 

 H         -1.181801738    -3.911930044     1.250113539 

 H         -1.337938189    -3.306864871     2.932235675 

 H          2.037096695    -0.822862917    -0.003048986 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the Protonated neutral all terminal CO 
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Anion 3trans(Hs) File name: tSHAnion 

Fe        -1.309236318     1.914611878     0.543841313 

 Fe        -1.600991789    -1.603315407     0.492608754 

 C         -3.122677626    -1.391572031     1.393941152 

 O         -4.120967161    -1.449773573     1.999470149 

 C         -0.569583338    -2.892929599     1.078940320 

 O          0.041661695    -3.797023787     1.522966766 

 C         -2.236179087    -2.682772826    -0.725808865 

 O         -2.657342133    -3.381123283    -1.569627165 

 C         -2.810795878     1.948454908     1.497307552 

 O         -3.759774542     2.129896970     2.155760961 

 C         -1.830629194     3.135480556    -0.591912946 

 O         -2.172731488     3.932019394    -1.382236307 

 C          0.002354452     2.951169264     1.083429522 

 O          0.813335144     3.694913649     1.502967340 

 S         -0.446277994     0.056797605     1.718722491 

 S         -1.176614158     0.162034579    -0.857929434 

 C          0.588501045    -0.010496366    -1.471413903 

 C          1.406142470    -0.623015052    -0.339056853 

 C          1.305218740    -0.011430412     1.054011664 

 H          1.101681045    -1.691077342    -0.239827952 

 H          2.481493332    -0.606969045    -0.645563993 

 H          1.615180144     1.056841293     1.047709192 

 H          0.514554538    -0.762559885    -2.288557464 

 H         -1.706208689     0.248515529    -2.143756794 

 C          1.103452488     1.311736551    -1.986899105 

 H          2.157912857     1.210421146    -2.327899544 

 H          0.495537885     1.684307374    -2.840072194 

 H          1.047164971     2.078163571    -1.178806808 

 C          2.149517525    -0.811904078     2.025766981 

 H          2.115025035    -0.373175105     3.043900450 

 H          1.779254797    -1.859745709     2.084618491 

 H          3.210247466    -0.841214314     1.686742396 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the protonated sulfur neutral all terminal CO structure 
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Anion µ3trans(Hµ) File name: uHAnion 

Fe         0.270351111     0.555179736     1.093007411 

 Fe         0.374664824    -1.778028581    -0.006242499 

 S          1.004918905     0.168593138    -1.025580657 

 S         -1.814829644     1.447549665     0.374620009 

 C          1.225516834     2.000735768     1.315201954 

 O          1.869029309     2.964126718     1.463414877 

 C         -0.448157102     0.645055839     2.693386640 

 O         -0.911387002     0.728362781     3.758059852 

 C          1.518460505    -0.730767995     1.537964252 

 O          2.419993993    -1.098175678     2.208869948 

 C         -0.102805333    -2.937602051     1.230093175 

 O         -0.437876281    -3.702358579     2.042105268 

 C         -0.858016712    -2.213261246    -1.225655370 

 O         -1.613502935    -2.588598766    -2.030033126 

 C          1.830360120    -2.655600312    -0.522646368 

 O          2.758685351    -3.269109567    -0.867144456 

 C         -1.462315914     2.724574795    -0.909991657 

 C         -0.275780900     0.831955898    -2.169050701 

 H         -1.240425898     0.361791104    -1.865959541 

 C         -0.360046448     2.333773267    -1.903809331 

 H          0.629302592     2.695343699    -1.541545568 

 H         -0.549453010     2.862851905    -2.870904238 

 C          0.111634311     0.476302548    -3.589507341 

 H         -0.652963686     0.865082775    -4.299259406 

 H          1.093554641     0.922317265    -3.862482290 

 H          0.183368294    -0.624128466    -3.723748802 

 C         -2.778021121     2.959251035    -1.636236905 

 H         -1.158465960     3.658780212    -0.389876477 

 H         -2.684421250     3.793145075    -2.369877076 

 H         -3.075572980     2.037457241    -2.184273817 

 H         -3.591349857     3.198968366    -0.920373468 

 H         -0.778875434    -0.786593696     0.658041670 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the protonated bridging CO neutral 
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Anion µ3trans(Hs) File name: uSHAnion 

Fe         0.411553273    -0.493042724     0.462116613 

 Fe         0.953922808    -2.978482258     0.416864643 

 C         -0.401436248    -3.931195529     0.995611078 

 O         -1.300702681    -4.596341867     1.336805300 

 C         -0.201647827    -2.085557396    -0.744415686 

 O         -0.976193040    -2.213483391    -1.635293667 

 C          1.625171116    -4.272647795    -0.549926186 

 O          2.026154738    -5.129427874    -1.244227318 

 C         -1.153123272    -0.730378582     1.223975053 

 O         -2.201087613    -0.858481984     1.726559619 

 C          0.029937319     0.709872421    -0.774031830 

 O         -0.285211144     1.532255846    -1.542833980 

 C          0.959603174     0.540501429     1.809418400 

 O          1.161852805     1.352057939     2.636843924 

 S          1.860594947    -2.870571844     2.549087210 

 S          2.364294254    -1.350361926    -0.364294490 

 C          3.955566247    -1.247001582     0.623472216 

 C          4.335741279    -2.598946341     1.221643307 

 C          3.718963812    -2.965488314     2.556785986 

 H          4.086293069    -3.399004649     0.486299114 

 H          5.446636201    -2.620603408     1.362107626 

 H          4.030611257    -2.241138925     3.341300309 

 H          4.676065757    -1.053288454    -0.201839511 

 H          1.750775570    -1.485667281     2.589458518 

 C          4.093147178    -4.377871089     2.964709432 

 H          3.669687603    -5.105214410     2.236327565 

 H          5.197925316    -4.507809012     2.967292662 

 H          3.701095334    -4.628994153     3.971642968 

 C          4.038262965    -0.091483635     1.596815970 

 H          3.766362753     0.865196890     1.105465903 

 H          3.343853270    -0.212514041     2.455052984 

 H          5.074411894    -0.000631380     2.000834649 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Anion formed by reducing the sulfur protonated neutral bridging CO structure 
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Dianion 3trans(Hµ) File name: tHDianion 

Fe        0.752460    0.777156    0.015970 

Fe        1.568858   -2.918586    0.017521 

S         0.308095   -1.817830   -1.610972 

S         0.688973   -1.175266    1.346736 

C        -0.782795    1.527576    0.525495 

O        -1.735021    2.130680    0.876438 

C         0.859056    1.369215   -1.648293 

O         1.001236    1.851188   -2.711660 

C         1.813420    1.851359    0.899590 

O         2.549506    2.631461    1.389073 

C         0.972632   -4.418233   -0.654119 

O         0.636544   -5.459034   -1.118764 

C         3.168849   -2.464566   -0.588846 

O         4.286348   -2.398812   -0.970898 

C         2.050444   -3.735380    1.480818 

O         2.359103   -4.308753    2.468228 

C        -1.128094   -1.573648    1.435527 

C        -1.884565   -1.455191    0.115833 

H        -1.892597   -0.383495   -0.190923 

H        -2.950981   -1.750313    0.319257 

C        -1.406792   -2.252009   -1.089623 

H        -1.529489   -0.777444    2.105804 

C        -2.352028   -2.018149   -2.255342 

H        -2.045726   -2.618848   -3.137716 

H        -2.325967   -0.943626   -2.547415 

H        -3.402592   -2.276814   -1.977792 

H        -1.365330   -3.338663   -0.842757 

C        -1.309645   -2.930112    2.089377 

H        -2.392981   -3.171654    2.211724 

H        -0.821569   -3.710450    1.458281 

H        -0.814336   -2.958779    3.084107 

H         2.113539    0.129040   -0.339958 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the protonated anion all terminal CO structure 
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Dianion 3trans(Hs) File name: tSHDianion 

Fe         0.384339592    -0.431723279     0.199366374 

 Fe         1.005737194    -2.992897799     0.734186602 

 C         -0.367974435    -3.596570498     1.668314595 

 O         -1.321087879    -4.141125766     2.114692407 

 C         -0.139751410    -2.285600332    -0.558783627 

 O         -0.908297253    -2.626671705    -1.412696381 

 C          1.394393964    -4.422988277    -0.179683611 

 O          1.512785044    -5.437763199    -0.784555517 

 C         -1.310264704    -0.397170551     0.636817891 

 O         -2.454056109    -0.309671495     0.905866091 

 C          0.341150887     0.551005434    -1.266627696 

 O          0.215921736     1.322760005    -2.153804874 

 C          0.814294522     0.624745185     1.556861470 

 O          1.007614799     1.381775532     2.448141409 

 S          2.484649401    -3.454334623     2.528280500 

 S          2.549586384    -1.322345780    -0.055769296 

 C          3.532239155    -0.763982453     1.402402818 

 C          4.611204214    -1.771879300     1.768785529 

 C          4.193629511    -3.233131238     1.845731523 

 H          5.451415552    -1.699497309     1.028441626 

 H          5.040931006    -1.471481725     2.762445924 

 H          4.030635214    -3.605209079     0.807882844 

 H          2.800806774    -0.698680498     2.238127753 

 H          2.690506169    -2.474569036     3.507702813 

 C          5.228550080    -4.074209215     2.565301581 

 H          5.342106948    -3.738122447     3.620825385 

 H          4.946099700    -5.148610160     2.575075667 

 H          6.230820786    -3.971930299     2.068607651 

 C          4.126060350     0.605969297     1.144952692 

 H          4.726641290     0.960526522     2.018378415 

 H          4.791617762     0.567747155     0.252468580 

 H          3.316999717     1.339135483     0.947873465 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the sulfur protonated anion all terminal CO 

structure 
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Dianion µ3trans(Hµ) File name: uHDianion 

Fe         0.206815514     0.543546277     0.976601492 

 Fe         0.361221639    -1.966583937     0.202757527 

 S          1.035389751     0.321871944    -1.209614417 

 S         -1.906226878     1.434873132     0.253611101 

 C          1.228546257     1.944215905     1.196363177 

 O          1.929900409     2.877133943     1.360231549 

 C         -0.444725781     0.630698017     2.589912529 

 O         -0.863660445     0.731739128     3.682680871 

 C          1.468970238    -0.814476150     1.429392756 

 O          2.421862589    -0.973115658     2.136520586 

 C         -0.053617948    -3.119225728     1.464251567 

 O         -0.289106434    -3.995217087     2.219330529 

 C         -0.847909465    -2.425820289    -1.041243323 

 O         -1.620721964    -2.844025919    -1.822781681 

 C          1.805062004    -2.765019498    -0.443621467 

 O          2.717630416    -3.401047652    -0.831902669 

 C         -1.549818359     2.873012192    -0.838994325 

 C         -0.172567619     1.226601136    -2.262202632 

 H         -1.147155766     0.692949270    -2.143886828 

 C         -0.342570102     2.661247870    -1.760519458 

 H          0.591426115     2.958591399    -1.234141675 

 H         -0.452716128     3.350311591    -2.641823415 

 C          0.306987663     1.160772561    -3.700809807 

 H         -0.426442155     1.655357376    -4.382327580 

 H          1.287318328     1.678544466    -3.810826299 

 H          0.443034753     0.106604488    -4.023789704 

 C         -2.807458481     3.137748756    -1.654922867 

 H         -1.344822895     3.761969519    -0.197884645 

 H         -2.694348731     4.054784420    -2.285201711 

 H         -3.005326906     2.268707670    -2.322481321 

 H         -3.690678941     3.255290896    -0.990998687 

 H         -0.791686421    -0.813884220     0.642478285 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Dianion µ3trans(Hs) File name: uSHDianion 

Fe         0.452858537    -0.237753171     0.403182196 

 Fe         0.667006631    -2.762689146     0.031746816 

 C         -0.304409310    -3.488658382     1.308602406 

 O         -0.976604630    -4.070467206     2.084965066 

 C         -0.413041685    -2.582558416    -1.351244632 

 O         -1.169072930    -2.603975707    -2.255859222 

 C          1.504696418    -4.200754207    -0.481767861 

 O          2.036264385    -5.186709144    -0.865937637 

 C         -1.039915358    -0.851890985     1.111488313 

 O         -2.096554622    -1.056362699     1.595112843 

 C         -0.152372999     0.804768053    -0.884823956 

 O         -0.627951917     1.586584047    -1.635178311 

 C          0.797292307     1.034177449     1.558240342 

 O          0.937708949     1.950189036     2.298684702 

 S          2.465269049    -3.667059390     3.259504431 

 S          2.324931228    -1.250915473    -0.313061461 

 C          3.751411827    -1.329286261     0.937692381 

 C          4.199479719    -2.782212761     1.201973260 

 C          4.161968962    -3.296900078     2.637664306 

 H          3.594227792    -3.476956065     0.572255497 

 H          5.258423847    -2.893437923     0.858435220 

 H          4.577391214    -2.515744249     3.315671170 

 H          4.560642195    -0.832485463     0.355435536 

 H          1.725574325    -3.294195572     2.062577090 

 C          5.004288774    -4.557239501     2.767345811 

 H          4.622062460    -5.333044514     2.068260643 

 H          6.074172277    -4.347333583     2.522190462 

 H          4.946750278    -4.973551521     3.795647827 

 C          3.485970530    -0.501495605     2.173628120 

 H          3.229083262     0.539965772     1.894190297 

 H          2.623919806    -0.913018832     2.745674209 

 H          4.381433462    -0.479600086     2.844354772 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Dianion structure formed by reducing the sulfur protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Neutral 3trans(HµHµ) File name: tH2Neutral 

Fe         0.710360694     0.526009481    -0.061865578 

 Fe         1.708170361    -2.690719989     0.038620602 

 S          0.504560987    -1.354654048    -1.434739531 

 S          0.566202408    -1.237401635     1.456636631 

 C         -0.956323940     1.236622209     0.034799153 

 O         -1.918317924     1.879937564     0.105430844 

 C          1.213954686     1.512910746    -1.447065245 

 C          1.394742812     1.572643534     1.191476439 

 O          1.891250125     2.215733927     2.012671552 

 C          0.689553510    -4.184345348    -0.073037162 

 O          0.198426344    -5.227115576    -0.201286463 

 C          2.822097387    -3.166007379    -1.255078787 

 O          3.566366661    -3.413741665    -2.103073184 

 C          2.707620632    -3.262559183     1.391219123 

 O          3.378937128    -3.582818722     2.274755187 

 C         -1.223417760    -1.705743097     1.422640851 

 C         -1.925556659    -1.611202560     0.064889534 

 H         -2.282209002    -0.569724195    -0.083324823 

 H         -2.854660080    -2.228810026     0.130188658 

 C         -1.220737211    -2.009057499    -1.225421071 

 H         -1.657797897    -0.907311629     2.067744943 

 C         -2.033092867    -1.539321601    -2.417255475 

 H         -1.584503174    -1.870194012    -3.375066053 

 H         -2.098014135    -0.428468796    -2.427036129 

 H         -3.069817754    -1.937127799    -2.356580569 

 H         -1.076018918    -3.110447884    -1.280035768 

 C         -1.408472690    -3.034757982     2.129107091 

 H         -2.488666189    -3.202673446     2.330595095 

 H         -1.046404025    -3.884237395     1.514629945 

 H         -0.870320928    -3.055005258     3.099528910 

 H          2.710832906    -1.520306344     0.055552340 

 O          1.588260046     2.123551256    -2.353097301 

 H          2.191434791     0.104351621    -0.119310064 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the protonated anion all terminal CO structure 
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Neutral µ3trans(HµHs) File name: uH2Neutral 

Fe         0.153866141     0.611951971     1.002367988 

 Fe         0.317839074    -1.719878259    -0.033361819 

 S          0.962640829     0.195161617    -1.085920218 

 S         -1.819416494     1.591933232     0.246238441 

 C          1.187236166     2.017802130     1.255391232 

 O          1.889077641     2.924406236     1.430678898 

 C         -0.427571385     0.617804411     2.672084219 

 O         -0.783993399     0.615510398     3.773932834 

 C          1.415465984    -0.725800119     1.420532545 

 O          2.322246541    -1.001872565     2.120305934 

 C         -0.138155403    -2.935061909     1.175885245 

 C         -0.911378714    -2.172454619    -1.269058703 

 O         -1.668720605    -2.499004969    -2.084552000 

 C          1.756379797    -2.614035906    -0.592293566 

 O          2.677585702    -3.208716900    -0.956477929 

 C         -1.613304051     2.669018549    -1.250847185 

 C         -0.255886377     0.782352000    -2.346550384 

 H         -1.215486708     0.246298278    -2.172586703 

 C         -0.433348230     2.284621574    -2.138634265 

 H          0.514228706     2.711017899    -1.738604808 

 H         -0.595764600     2.768391230    -3.131262409 

 C          0.289448704     0.428848043    -3.715487735 

 H         -0.423564420     0.753757619    -4.504584030 

 H          1.261169233     0.936121951    -3.897099222 

 H          0.447099406    -0.664568504    -3.819576800 

 C         -2.930509850     2.668582686    -2.002545595 

 H         -1.434807344     3.671093839    -0.805320905 

 H         -2.905604193     3.424965937    -2.816167437 

 H         -3.113459989     1.675140130    -2.470937083 

 H         -3.787341530     2.897967982    -1.336606003 

 H         -0.845179965    -0.775076534     0.690224904 

 O         -0.448130110    -3.722035388     1.964080182 

 H         -2.421207572     0.567217900    -0.457939647 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Neutral molecule formed by protonating the protonated anion bridging CO structure 
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Anion3trans(HµHµ) File name: tH2Anion 

Fe         0.688091298     0.227784595    -0.034793723 

 Fe         1.510140093    -2.432393802     0.037994439 

 S          0.116120163    -1.465116280    -1.522395111 

 S          0.191071490    -1.333573277     1.583780294 

 C         -0.678151282     1.376073772    -0.004857594 

 O         -1.408110712     2.293984287     0.014434551 

 C          1.645616825     0.915884751    -1.346388645 

 C          1.759495462     0.967224970     1.152809649 

 O          2.444794339     1.488956731     1.940411710 

 C          0.970716985    -4.131841961    -0.015303594 

 O          0.848145207    -5.297024643    -0.081813742 

 C          2.757317035    -2.447376649    -1.208794884 

 O          3.578129593    -2.496203660    -2.037302131 

 C          2.745665242    -2.522330096     1.295073519 

 O          3.566454117    -2.619419475     2.119485159 

 C         -1.591751734    -1.822898525     1.411580914 

 C         -2.224840195    -1.513323638     0.066949262 

 H         -2.248608313    -0.408741016    -0.079795176 

 H         -3.290178833    -1.859490480     0.107372960 

 C         -1.581236053    -2.122755223    -1.160290854 

 H         -2.081725384    -1.167526017     2.168398298 

 C         -2.433754752    -1.867634473    -2.389435940 

 H         -1.969035341    -2.295481149    -3.301493028 

 H         -2.555649767    -0.773117568    -2.548732009 

 H         -3.446589964    -2.312806331    -2.260905995 

 H         -1.420227277    -3.217050974    -1.020021446 

 C         -1.749045812    -3.270510192     1.835329759 

 H         -2.825478623    -3.555778467     1.856386056 

 H         -1.216562176    -3.946820264     1.131267219 

 H         -1.318814018    -3.438670928     2.844931654 

 H          4.043038685    -0.234092138    -0.053848932 

 O          2.266059466     1.401242641    -2.207454638 

 H          4.782987059     0.014592400    -0.064805410 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diprotonated anion formed by protonating the protonated dianion structure all terminal 

CO 
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Anion µ3trans(HµHs) File name: uH2Anion 

Fe         0.403991634    -0.352882516     1.958170768 

 Fe        -0.158440895    -2.973194487     0.569606232 

 S          0.759684325    -1.014127578    -0.261269779 

 S         -1.772125928     0.346152951     1.425357342 

 C          0.843218101     1.385026128     1.958972641 

 O          1.090034967     2.515378885     2.114678168 

 C         -0.203896860    -0.465859649     3.615551192 

 O         -0.586714644    -0.504734583     4.714928253 

 C          2.020166769    -0.960033335     2.362785544 

 O          3.092826533    -1.298852071     2.658200221 

 C         -1.148810165    -3.923288439     1.660990844 

 C         -0.628656989    -3.660296007    -1.002543081 

 O         -1.035500062    -4.091981221    -2.008886203 

 C          1.421901714    -3.788354299     0.858852010 

 O          2.405387724    -4.384109851     1.043252981 

 C         -1.586059309     1.652423171     0.134781812 

 C         -0.513700643    -0.167084281    -1.300328011 

 H         -1.484935320    -0.635516202    -1.025816003 

 C         -0.550083062     1.311958534    -0.940845163 

 H          0.466515588     1.629610184    -0.612740129 

 H         -0.787031176     1.910706354    -1.855997697 

 C         -0.170314203    -0.435332805    -2.752352134 

 H         -0.938207387     0.020819534    -3.417841763 

 H          0.818854259     0.001139815    -3.014054042 

 H         -0.131055930    -1.526010673    -2.960042305 

 C         -2.967770409     1.829657793    -0.474616395 

 H         -1.284660159     2.597243056     0.638541282 

 H         -2.969990584     2.674324779    -1.200479482 

 H         -3.272337096     0.903674012    -1.011479696 

 H         -3.728160448     2.029787543     0.308837355 

 H         -1.500602197    -2.214289241     0.455996429 

 O         -1.843784499    -4.531740369     2.372037436 

 H         -0.240467644    -2.038360390     1.937518237 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Diprotonated anion formed by protonating the protonated dianion bridging CO structure 
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APPENDIX B 

 

PERTINENT LABORATORY OBSERVATIONS 

 

 

  

 

 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes 

P 69 - 71of notebook 1 on 5/20/08 and also 

P 107 of notebook 2 on 11/26/10 

  

Band 1 – this band is a pale lemon yellow color. 

Band 2 – orange or red fraction depending upon 

concentration  

Band 3 – purple band stays up high 

 

Notes: It is not specified in notebook but the column used 

was likely a 1 ½ inch diameter column about 10 inches tall. 

IR shows the recognizable hand in (not stated but likely 

nujol, alternatively hexanes) υ(CO) 2075, 2035, 2006, 1991, 

1981. 

1 

2 

3 

Column Purification of: 

 1,3-butanedithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

Silica gel eluting with 5:3 hexanes:dichloromethane 

P 144 of notebook 2 on 9/26/11 

 

Band 1 – this band is a pale lemon yellow color, a mixture of 

isomers of 3,5-dimethyl-1,2-dithiolane as indicated by 
1
H NMR. 

 

Band 2 – Sunny yellow color – this is not ligand. 

 

Band 3 - 
1
H NMR shows this is not ligand. 

 

Notes: band two crystallized upon rotavaping, may be excess 

sulfur. No separation of isomers was found in this method. This 

method was not pursued any further. 

Column Purification of: 

 1,3-butanedithiolatodiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes. 14 inch column 1 ½ inch in 

diameter 

 

No pressure was added to this column, gravity drip only. 

 

P 26 - 27 of notebook 2 on 1/9/10 

 

Target of purification: 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 

 

Band 1 – 5 were tested by IR and not found to have the 

characteristic carbonyl stretching frequencies. 

Band 6 and Band 7 have the characteristic peaks and were 

collected. 

 

Band 1 – yellow 

Band 2 – dark purple 

Band 3 – brown-red-purple 

Band 4 – brown-red 

Band 5 – orange and brown-red 

Band 6 – dark orange - product 

Band 7 – medium orange - product 

Band 8 – dark brown – orange 

Band 9 – beige 

Band 10 – red 

Band 11 – dark brown 

Band 12 – light brown 

 

Notes: No peaks after band 7 were collected. 

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes.  

This is likely a 14 inch column 1 ½ inch in diameter 

P 146 of notebook 2 on 9/28/11 

 

Band 1 – formed a yellow oil upon rotavaping. 
1
H NMR showed 

two peaks, at 1.25 and 1.53 ppm. 

 

Band 2 – maroon, formed an oil upon rotavaping 
1
H NMR was not 

resolved enough to be conclusive. 

 

Band 3 – maroon, continuation of band two, is 3 with possibly some 

Fe
3
(CO)

12 
 mixed in. Major isomer cis to trans in a 4:1 ratio as 

determined by 
1
H NMR. comparison of integrations of methyl 

stretches. This was further purified on a separate column 

 

Band 4 – green, is 3 with some Fe
3
(CO)

12
 mixed in. The major 

isomer is trans with a ratio of 3:1 as determined by 
1
H NMR.  

 

Band 5 – green looks to be a dilute continuation of band 4 with 

similar ratios of cis and trans as in band 4.  Bands 4 and 5 were 

combined and further purified on a separate column. 

 

Note: A yellow, oil, as seen in band 1 is common among these types 

of synthesis. Generally this yellow band is just tossed out and I 

don’t know that full characterization has been done or if it is the 

same side product each time.   

 

This column was overloaded and did not allow for full separation. 

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes. P 147 of notebook 2 on 9/29/11 

Target of purification:  

 

This is a second column using the band 3 as previously described 

on p 146 of the notebook, also described as Maroon 2, and 4:1 

cis:trans on the notebook page. 

 

Band 1 – thin yellow band was discarded 

Band 2 – thin purple band was discarded 

Band 3 – pale orange band –  product fraction was collected in two 

fractions. During rotavaping, a line of green crystals formed in the 

round bottom. This line of green crystals was scraped out and 

discarded. It is presumed to be excess Fe
3
(CO)

12
 or a 

decomposition product of the same. 

 

Notes: The notebook indicates that the first drop of the orange 

band (which depending upon concentration can appear anywhere 

from orange to dark maroon) is purely cis. The next portion is 

mostly cis. The final portion is about 50/50 cis to trans. The 
1
H 

NMR files were not found to confirm. 

Band 3 is run on another column 9/29/11, p 147 lab notebook 2. 

Band 4 – 5 are run another column 9/29/11, p 147 lab notebook 2. 

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes. P 147 of notebook 2 on 9/29/11 

Target of purification:  

 

This is a second column using the band 4 and band 5 as previously 

described on p 146 of the notebook, also described as Green 1 and 

Green 2  and as 3:1 trans:cis on the notebook page. 

 

Band 1 – thin yellow band was discarded 

Band 2 – thin purple band was discarded 

Band 3 – Dark orange/maroon product band was collected in seven 

fractions 

     First fraction of band 3 was all cis 

     Second fraction of band 3 was almost pure cis 

 

     Fractions 3 and 4 were placed in freezer and formed good crystals.   

Sue Roberts looked at them. Fraction 3 was recrystallized in hexanes. 

 

Notes: the mostly trans portion was run on another column on 10/1/11, 

p. 148 of notebook. 

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes. P 148 of notebook 2 on 10/1/11 

 

This is a third column using the bands 4 - 5 as previously described 

the first column on p 146 of the notebook, described as Green 1 and 

Green 2. This was then the mostly trans fractions from the dark 

orange / maroon band described on p 147 of notebook 2. 

 

Band 1 –  tiny green line, discarded 

Band 2 – tiny red line, discarded 

Band 3 – orange, product was collected in 7 fractions 

Band 4 – gray/green discarded 

Band 5 – orange, product – this was eluted with DCM 

 

Notes: yellow band 5 was left on the column and run with DCM. 

First fraction of band 5 was 1:1 cis:trans and second fraction from 

band 5 is 3:1 cis:trans Does trans travel faster than cis in DCM?  

Fraction 

from band 

4 

Color υ(CO) in hexanes 

T1 Dark orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

T2 Brown/orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

T3 Orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

T4 Dark orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

Fraction 

from band 

4 

Color 1

H NMR comparing methyl peaks 
Ratio cis : trans p 3 – 5 notebook 3 

T2 Orange 1:0 cis:trans 

T3 Orange 1: 0.3 cis:trans 

T4 Orange solids 

present 
Paramagnetic, messy 

T5 Yellow 1:1 cis:trans 

 

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes. P 148 of notebook 2 on 10/1/11 

 

This is a third column using all the 1:1 cis:trans fractions together and 

running a column. This is “M” for mixed. 

 

Band 1 –  tiny green line, discarded 

Band 2 – tiny red line, discarded (this is unclear in notebook) 

Band 3 – orange, product was collected in 5 fractions 

Band 4 – more orange 

Band 5 – yellow 

Fraction 

from band 4 

Color υ(CO) in hexanes 

M1 Brown orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

M2 Brown orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

M3 Orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

M4 Orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

M5 Lt orange 2074, 2034, 2005, 1990, 1980 

M6 Yellow 2074, 2032, 2002, 1988, 1958* 

M7 Yellow * same stretches as M6, DCM and 

Benzene present 

Fraction  Color 1
H NMR comparing methyl peaks 

Ratio cis : trans p 3 – 5 notebook 3 

M1 Orange 1:0 cis:trans 

M2 Lt. Orange 1:0.7 cis:trans 

M7 Yellow 1:2.6 cis:trans 

M8 Yellow  1:2 cis:trans 

 

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes. P 76 of notebook 3 on 2/26/12 

 

Band 1 – yellow, faint and small, discarded, seen frequently in 

these types of preparations 

Band 2 – purple, discarded 

Band 3 – 4 product and tailing color orange and lighter orange 

Band 5 – 6 left on column 

 

 

Notes: 

This batch had been started from an all cis batch of ditoslate 

product. During the process to the dithiolane product it appears to 

have reisomerized to a 1:1 cis:trans mixture.  

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes. P 84 of notebook 3 on 3/4/12 

 

Band 1 – yellow, faint and small, discarded, seen frequently in these 

types of preparations 

Band 2 – product  

 

Notes: 

This batch had been started from a mixed cis:trans batch of 

ditoslate product reacted directly with backbone. The ratio remains. 

The yield is low and backbone contamination is difficult to remove. 

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes. P 88 of notebook 3 on 3/6/12 

 

Band 1 – yellow, faint and small, discarded, seen frequently in 

these types of preparations 

Band 2 – Orange tailing into band 3 – both bands are product 

Band 3 – product 

Band 5 – 6 left on column 

Notes: 

This batch had been started from an all cis batch of ditoslate 

product reacted directly with backbone. This retained 

stereochemistry but has backbone contaminate. 

Column Purification of: 

 2,4-pentanedithioldiironhexacarbonyl 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Silica gel eluting with hexanes 

P 105 of notebook 2 on 5/20/08 and also 

 

 

Band 1 – pale yellow 

Band 2 – burgundy-purple-pink – This is product 

Band 3 – Very dark purple-brown turned green when it came off the 

column 

Band 4 – Orange yellow 

Band 5 – Yellow-white 

Band 6 – Orange 

Band 7 – Brown-red 

 

Notes: Band 2 is product 

 

υ(CO) 2080, 2046, 2008 
1
H NMR δ 6.8 s,  

13
C, 14, 22, 31, 121, 146, 207 

 

 

7 

Column Purification of: 

 (µ-3,4-thiophenedithiolato)diironhexacarbonyl 
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